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SUMMARY 

The dissertation explored the role of non-executive individuals’ understandings and actions for 

influencing macro level outcomes in firms. Specifically, middle managers’ and employees’ impact 

on four macro-level outcomes with a strategic relevance were considered: firms’ identification of 

new strategic opportunities (paper 1), firms’ abilities to identify ideas for new or useful products or 

processes (paper 2), firms’ abilities to avoid undesired persistence of their routines (paper 3), and 

planned transfer of routines from one firm to another (paper 4).  

Each paper made separate contributions to separate streams of literature. In brief, paper 1 

clarified how and why individuals analytic information processing, their differing rationales for 

engaging in foresight activities as well as their social interaction contributed to corporate level value 

creation. Paper 2 helped clarify the conditions for succeeding with a bottom-up innovation strategy 

within hierarchies. More specifically, it illuminated how corporate level identification of ideas 

depended on employees’ upwards versus sideways sharing and their socio-psychological needs. It 

also uncovered that sharers differed in their reactions to incentives. Many of their idea sharing 

practices would likely go under the radar of top management, but nevertheless impact creative 

outcomes. Paper 3 offered a model that helped explain how and why undesired persistence of 

collective performance can result from individual failures to (i) apply the appropriate abstract 

knowledge to specific situations or (ii) detach from abstract knowledge in favor of new situational 

knowledge. Task framing and task design were highlighted as explanatory factors. Paper 4 clarified 

how and why operative transferring agents shaped cross-corporate routine transfer over time. 

In essence, non-executives influence the strategic process as well as its’ outcomes, despite 

their lack of formal decision-making power. Operative middle managers and employees shape both 

whether and how firm level strategic outcomes are realized. These individuals shape collective level 

outcomes due to their different understandings of the work environment, their socio-psychological 

needs and rationalities as well as their beliefs about the consequences of specific work related 

actions. Adding to an emerging orientation to “small strategy” within the micro-foundational 

research agenda, the dissertation thus suggests that greater attention should be directed to the 

difference between organizations as they are perceived and measured by researchers and top 

management, and work environments as perceived by heterogeneous lower level individuals during 

their day-to-day activities. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of individual understandings should be 

considered as the primary focus of interventions, rather than simply their average type of actions. 



RESUMÉ 

Denne afhandling udforsker mellemledere og medarbejderes indvirkning på virksomheders resultater 

og strategiske målopnåelse. Afhandlingen har et særligt fokus på at forklare forskellige resultater og 

niveauer af målopnåelse i lys af individers forskellige forståelser, tænkemåder og handlingsmønstre, 

hellere end at forklare makro-resultater med at vise til andre karakteristika på makro-niveau 

(eksempelvis virksomhedernes udformning eller rutiner). Konkret blev mellemledere og 

medarbejderes betydning for fire resultater på makroniveau undersøgt: virksomhedernes 

identifikation af nye strategiske muligheder (papir 1), virksomhedernes identifikation af ideer til nye 

eller nyttige produkter eller processer (papir 2), uønsket stabilitet af rutiner i virksomheder (papir 3), 

og planlagt overførsel af rutiner fra et firma til et andet (papir 4). 

Hvert papir indeholder særskilte bidrag til forskellige diskussioner indenfor 

virksomhedslitteratur. Papir 1 bidrager med en forklaring på hvordan og hvorfor individer kan skabe 

værdi for virksomheder gennem at identificere nye strategiske muligheder (”technology foresight”). 

Både diversitet når det gjaldt kognitive præferencer, graden af engagement og hvad for nogle fordele 

man opfattede at der var ved at deltage i technology foresight, påvirkede værdiskabelsen. I tillæg var 

den sociale interaktion der blev muliggjort gennem deltagelse vigtigt for at reelt identificere nye 

muligheder. Papir 2 forklarer hvordan og hvorfor medarbejderes deling af innovative ideer kan finde 

sted indenfor hierarkiske virksomheder med lav autonomi, med fokus på hvordan medarbejderes 

diversitet når det gælder opfattelsen af konsekvenserne af deling i tillæg til forskellige psykosociale 

behov indvirker på hvordan og til hvem deling foregår. Papir 3 præciserer hvordan og hvorfor den 

enkeltes situationsspecifikke (snarere end generelle) forståelse forklarer hvordan specifikke opgaver 

som del af rutiner udføres. Endvidere detaljerer papiret den proces, hvorigennem situationsspecifikke 

forståelser genereres og potentielt opdateres under rutinearbejde - herunder miljømæssige og intra-

individuelle påvirkningsfaktorer. Endvidere indeholder papiret eksempler på, hvordan forskellige 

grader af opdatering af situationsspecifikke forståelser kan være forbundet med stabilitet, variation 

eller ændring af rutiner. Papir 4 præciserer hvordan og hvorfor operative mellemledere påvirker 

hvordan rutiner overføres mellem virksomheder over tid. 

I det væsentlige viser afhandlingen at ikke-ledere, til trods for deres mangel på formel 

beslutningsmyndighed, har væsentlig reel indflydelse, og at operative mellemledere og medarbejdere 

bidrager til at afgøre både om og hvordan strategiske resultater realiseres.  
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1. MOTIVATION

Strategy and organization theory is broadly concerned with explaining what managers of firms can 

or should do – on behalf of owners - to remain competitive and bring about specific results (Nag, 

Hambrick, & Chen, 2007). The unit of analysis has traditionally been the firm and firm level 

characteristics, and the primary outcomes of interest have been related to collective level 

performance, measured by the realization of strategic goals related to opportunity recognition, 

productivity, innovation and planned change. The assumption that such strategic outcomes stem 

from managerial actions and decision-making has been referred to as the “raison d’être” of the 

strategic management discipline (Dean and Sharfman, 1996). During the past decade, however, 

attention has been directed towards grounding such higher level strategic outcomes – or 

explanandums - in explanans at lower levels of analysis (Felin & Foss, 2005; Felin, Foss, & 

Ployhart, 2015; Foss, 2003; Lippman & Rumelt, 2003). Specifically, the tendency to attribute firm 

level outcomes to the capabilities of executive teams, rather than individuals and actions taking 

place at the non-executive level, has been criticized (MacKay & Chia, 2013).  

The perspective that strategy is something that firms do, rather than have, is not news 

to scholars taking a strategy-as-practice approach to explain firm level outcomes (Mintzberg, 

Ahlstrand, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 2005; Jarzabkowski, P., 2008). What is still relatively unexplored, 

however, is specifically whether and how non-executive individuals might influence strategic 

outcomes or perhaps even sway the strategic process as such (Vaara & Whittington, 2012). In line 

with such ideas, a broad body of literature has started to consider the potential power of non-

managerial individual actors and multi-level mechanisms for realizing outcomes at the firm level 

(Devinney, 2013; Felin et al., 2015; Powell, Lovallo, & Fox, 2011; Salvato & Rerup, 2010). This 

trend is part of what has been referred to as the “micro-foundations movement” (Felin et al., 2015) 

– a research programme and debate spanning several streams of literature in strategy and

organization research1. 

1 There have been debates concerned with micro-foundations in disciplines such as economics and sociology 
as well. Although especially the latter debate is still going on strong, it will only be superficially dealt with in 
this introduction, due to concerns about length and scope. 
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While scholars within the micro-foundations movement differ with regard to the 

theories they use and the research questions they pursue, many of them share a willingness to re-

evaluate their implicit theories about agency - that is, individuals’ capacity to act and to choose 

(Barker, 2003). Although managers and their capabilities are important for navigating complexity 

and protecting the value of a firms’ assets (Augier and Teece, 2009; Woiceshyn, 2009), executives’ 

shortcomings and other individuals’ potential impact on firms’ abilities to remain competitive have 

been discussed. For instance, literature focused on strategic search has highlighted how managers’ 

cognitive limitations can stop them from sensing and seizing emerging opportunities (Gavetti & 

Rivkin, 2007; Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000), thereby limiting a firms’ ability to change. Literature with a 

practice approach to organizational routines bring an interesting perspective in this respect, since 

this stream of research has shown how routines can actually change from within without managerial 

intervention, due to the agentic power of lower level actors (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). As 

highlighted throughout the micro-foundational research debate, however, insights from the latter 

tradition unfortunately remains relatively untouched by researchers who link routines to strategic 

outcomes.  

Extending the view of the firm as a bundle of resources (Barney, 1991), however, 

authors have moved toward considering the psychology of a firms’ human resources – rather than, 

for instance, human resource systems and practices as such – as a potential source of competitive 

advantage (Huy, 2011; Lindenberg & Foss, 2011; Powell et al., 2011). Thus, the attention that 

earlier theorists paid to the understandings and actions of non-executives as well as the limitations 

of strategic managerial goal setting (Cyert & March, 1963) seems to have re-entered theorizing 

about firms and their practices (Abell, Felin, & Foss, 2008; Felin & Foss, 2005; Vaara & 

Whittington, 2012).  

Still, there is much work left to be done – both theoretically and empirically – to 

establish whether, how and why individuals at lower organizational levels influence outcomes of 

strategy that are observable on the firm or business unit level. Broadly, there is a need to explain 

“how collective action emerges and in turn how collective action and organization might take on 

new forms, beyond the mere aggregation of individuals.” (Felin et al., 2015 p 617). With a 

particular focus on how non-executive individuals understand and carry out actions related to their 

firms’ strategic objectives, the present dissertation responds to this call by exploring micro-

foundational causes - or explanans - of four macro-level strategic outcomes - or explanandums:  
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(i) firms’ identification of new strategic opportunities

(ii) firms’ identification of ideas for new or useful products or processes,

(iii) firms’ abilities to avoid undesired persistence of their routines, and

(iv) planned transfer of routines from one firm to another.

The focus on both understanding and action is motivated by the practice tradition of routines 

research, which has established the importance of individual actions as well as their interpretations 

and understandings for binding together the actions we often recognize as collective (Feldman and 

Pentland, 2003). Understandings refer to cognitive as well as motivational aspects. Cognitive 

aspects refer to ways of processing information and making decisions as well as generalizable 

and/or situation-specific cognitive representations (further elaborated in paper 1, 3 and 4), while 

motivational aspects refer to values (paper 1), socio-psychological needs (detailed in paper 2) as

well as different modes or rationalities (see paper 3). With non-executive individuals it is mainly

referred to operative middle managers as well as lower level employees – in essence those that 

practically realize strategic objectives rather than those with the official power to formulate them. 

Based on empirical research as well as a thorough consideration of specific streams of 

literature, the dissertation offers new explanations and evidence concerning how and why non-

executives may matter for producing, shaping, realizing or outright blocking the macro level 

outcomes outlined above, throughout four independent academic papers. Each paper reviews 

relevant literature and makes separate contributions to those literatures. At the same time, across 

papers, an important message remains for a more general discussion about the role of non-

executives for influencing firm level outcomes, and about the prospects of micro-foundational 

research for keeping on informing strategy and management theory. The dissertation thus operates 

on two levels, where the micro level consists of four independent contributions and the macro level 

includes a meta-level contribution to the scholarly debate on micro-foundational research. Each of 

the four papers are located at the micro level, while this introduction and subsequent discussion are 

located at the macro and meta level (see figure, next page).  
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Figure 1: Overview of papers, literatures and guiding theoretical framework

Paper 3: 
Failing to Apply Versus 

Failing to Detach: Micro-
Level Explanations for 

Undesired Routine 
Persistence 
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2. POSITIONING OF THE RESEARCH: A MICRO-FOUNDATIONAL APPROACH

Why is micro level explanations for macro level outcomes needed, when there already exists 

theories that link macro level outcomes with macro level influencing factors? In summary, the 

present dissertation subscribes to the view that seeking for explanations at one or more levels below 

the explained outcome can help improve the explanatory power of theory concerned with (i) how 

and why collective level outcomes come about, (ii) how collective outcomes can potentially be re-

produced and (iii) how collective outcomes can be deliberately influenced towards stability, 

variation and change, by means of manipulating macro level influencing factors.  

The dissertation also takes the view that micro-foundational research can benefit from 

cross-fertilizing views from different research streams. While one research stream may have 

developed toward focusing too much on macro level factors, neighbouring research streams may be 

able to contribute with micro level insights. Moreover, micro-foundational research should pay 

attention not only to individuals and how their actions relate to macro level outcomes, but also 

consider how intra-individual aspects influence actions. At the same time, micro-foundational 

research should keep in mind other potential influencing factors as well, such as structural elements 

(for instance, collective norms) and social interaction. As an example of why this approach is 

important and appropriate, I now briefly introduce some key points of micro-foundational 

discussion.  

2.1 Arguments, counter-arguments and a revised micro-foundational research agenda 

It is outside of the scope of this introduction to take a deep dive into all the arguments and counter-

arguments put forward in the now more than decade-long micro-foundations debate. The following, 

however, may serve as a small introduction and justification of the somewhat “weak” micro-

foundational stance that is taken2. Essentially, it is argued that it depends on the research question 

2 The ”weak” micro-foundational stance is, among others, taken by the philosopher Daniel Little (2011), who 
defends an actor-centered sociology where the substance of social phenomena is solely made up of socially 
constituted individual actors actions, interactions, and states of mind. At the same time, he defends the 
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whether micro-foundations at the level of single heterogeneous individuals need to be made explicit 

in social scientific research. As further detailed in section 4, it is assumed that such foundations can 

be made explicit if deemed relevant, but that causality can be attributed to collective level entities as 

well. For now, I focus the discussion on the concept of organizational routines, because three of the 

four papers in the dissertation are explicitly referring to and partly contributing to routines theory, 

while the fourth paper is relevant for routines theory in a more indirect manner3. Moreover, routines 

were from the start subject to criticism from scholars calling for better micro-level grounding of 

routines (Abell et al., 2008; Felin & Foss, 2005). As argued below, important points were made 

both in the initial critique as well as in the responses to it. 

The initial critique of organizational routines and capabilities 

An organizational routine was for long popularly defined as a pattern of behaviour followed 

repeatedly, subject to change if conditions changed (Winter, 1971), a re-conceptualization of the 

standard operating procedures that explained heterogeneity in the behavioural theory of the firm 

(Cyert & March, 1963). Later on, routines were further proffered as the basic unit of analysis in 

economic as well as organization theory (Becker, 2004; Nelson & Winter, 1982) and as building 

blocks for organizational capabilities that could in turn influence adaptations of routines to dynamic 

environments (Salvato & Rerup, 2010). Such capabilities refers to systematic patterns of 

organizational activity aimed at the generation and adaptation of operating routines (Zollo & 

Winter, 2002), or some kind of routines for changing routines. The potential tautology involved in 

the routines-capabilities explanation (Priem & Butler, 2001) has been a major point of criticism for 

scholars calling for better micro-foundations in strategy and organization theory (see for instance 

Foss, 2003; Felin and Foss, 2005 and Winter, 2011 for a response).  

theoretical possibility of attributing causal powers to meso-level social entities and structures. He thus sees 
micro-foundations as an ontological rather than methodological principle (see also section 4). 

3 For further details, see summary of the papers in section 3, and a discussion of the papers’ 

combined contributions in part 6 of the dissertation. 
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Throughout several papers over several years, they engaged in what was nonchalantly 

referred to as a “minor crusade” (Foss, 2013) to motivate the re-examination of concepts such as 

routines to strengthen their micro-foundations. The desired new research agenda was concerned 

with “individual decision-making, individual interaction, aggregation and how these micro-

dynamics then might lead to subsequent collective outcomes related to structure and performance” 

(Felin and Foss, 2009 p 166). In essence, it was argued that routines theory had left out important 

explanations about origins (where routines come from and how routines emerge) as well as 

outcomes (through which mechanisms routines are linked to performance) (Felin & Foss, 2009). A 

re-orientation of routines theory toward the contributions of earlier theorists was thus called for, and 

it was argued that this re-orientation should involve “explicit microfoundations based on boundedly 

rational behaviors of individuals” (Felin and Foss, 2009 p 159) – in essence their actions and 

decisions as well as their understandings.  

The Coleman bathtub - also sometimes referred to as the Coleman boat, after the late 

sociologist James Coleman - was used by Abell et al. (2008) to justify the need for micro-

foundations of routines, and later updated by Felin et al. (2015) as a heuristic to clarify different 

ways of tackling the micro-macro challenge (see figure 2 below). The main argument of Abell et al. 

(2008) was that current routines research had simply considered routines as belonging in both of the 

top corners of the bathtub - as social facts and as a social outcomes - without considering how they 

conditioned individual actions or how individual actions conditioned routines. As visible in Felin et 

al.’s (2015) version of the diagram, accounting for individual action as well as conditions of 

individual action (the bottom corners of the bathtub) is deemed to be necessary for accurately 

explaining macro level outcomes. More specifically, it is argued that all micro-foundational 

explanations should account for how individual action produces social outcomes (arrow 3), but that 

it may also be necessary to include intra-individual conditions of action (arrow 2) as well as macro 

level influences on such conditions (arrow 1). 
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Figure 2: Coleman’s bathtub I 

Source: Felin et al., 2015 

 

Debate on methodological individualism  

The need for a micro-foundational re-orientation of routines research has however been strongly 

disputed (Pentland, 2011; Winter, 2013), predominantly due to the arguments put forward in favour 

of methodological individualism – that is, the stance where it was stressed that all causal accounts 

of macro level phenomena should make explicit how they are rooted in the motivation and actions 

of individuals (see Figure 2, Abell et al., 2008 and Felin and Foss, 2005). Authors within the 

influential practice oriented tradition of routines research, for instance, had for several years moved 

in a rather different direction, drawing on relational and practice oriented theoretical perspectives 

concerned with the mutual constituency between agency and structure (Bourdieu, 1977; Giddens, 

1984).  

From such a perspective, structure was not merely a macro level outcome of micro 

level actions, but a key part of the explanation for collective level action. Essentially, practice 

oriented routines scholars saw it as both necessary and sufficient to account for the interplay 

between routines’ ostensive aspect (the abstract schematic idea of the routine) and the performative 

aspect (specific actions taken by specific people in specific places and times) to explain collective 

level outcomes (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Pentland, 2011). All of this explanation can be seen as 

oriented toward a collective, rather than individual level. 
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Notably, however, such attribution of causal explanatory power to collective level 

entities is commensurable with some interpretations of methodological individualism (Hodgson, 

2007). Even Felin and Foss (2005) did not discount the “potential causal influence” of collective 

entities’ in their call for better micro-foundations (p 448). The most essential difference between the 

practice oriented routines research and the micro-foundational approach can thus be attributed to the 

primacy given to micro versus higher levels of explanation, and the orientation toward explaining in 

terms of constituencies rather than causation.  

Attention to structure and time 

Another and related critique of the initial calls for better micro-foundations was, however, that the 

contributions of other relevant streams of literature had been largely overlooked (Winter, 2011). 

Despite its somewhat different orientation, the practice oriented routines literature could arguably 

be seen as having resolved at least some of the tautological problems associated with routines and 

capabilities. For instance, it had accounted for the role of both human and non-human agents, but 

also the roles of artifacts, time and place for influencing stability, variation and change of collective 

practice (Feldman, Pentland, D’Adderio, & Lazaric, 2016). It had contributed to shed light on the 

(n)ever changing nature of routines by conceptualizing them as repetitive, recognizable patterns of

interdependent actions carried out by multiple actors (Feldman & Pentland, 2003) – a definition that 

is now widely used and accepted (Feldman et al., 2016; Felin, Foss, Heimeriks, & Madsen, 2012). 

A kind of alternative micro-foundation had thus already been offered by these researchers 

(although, admittedly, it is rare that scholars in this tradition articulate their work in micro-

foundational terms) where mutual constituency rather than causes and effects are in focus. 

If we take the practice oriented branch of routines research onboard in the search for 

micro-foundations, we must thus consider routines not as entities, genes or operating procedures, 

but as collective phenomena that form in context. We must also accept that agency functions 

through the continuing performance of a routine – that is, over time – and that variation and change 

is produced through the interplay between the routine as it is understood (ostensive aspect) and as it 

is enacted (performative aspect) (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Considering the wish list for micro-

foundations put forward by Felin and Foss (2005, 2009), which requested accounts of individual 

decision-making, individual interaction and aggregation, the practice school of routines research 
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arguably helps by detailing interactions and the interplay between structure and agency. 

Nevertheless, there is little explicit theorizing focused on individual decision-making and bounded 

rationality in the practice school of routines research, leaving some important micro-foundational 

requests unfulfilled. 

Reducing the routines concept to one individuals’ decisions has however seen as 

unproductive by practice oriented scholars (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). In fact, it has been 

argued from a routines-as-practice point of view that abstracting away from the traits and features 

of actors is both feasible and productive – at least for understanding routines’ dynamics (Pentland, 

Feldman, Becker, & Liu, 2012). A key approach of the practice school of routines research has thus 

treated patterns of action as the key unit of analysis, instead of actors or single actions (Pentland & 

Hærem, 2015). One may therefore, from such a perspective, question whether it is at all needed to 

inquire further into routines’ micro-foundations. 

 

Making sense of the critique: cross-fertilization desirable, as is more explicit foundations 

It should be kept in mind that the primary interest of the practice oriented routines research indeed 

for long has been focused on explaining routine dynamics, rather than establishing specific causal 

links between managerial interventions and firm level performance. The latter interest has been 

more predominant in the so-called capabilities school, which can be traced back to Nelson and 

Winters (1982) likening of routines as genes, but also to routines as repositories of memory and as 

building blocks for dynamic capabilities (Parmigiani & Howard-Grenville, 2011). For some 

performance and strategic outcome-oriented research questions – such as how and why routines can 

be purposefully influenced toward change – it may be necessary to further consider causality at the 

(intra) individual level. The alternative would be to intervene by pulling levers such as introducing 

new standards or removing choice alternatives (Pentland et al., 2012) without having detailed 

knowledge about the exact mechanisms that lead actors to change their performances within a 

pattern of actions. A similar argument has been put forward by (Vromen, 2010), who criticizes 

Abell et al.’s (2008) use of the Coleman bathtub due to their disregard of inter-level constituency, 

but suggests that micro-foundations are nevertheless needed to explain when and why routines have 

the macro-properties attributed to them. 
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Another key point that may justify considering individuals and at least some of their 

features, is that those that carry out actions as part of routines are heterogeneous. Some individuals 

could react to an intervention by influencing routines toward change, while others could react 

differently and push collective performance toward stability or another type of change (Pentland & 

Hærem, 2015). If theorizing and empirical observation only takes place at the collective macro or 

meso level, there is a risk that these lower level effects come to be mixed together and even 

cancelled out. One could therefore be prone to draw false conclusions about exactly why certain 

managerial levers work. This may not matter for some explanatory purposes, such as demonstrating 

that routines can change endogenously over time (Pentland et al., 2012). For other purposes, such as 

improving and fine-tuning managerial interventions and organizational designs, it might be critical. 

Considering the prospect that the practice school of routines research may have 

progressed to a level where insights can inform at least some foundational problems in the 

capabilities school, a key starting point for future theorizing and research may be to cross-fertilize 

views from the different traditions. While it is not for sure that all scholars within these perspectives 

are interested in such cross-fertilization, several authors have in fact called for it (Parmigiani & 

Howard-Grenville, 2011; Salvato & Rerup, 2010; Winter, 2013).  

2.2 Lessons learned? A revised research agenda for future micro-foundational research 

In essence, the brief history of the scholarly micro-foundations debate focused on routines 

highlights that the early calls for better individual-level grounding of macro level outcomes 

received some fair resistance. This resistance directed attention to already existing meso-oriented 

research and theory in related fields, which should be properly utilized in future theoretical as well 

as empirical micro-foundational work. Moreover, questions were raised concerning the merits of 

methodological individualism versus methodological collectivism – a debate that is by no means 

new in social science and is still far from being resolved (see Felin et al., 2015). For the purpose of 

this short review, it is sufficient to say that at least some research questions require further 

specification of how macro level outcomes are influenced by micro level phenomena – and that 

such micro level phenomena in organizations are likely to involve both individuals and intra-

individual aspects.  
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Importantly, there does not seem to be grounds for micro-foundational research and 

theorizing to dismiss insights offered by research streams with other preferences for levels of 

theorizing. On the contrary, serious consideration of such insights can serve to challenge ones’ own 

theoretical assumptions and potentially improve them. An interesting question, for instance, is 

whether it is possible to extend the meso level horizontal theorizing in the practice school of 

routines research with the cognitively oriented micro-foundations desired by Felin and Foss (2009). 

Given that both the capabilities school and the practice school can be traced back to the same roots 

(Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011), such an endeavour may not be completely far-fetched, as 

is further demonstrated in the third paper of this dissertation.  

For instance, as illuminated by the specific debate about routines’ micro-foundations, 

a clear task for future micro-foundational research should be to account for the influence of time 

and place – in addition to the intra-individual cognitive and motivational aspects requested by Felin, 

Foss and others. In essence, it is about improving current theory and adding explanatory power 

(Felin et al., 2015; Winter, 2013) while remaining a critical approach to ones’ own research 

program as well as that of others.  
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3. OVERALL RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND PRE-VIEW OF PAPERS

The dissertation picks up on the broad micro-foundational challenge as outlined in the motivation 

(section 1) and further discussed in the theoretical positioning (section 2), namely to provide a 

closer account of how individual actors’ understandings and actions are relevant for realizing the 

strategic objectives that are usually set by executives in firms. Specifically, the dissertation work 

has been focused on the roles of lower level managers and employees, with an objective to explore 

the role of non-executive individuals’ understandings and actions for influencing different macro 

level outcomes.4 In line with the micro-foundational research agenda outlined in section 2, the 

dissertation has also been guided by an ambition to cross-fertilize views and engage with theoretical 

perspectives from different research traditions. To be able to accurately describe the influence of 

individual actions and understandings on macro level outcomes, accounting for the influence of 

structural elements (such as norms), time (such as focusing on processes rather than events) as well 

as place (such as characteristics of the work environment in specific situations) was deemed 

appropriate.  

The dissertation is a paper based dissertation, meaning that at least three scientific 

articles with separate contributions must be produced. To accommodate this requirement without 

compromising on the other criteria mentioned above, data collection was carried out from the start 

in a rather ambitious manner. Specifically, I have utilized three different empirical settings using a 

variety of methods, which led to three empirical research papers (paper 1, 2 and 4). Additionally, 

and on the basis of a close reading of existing literature on organizational routines, a purely 

theoretical paper was produced as well (paper 3).  

4 With non-executive individuals it is mainly referred to operative middle managers as well as lower 

level employees – in essence those that practically realize strategic objectives rather than those with 

the official power to formulate them. Understandings refer to cognitive as well as motivational 

aspects. Cognitive aspects refer to ways of processing information and making decisions as well as 

generalizable and/or situation-specific cognitive representations (further elaborated in paper 1, 3 

and 4), while motivational aspects refer to values (paper 1), socio-psychological needs (detailed in 

paper 3) as well as different modes or rationalities (paper 2). 
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3.1 Summary of the four papers: aims and contributions 

In the following I briefly summarize the research aims and literatures addressed in the four specific 

papers, in the interest of providing an initial idea of their main content. In section 5 I provide 

additional details about the research design of each paper as well as the current status of the papers 

in terms of publishing. Chapter 2-5 consist of the actual papers in their entirety, where additional 

justifications of choices are offered along with discussions of their contributions and limitations. 

Additionally, chapter 6 includes a discussion of the papers’ overarching “meta contributions” to the 

overarching research objective of the dissertation, and to the micro-foundational research agenda 

and debate. 

Paper 1 

The first paper aimed to consider micro level explanations for firms’ identification of new business 

opportunities through corporate foresight activities. Specifically, it set out to explore how and why 

engagement in technology foresight may impact ways of thinking and processing information. By 

means of a case study of a technology radar as it was introduced and used in the multinational 

corporation Cisco, the paper clarified how individuals analytic information processing, their 

differing rationales for engaging in foresight as well as their social interaction contributed to 

corporate level value creation. The approach and findings contrast earlier studies that have 

predominantly explained the value of corporate foresight by considering other macro level 

variables. The findings have implications for research seeking to further understand through which 

mechanisms foresight creates value, and for the practice of designing, implementing and motivating 

for participation in technology foresight. More broadly, the papers’ findings are of relevance to 

current theory of organizational routines, in that the technology foresight system can be seen as a 

meta-routine. This relevance is not subject to discussion in the actual paper, but is addressed in 

section 6. 
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Paper 2: 

The second paper considers another way in which firms seek to remain competitive through 

opportunity recognition, namely by utilizing the creative power of their employees. While an 

impressive body of literature had articulated how individuals contribute to corporate creativity in 

flat organizations, there was conflicting and largely missing evidence regarding whether and how 

employees would share their innovative ideas in organizations characterized by high hierarchy and 

power distance. Illuminated by data consisting of 120 cognitive maps collected from 42 informants 

in Chinese firms, and further articulated by use of theory, the paper suggests that idea sharing in 

hierarchical organizations is best understood as a pre-filtering process involving informal idea 

assessment by multiple individuals spanning time and place. It suggests that idea sharers’ socio-

psychological needs and priorities are critical for shaping how this process is initiated – either 

through initial sideways sharing with trusted peers, or upwards sharing to supervisors. The paper 

essentially sheds light on previously unknown ways in which individual understandings and 

(inter)actions can or cannot scale to collective creative outcomes in hierarchical organizations. It 

thus opens up multiple avenues for future research, which are detailed in the paper. 

Paper 3 

The third paper further considers the literature on organizational routines, which was utilized also in 

paper 2 to make sense of the findings in an abductive manner. Paper three, however, contributes 

conceptually by offering a model which can be utilized to understand how to manage routines as a 

macro level outcome, specifically how to avoid undesired persistence of routines. It does so through 

taking a micro-level approach; specifically by considering the exact make-up of individual 

understandings of routines. While literature on routines had already asserted that routines are 

carried out by specific individuals at specific times and places, the distinction between abstract and 

situation-specific individual understandings of routines had not been substantiated at the micro-

cognitive level. The offered model helps explain that undesired routine persistence can happen as a 

result of (i) failures to apply the appropriate abstract knowledge to specific situations or (ii) failures 

to detach from abstract knowledge in favor of new situational knowledge. The paper argues that the 

cure for undesired routine persistence depends on the type of failure at play and highlights task 
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framing and task design as key explanatory factors. Essentially, the paper advances routines theory 

by disentangling seemingly conflicting current explanations for why routines tend to persist and by 

making explicit how individuals’ cognitions impact routine dynamics. 

 

Paper 4 

The fourth paper considers routines as well – this time in an inter-organizational empirical setting. 

Specifically, the paper aimed to understand whether and how routines could be transferred across 

firms, which is an increasingly relevant strategy for firms operating in the global market place. The 

current literature on routine transfer had left a room for theory building in this area, due to a 

predominant focus on routine integration within sole organizations or routine replication between 

units or franchises that share the same parent or owner. Drawing on a three year long process study 

involving real-time data collection, the paper illuminates the coordination of routine transferring 

work carried out by two large multinational firms in the food industry. The paper offers a rich 

account of the tensions that may characterize cross-corporate routine transfer. It advances routines 

theory by illuminating how routines can be embedded in a firms’ history as well as how uses of the 

history of another firm can be helpful during routine transfer. Additionally, the paper contributes to 

literature on inter-firm collaboration and competition by detailing some key micro-foundational 

elements that shape inter-firm collaborative outcomes. 
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4. PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK

Even though the micro-foundations research program is associated with some specific ontological 

assumptions, it is seen more as a research lens or direction rather than a fully developed research 

paradigm. Therefore, this section will more clearly articulate the assumptions about ontology (the 

study of existence and how the world is) and epistemology (what can be known and how knowledge 

is produced) that have guided the dissertation. The dissertation can best be described as taking a 

critical realist approach, due to its orientation toward providing causally oriented explanations while 

accounting for a complex and layered reality which cannot be studied independent of researchers’ 

beliefs about it (Bhaskar, 1979; Bhaskar, 1978; Fleetwood, 2005). In the case of this dissertation, 

the required causally oriented explanations are predominantly micro-foundational, which is in line 

with the critical realist aim to clearly specify what produces specific outcomes. As will be further 

elaborated, however, critical realism helps articulate exactly why individual level explanations are 

not necessarily the only acceptable level of causal explanation in social science, and thus; why 

researchers should keep their eyes open to additional explanatory causes as well – as I have done. 

4.1 A stratified realist ontology where the unobservable is part of the real 

Rather than simply seeing reality as hierarchically layered with regard to levels of analysis (which 

may not really exist, and are also rejected by some researchers, but are made up by other 

researchers trying to understand that which exists), critical realism conceptualizes reality as 

consisting of stratified domains which are more or less accessible by researchers. The ontology of 

critical realism assumes causal relations among different real entities and objects. Unlike empirical 

realists, however, critical realists emphasize causally oriented explanation of what happens in 

reality, and not prediction. Accurate prediction is difficult because of the existence of domains of 

reality that exceeds measurable properties (Easton, 2010). As opposed to empirical realists, 

therefore, critical realists strive to provide “thick” rather than thin explanations of causal 

mechanisms. Causal mechanisms refer to the ways in which structured entities by means of their 

powers and liabilities act and cause particular events or outcomes (Easton, 2010). Importantly, 

causal mechanisms are dependent on specific configurations of conditions and processes (Little, 

2011), which can at least be partly accounted for by means of thick descriptions. 
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Assumptions about reality and explanatory task of researchers 

Specifically, the three domains of critical realism have been conceptualized as the real (or the deep), 

the actual and the empirical (Bhaskar, 1978, 1979; Fleetwood, 2005). It is critical to note that the 

real or deep exists independently of researchers’ awareness and accessibility to it. The only way to 

gain access to this real is through our conceptions of it. Researchers should thus strive toward 

constructing the best possible explanations of the phenomena they study (Reed, 2009), where the 

ultimate goal is to conceive of the mechanisms and structures with enduring properties considered 

as part of the real. This is no easy task, as such structures and mechanisms cannot be directly 

observed and studied. What researchers can do, however, is try to study events and actions 

generated by these mechanisms. Such events and actions are part of the actual. Researchers can then 

seek to specify the mechanisms and causality at play by means of explanation. Such explanation 

will however inevitably be influenced by researchers own experiences and perceptions. The latter 

reflects the empirical domain; the events experienced through direct or indirect observation and 

contingent on what is known.  

Orientation to causality 

Critical realism thus explicitly recognizes that researchers influence what they seek to observe and 

measure and that facts depend on the theories used to obtain and make sense of them. Despite this 

insight, however, critical realists allow themselves to describe what they see by using a language of 

causality “as if” the causal attributions were real, since this language reflects our way of thinking 

(Easton, 2010; Fleetwood, 2005). Moreover, a critical realist perspective may involve attributing 

causality to both structures and individual entities (Sharpe, 2005). This is because structures – such 

as rules, resources or norms - pre-exist before specific individuals enter them, even though 

individuals contribute to reproduce or transform structures as well. Structures would not exist unless 

individuals did, but for explanatory purposes it may make sense to attribute causality to both 

(Fleetwood, 2005). 
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Contingent and necessary relations 

From a critical realist perspective, entities may also be studied at different levels of aggregation 

(Easton, 2010). A crucial assumption in this respect concerns that the properties of entities at higher 

levels of aggregation may be more than the sums of entities at lower levels. Moreover, entities at 

lower levels might have properties that do not emerge to influence higher level entities in relevant 

ways. In order to understand how this can be the case, it is useful to account for emergence, where 

properties of, for example, individuals, come to influence entities such as organizations due to their 

interaction over time (Easton, 2010). A key insight is that structures and actors can be causally 

related in two main ways; through contingent and through necessary relations (Easton, 2010).   

For instance, there will be no organizations without individual employees, and 

therefore individuals and organizations are related by necessity (organizations will not exist without 

the employees, and the individuals will not be employees without organizations). However, some 

characteristics of individual employees – for instance their psychological states – may or may not 

influence or be influenced by the performance of an organization. This relationship is thus 

contingent; the psychological states of individuals may matter for some organizational level 

outcomes but may not matter for others, and some organizational characteristics may influence 

individuals’ moods, but may also not. An important implication of this insight is that structures can 

“continue to exist while their constituents undergo changes in attributes which are not relevant to 

their reproduction” (Sayer, 1992 p 94).5  

4.2 Implications of the critical realist stance for micro-foundational research 

First and foremost, the critical realist philosophy of social science adds depth to the micro-

foundations approach by specifying assumptions about the organization of reality. A critical realist 

perspective recognizes that the search for micro-foundations of macro level outcomes is likely to be 

5 Theory of routine dynamics rely on a similar kind of logic when it is argued that the performance 

of a routine will not fundamentally change even though some actors are replaced (see Pentland et 

al., 2012). 
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a continuous rather than a one-time-off type of effort. This is because our conception of reality is 

likely to continuously evolve – potentially towards a richer and more accurate understanding – over 

time. The mere search for better micro-foundations is thus well in line with a critical realist 

approach to the progression of social science, which includes normative and critical evaluation of 

current assumed relationships between causes and outcomes. Specifically, science may progress 

through asking questions not only about why somethings works, but also when it works, and for 

whom (Pawson & Tilley, 1997).  

The assumptions about a stratified reality are also a reminder about the importance of 

studying actors’ beliefs about reality for properly explaining their actions – that is, to move beyond 

actions and consider cognitions, as I have done. From a critical realist stance, beliefs are not 

necessarily accurate, but can nevertheless be studied as important parts of the real. Furthermore, the 

recognition of the distinct nature and relatedness of agents and structures, as opposed to seeing 

structure as the sum of agentic actions or beliefs, opens up for other ways of explaining the 

foundations of macro level outcomes than strict methodological individualism. To elaborate, the 

“real” consists of entities and objects that are materially real (such as oceans, weather systems, 

mountains), ideally real (such as discourse, language, beliefs and theories), socially real (such as 

market mechanisms, organizations and norms) and artifactually real (such as buildings, tools and 

computers) (Fleetwood, 2005). Building proper explanations for outcomes relevant for strategy and 

organization research should thus involve accounting for all these parts of the real, and potentially 

not only for upward causality but also for the effect of certain higher level entities on lower level 

entities. This strengthens the argument of considering not only individual actions and 

understandings, but also structural and material aspects when providing explanations for macro 

level outcomes.  

Finally, because research can at best aspire to come up with explanations of 

mechanisms that are theory-laden, prediction can only be tendentious. While describing each nut 

and bolt of causal mechanisms might be the ideal, it could prove to be difficult in practice due to the 

lack of access to observe these mechanisms in a way that is not constrained by pre-existing world 

views. Moreover, there is always a risk that unconceivable parts of reality will differ across time 

and place, leading to the insight that accounting for both time and place is important for providing 

accurate explanations. Striving for thick descriptions of causal mechanisms rather than simple 
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causal models may thus be appropriate, although such an approach would obviously contradict the 

customs of, for instance, industrial economical accounts in strategy research.  

4.3 A new look at the bathtub to guide critical realist micro-foundational explanation 

As introduced in section 2, the Coleman bathtub has been used as an argument in support of 

methodological individualism and as a heuristic to clarify different ways of tackling the micro-

macro challenge (see Figure 2 in section 2). I have found that this indeed is a useful tool for 

thinking about micro-foundational research – including ontological assumptions and research 

design. In Felin et al.’s (2015) version of the diagram, there is a focus on individual action and 

conditions of individual action as the micro-foundations of macro level outcomes. Completely 

subscribing to their interpretation of the bathtub would be problematic considering the rather 

pragmatic – or weak – stance taken in this dissertation with regard to the necessity of explicit 

individual level explanations. Especially the bottom corners demand some specification in order to 

sort out how the diagram may suit an ontology that does not necessarily give primacy to individual 

level explanations for all research questions.  

A recent account focused on the origins and purpose of the Coleman diagram 

(Ylikoski, 2016) contribute to resolve some of the concerns. Rather than a strong argument for 

methodological individualism, the bathtub may be read as a tool that can guide social scientific 

research and theory development in general – and more specifically how to link macro and micro 

levels of explanation (Ylikoski, 2016). The following quote – borrowed from the sociologist James 

Coleman himself (1990) – is illustrative in this respect: 

“An explanation based on internal analysis of system behaviour in terms of action and 

orientations of lower level units is likely to be more stable and general than explanation which 

remains at the system level. Since the system’s behaviour is in fact resultant of the actions of its 

component parts, knowledge of how the actions of these parts combine to produce systematic 

behaviour can be expected to give greater predictability than will statistical relations of surface 

characteristics of the system.”(Coleman, 1990, cited in Felin et al., 2015) 
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Note that Coleman writes about actions of “component parts” (and not individuals) 

and of “surface characteristics” of systems and “system behaviour”. As admitted by Felin and Foss 

when they recently softened their stance with regard to methodological individualism; the key point 

of the bathtub is actually to showcase the importance of offering explanations at a level below what 

is to be explained. Such explanations would likely involve social actors (such as individuals) but 

potentially also social interaction (Felin et al., 2015). One may therefore interpret and use the 

bathtub from a “weak” micro-foundational stance; that is, with an assumption that individual-level 

(or perhaps even lower level) mechanisms do exist, but that it may not always be necessary to make 

them explicit, since explanations focused on social causation may be sufficient (see Little, 2011, on 

“methodological localism”). In fact, Coleman leaves it open how to operationalize the nodes in the 

diagram (Ylikoski, 2016). The bathtub therefore places few restrictions on exactly which 

phenomena to place in the different corners (Ylikoski, 2016). As illustrated in Figure 3 below, I 

combine the work of Ylikoski (2016) and his earlier work with Hedström (2010) to revise the 

descriptions originally offered by Felin et al. (2015), and to arrive at a model representative of the 

type of micro-founational explanations strived for in this dissertation. 

Figure 3: Coleman’s bathtub II 

In line with a critical realist stance on the fallibility of knowledge, this revised bathtub 

should be seen as a guide rather than a complete list of “things to be found” when collecting data or 
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developing theory. Moreover, attention must be paid to the characteristics of the causal 

relationships to be explained before deciding on how many “bathtub corners” to include. 

Importantly, detailing micro-foundations in this way does not rule out accounting for the role of 

structure and artifacts. In line with the aim of critical realism, however, it could motivate being 

more specific about causality as well as where in the causal chain (or perhaps; causal circle) the 

different elements are located.  
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5. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Critical realism articulates the importance of steering clear of the trap of epistemic fallacy (Bhaskar, 

1979) – that is, to mistake what we are able to know about the world for what the world is or can be. 

This stance implies that epistemology is subordinated to ontology and that all explanations of 

reality should be treated as fallible. As a consequence, specific data collection methods and ways of 

analysis should be chosen depending on which types of access, data and comparisons that are 

necessary to provide thick descriptions of causal mechanisms. Moreover, research designs should 

make sure to keep on challenging these mechanisms over time by considering different bodies of 

knowledge and points of views. Furthermore, researchers should make themselves aware of the pre-

existing theoretical knowledge in a field before (re)constructing theory – in essence, research is 

conceptually driven (Ackroyd, 2004).  

In practice, these broad guidelines means that critical realism does not strictly favor 

either qualitative or quantitative research designs. Instead, it can be assumed that the appropriate 

methods are likely to vary depending on the specific stage of the research undertaken in the field as 

well as the specific research question(s). Since critical realists accept the existence of both physical, 

social, and conceptual objects of knowledge, however, it may be necessary to employ different 

research methods to access them. It is thus likely that using several methods – potentially even 

within the same research study – will be beneficial (Modell, 2009).  

Other methodological choices follow from the research criteria arrived at by means of 

considering the Coleman bathtub from a critical realist perspective. Specifically, attention to 

process ideally requires data collection over time. Attention to different level of analysis most likely 

demands that data collection considers different levels as well. While qualitative methods such as 

case studies and ethnography can be good for accessing individuals lived experiences without 

losing track of their context, quantitative methods may be beneficial as well – especially for 

measuring things that are not easily observed. As will be further elaborated, however, some 

quantitative research designs are problematic when pursuing a micro-foundational research agenda. 
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5.1 Current methodological approaches to micro-foundational research 

Until around 2010, micro-foundational papers were typically conceptual and theoretical (Felin et 

al., 2015). Only in the latter years have empirical papers emerged, but the volume is still considered 

to be scarce (Foss, 2016). When Felin et al. (2015) listed 25 micro-foundational papers that had 

appeared in prominent journals during the past decade, only two of them seemed to employ 

qualitative methods; a case study and an engaged scholarship methodology. Most papers did not 

include data (14), and the others relied on a survey, agent based modelling, simulation, network 

analysis, a field experiment and panel- and multi-level quantitative data.  

It should here be noted that several concerns have been raised regarding the use of 

traditional large N datasets for micro-foundational research. First, it is demanding to sample data on 

more than one level, which is needed for the research to be micro-foundational. Moreover, it can be 

a problem when micro level data follow from macro level observations rather than are randomly 

drawn from a larger population (because people are not selected randomly into firms, see Felin et 

al., 2015 for details). Moreover, simply averaging micro level data to account for macro level 

outcomes supress important actions and interactions (Foss, 2016). In essence, these concerns points 

toward a need for micro-foundational research to consider other ways of collecting and analysing 

data – and to pay attention to complexity as well as the role of time and place for influencing how 

micro emerges to macro.  

Qualitative research – or so-called “small n” research (Foss, 2016) – has been 

suggested as one important alternative to large n quantitative methods. Considering the attention to 

process, structure, observable actions and non-observable understandings at specific times and 

places that may be necessary to fill all the corners of the Coleman bathtub, a mix of different 

methods and approaches seems necessary – either within the same research design or across several 

empirical inquiries. Given the relatively early stage of empirical micro-foundational research, 

explorative studies could play an important role for generating propositions about causal 

relationships that may be used as input for agent based models (Ylikoski, 2016). 
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5.2 Overview of the chosen research design and methods 

Since this is a paper based dissertation, the main considerations with regard to methodology have 

been made and accounted for in connection with the design and data collection for each of the 

papers. With regard to the overall design, however, it should be noted that the papers all inform the 

same guiding research question, although they all orient themselves to different literatures to which 

they make separate distinct contributions. Specifically, all the papers inform how and why non-

executive individuals’ understandings and actions influence macro level outcomes. To be even 

more specific, they detail how non-executives cognitions and motivations influence their actions 

(and potentially also social interaction) and how these micro- and meso-level mechanisms shape 

macro level outcomes. The papers nevertheless differ with regard to how they operationalise the 

Coleman bathtub, in terms of how many of the corners they are concerned with and in terms of 

which level is considered to be the bottom (see Figure 4, next page, for details). With regard to the 

need for detailing the role of intra-individual factors for influencing macro level outcomes, for 

instance, this has been deemed relevant if it was perceived as important for explaining agency (but 

not, for instance, individuality or personhood) (Ylikoski, 2016). Moreover, using the Coleman 

bathtub has been useful for avoiding tautologies, by making sure that each corner was explained 

using different techniques and/or sources of theory and/or data.  

Methods 

In line with the criteria of a critical realist approach, the four papers employ a range of different 

methods. Specifically, the papers employ methods such as observations, interviews, cognitive 

mapping, small-scale anonymous surveys, shadowing and document studies (see each paper for 

further details and references). A mix of qualitative, quantitative and hybrid methods were thus 

used. In line with the criteria outlined for micro-foundational research, the papers all consider at 

least two levels of analysis, whereof an outcome at the higher level is explained by considering 

individual actions, individual understandings as well as potential other influencing factors such as 

social interaction or the characteristics of higher level entities. All papers started out considering 

relevant literature, but two of the papers (paper 2 and 4) ended up considering additional literature 
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as the data collection- and analysis progressed. This is still in line with a critical realist approach, as 

it reflects an unwillingness to let pre-defined knowledge lead to ignorance of new findings, but still 

a willingness to go back and consider other potentially relevant perspectives for making sense of the 

new data. Figure 4 provides an overview of the papers, including the literature that originally 

informed them, which data and/or other efforts that informed the explanation of micro-macro 

relationships as well as the theory that came to inform the papers at later points in time. I also 

include a short status regarding the papers’ stage in the publishing pipeline. 

Figure 4: Research design and status of papers 
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being prepared for submission 
to a journal. Target journal: 

Strategic organization 

Macro a.v•l •xtra
lndividWd social factors 

Macro s.ocial facts 
Of'OUtCCKMS 

A 

\ I 
B----+C 

Prop4,rtN1 
of ag•nts 

Action,and 
dticitk>nl 
of ag•nts 

How micro-macro 
explanation was informed 

Status of paper: Paper is 
currently being prepared for 
submission to a journal. Target 
journal: Organization Studies 

D 

Theory: Information processing styles/capacity, rationality, schemata 

Theory: Generation and potential update of situation-specific mental 
models, enactment of routines 

Theory: Stability, variation or change of organizational routines 

Eventually informed by literature focused on: Information processing, 

dual process theory, human rationality and the brain, habitus, habits 

Paper 4: Transcending the surface: The interplay 
between actions, understandings and histories 
during cross-corporate routine transfer 

Design: Process study for theory building (multi method) 

Initially informed by literature focused on: Employee participation 

(year 1) 

Data: Industry characteristics, culture, historical knowledge base, 
espoused schemata (observations, interviews, documents, etc) 

Data: Culture and history in use, schemata in use (observations, 
interviews etc.) 

Data: Transfering performances, coordination and interaction, 

participation in strategic decision-making (obsrvations, interviews, 
documents, etc) 

D Data: Transferring practices (over time), including specific events and
agreements (observations, interviews, documents) 

Eventually informed by theory focused on: Organizational routines 
(practice and capabilities perspectives), routine transfer, technology 

transfer, knowledge transfer, knowledge management, inter-firm 
coopetition (year 2-3) 
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cognitive lens. We mainly explore how and why foresight can influence ways of proc
information, first conceptually and then empirically through the case of the Cisco Tech
Radar. Through consulting multiple individuals, opposed to focusing solely on statement
top managers or observable outputs on the firm level, we uncover a broad set of “hidden v
from this technology foresight initiative. We conclude that a critical mechanism of a system
as the radar is its probing of analytical thinking, as well as its way of making people conne
exchange views across functions and departments. We also observe that deeper and more fr
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By the end of 2012 the Cisco Technology Radar – a for
system for identification, selection and verification of em
technologies (Rohrbeck et al., 2006) –waswidely consid
success. This was not only due to the several hundred sc
technologies. More importantly, the technology reports
increasingly spotted on the tables of key decision-m
within the company. The radar scouting process also
considerable interest from external clients. Still, as one
authors can personally testify, people kept asking fo
ultimate “proof” that the radar created value. “So what”
asked.Wherewas the story of the technology that thanks
foresight system had been turned into a successful bus
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difference?

Generally, foresight is known to bring value through dif
roles; exploring new business fields (strategist role), incr
the number of innovation concepts and ideas (initiator rol
increasing the quality of the output of innovation pr
(opponent role) (Rohrbeck and Gemünden, 2011). Re
within the scenario foresight literature also specifie
usefulness of foresight for changing mindsets and dec
making styles, which is important for enabling manag
realize the need for change and take action. However, direc
between the role of foresight and specific outcomes can b
to establish. This was also the situation with regard to the
Technology Radar. True, some of the technologies that hav
sourced byCisco could be trackedback to the scouted techn
reports. Proving that it was the radar initiative that mad
difference was still hard. In a largemulti-national company
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the effort required to measure the impact of the radar wo
too demanding and costly.

In Cisco, the people responsible for the radar were
distracted than truly disturbed by the “So what?” que
They considered other factors as proof enough tha
foresight system was creating corporate value — for ex
that more and more people asked to be involved and
certain departments requested tailored versions of the pr
It was still hard to describe this kind of value more accu
“They really like it!” is hardly a satisfactory answer to th
what?”-question. Or is it?

In the broader literature on strategicmanagement the
been a growing interest in the role of cognition – or mana
mindsets – for enabling change. In this paperwemake an
to further specify how and why the technology radar m
difference by looking into cognitive aspects of foresight. In
of searching for examples of technologies, products or se
that were sourced and developed thanks to the for
initiative, we are in this paper focusing on the potential r
technology foresight for changingmindsets and ultimately
this relates to value creation. We do this theoretica
Section 2 and empirically in Section 3 by asking the foll
guiding research question:

How and why can engagement in foresight impact w
thinking and processing information?

In other words, we contribute to the understanding of
creation from foresight by highlighting benefits not likely
directly measureable through looking at products or othe
results, but rather by keeping an eye on theprocess. Thism
necessary to look deeper than the “corporate level” descri
of value stemming from foresight, and consider also
individuals might perceive the benefits from particip
Through our framework and analysis we show how syste
probing for analytic thinking through foresight can be
catalyst for changing mindsets, which will ultimately infl
strategy as well as decision-making. We also highlight ho
organizational context and the design of the foresight p
can catalyze mental model updates.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we estab
theoretical framework from which to approach the
(Section 2). To help us specify our focus we derive in t
propositions — 5 regarding individual and 3 rega
collective aspects of the cognitive role of foresight.
summarizing the propositions (Section 2.5) we presen
case (Section 3), more specifically the setting and me
(Section 3.1), the background of the Cisco Technology
(Section 3.2) and our results (Section 3.3). Finally, we d
our results (Section 4), highlight key implications and l
tions as well as suggest several avenues for further res
before we conclude (Section 4.3).

2. Literature

In the following we theoretically consider not only th
outcomes of foresight, but also its potential for affecting
and mindsets of individuals and thus creating value by en
organizational renewal and change. We find that ther
e
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.
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organizational level — meaning that “deeper” parts o
foresight process concerning the value perceived by indi
stakeholders are less accounted for, particularly from a cog
perspective. II) It is somewhat open whether the link be
foresight and mental model change can be established a
activities that do not include scenarios, for instance techn
foresight. III) While there are some arguments for why for
can change mindsets, such as due to the memorabil
scenarios, there is lack of a solid theoretical foundation
which to explore the cognitive value of foresight. A
understanding of the collective cognitive process of fores
what happenswhen individuals come together as participa
a foresight system – is also needed.

Whetten (1989) refers to theory-development auth
such as Dubin (1978) when listing four essential elem
complete theory must contain; what, how, why and
where/when (see Fig. 1). Our aim, in addition to explorin
“how”, is to contribute with further developments esp
for the “why” related to the cognitive dimensions of fore
We are attempting first to build and then to verif
theoretical framework.

In our efforts to identify literature describing the
creation of foresight, andmore specifically cognitive facto
have encountered a problem described by Rohrbeck and
(2012) in a recent review: The literature explores s
phenomena, but uses different terminologies. We iden
papers describing the value creation of corporate foresig
strategic foresight, of technology foresight and of specific
and methods such as scenario planning and horizon sca
Our empirical study is focusing on a specific case of techn
foresight, but we are concerned with processes and m
nisms that can also be found in other approaches to fore
We therefore felt it would do more harm than good o
consider literature on specific technology foresight
Instead, we have chosen to consider a broader literatu
value creation from foresight, as long as the foresight deal
in the papers involves systematic efforts to interpret an
out for the future.We follow the example of Rohrbeck and
and consider the larger field we position ourselves wit
organizational future orientation. While our empirical
certainly makes our results more relevant for other
projects or technology foresight initiatives on a more g
level, we would argue that our theoretical framework ca
serve as input for future research on any organiza
foresight effort that takes the form of a widely implem
process, close to the best practices described in the lite
(Rohrbeck and Gemünden, 2008).

2.1. Current understanding of foresight and cognition

Literature on the value creation of foresight is
concernedwith its role for managing uncertainty. For exa
foresight systems have been highlighted as a mean
identifying drivers of change to handle the effect and res
uncertainty through “betting” on discontinuities, or more
creation of strategic options (Vecchiato and Roveda, 2
Corporate foresight is also seen as valuable for perce
interpreting and responding to change as well as influe
other actors and enabling learning (Rohrbeck and Sch



2013). Related more to the future studies literature, it has been
proposed that a key value of foresight is to enable organizations
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andGavetti, 2000). In a critical survey on strategic foresight and
organizational learning, arguments for the cognitive value of
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Fig. 1. The focus of this paper. We aim to answer how and why engagement in foresight can impact cognition, thus contributing mostly to the “how” and “why”
elements of foresight theory.
Source: Own design, solely based on Whetten (1989).
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to learn the future faster, from problem exploration to pr
resolution and action (Burt and van der Heijden, 2008
2010). These roles can be linked to quantifiable
contributions such as the number of newproducts and se
the number of reported trends and technologies or the nu
of decisions made using foresight. But should they on
reduced to such measures?

Particularly in the literature on scenario foresight, th
emphasis on the value for changing decision-making styl
mindsets ofmanagers (Chermack andNimon, 2008; Cher
2004; Glick et al., 2012; Meissner and Wulf, 2012), wh
the strategic management literature has been identif
crucial for change and long-term survival (Huff et al.,
Reger and Palmer, 1996; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007). A
known example is Polaroid that, due to a prevailing m
model, failed to adapt to the growth of digital imaging (T
t,
e
,
r
e

s
d
,
y
s
;
-
l
s

foresight in a wider context than scenarios are put forw
Bootz (2010). He talks about “the cognitive virtues
foresight attitude which facilitate the questioning of indi
representations” (p 1591) and suggests that “beyon
traditional role of decision-making support, some for
studies (…) could be regarded as knowledge manageme
tools to drive change” (p 1593). Literature on horizon sca
(Miles and Saritas, 2012; Palomino et al., 2012; Brown
2005) also emphasizes the role of this foresight approa
directly assisting and improving decision-making throu
structured process of identifying emerging trends and te
logical developments. Particularly with reference to
sector foresight programs, there have still been call
attempts for a closer assessment of the impact of foresig
policy- and decision-making (Calof and Smith, 2012). E
have concluded that while design of the foresight proc



well as organizational design is important for foresight to have
impact, the attitudes and commitment of participants also play
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a key role (Calof et al., 2012). However, the unde
mechanisms through which foresight gains impact coul
be further elaborated on.

Bootz et al. (Bootz, 2010; Bootz and Monti, 2008;
et al., 2009) also provided amatrix typologywhich helps
that there are both direct and indirect strategic implicati
foresight. Strategic orientation and change drive have
direct implication for strategy, while decision-making su
andmobilization havemore indirect strategic impact. The
however still many unanswered questions with regard
specific cognitive role, such as how the ability of foresi
change mindsets can be explained.

2.2. Specifying the role of mental models

Literature describing the cognitive aspects of foresigh
morewidely the cognitive aspects of organizational and str
management, frequently refers to “mental models”. M
models are a comprehension of a specific domain in the
of an individual and are therefore important for organiz
and management to understand in order to enhance lea
(Miller, 2003; Senge, 2006; Starkey et al., 2004). With
scenario literature, Chermack (2004) describesmentalmod
“the lenses through which we see the world” (p 301), inc
our beliefs, values and biases. “Shared mental models” th
be achieved by strategic conversation are alsomentioned,
with van der Heijden (1997). Burt and Chermack (2008) r
the “aha experience — that moment when new insights
been gleaned and a mental model has shifted” (p 290)
(2013) proposes a synthesized and specific definition
concentrated, personally constructed, internal concepti
external phenomena (historical, existing or projected
experience, that affects how a person acts.” We build o
definition, and thus view mental models as individually h

Exactlywhat happenswhenmentalmodels are shifted
foresight? Memorability is a central argument for
scenarios can help alter mental models (Chermack,
Bood and Postma, 1997). In a review, Bood and Postma (
specifically indicated that foresight in the form of scenari
hinder bottlenecks to strategic decision-making because
a) decreasemanagers' inherent cognitive-inertia (the ten
to stick with world views based on outdated information
when new information is available), b) shorten the fee
lag between strategic decisions and the results and c)
inefficiency and bias due to either too much or too
disagreement between members of a management
However, from a cognitive perspective, deeper explanat
how foresight contributes to update mental models is ne
One might also speculate that other foresight processes s
scouting, scanning and assessment of technologies bring
riences that are less compelling and less likely to “stick”
thismean that they are also less likely to updatemental m

2.3. The dual view of doing — and thinking

By drawing on literature on the main ways in whi
process information, additional arguments for how and
foresight contributes to updating mental models can b
forward. Within cognitive and social psychology, dual p
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psychology of reasoning (Elqayam and Over, 2012). Foll
the dual process account of Evans (2006), most act
involving conscious thinking outside the scope of eve
routines seem to contribute to updating mental mod
individuals. According to this account, humans conside
hypothesis of the future, or mental model, at a time. Cent
generating and considering thesemodels are twomain ki
reasoning processes – heuristic and analytical – that alte
in controlling behavior. These processes are most pop
known as System 1 and System 2, as used for instan
Kahneman (2011) in his best-selling book on reasonin
decision biases, Thinking, Fast and Slow.1

It will be outside the scope of this paper to consid
ongoing debate concerning the details of different dual p
accounts. We will focus on the main aspects of the heu
analytic theory of reasoning (Evans, 2008; Evans, 2006;
and Over, 1996) and how it relates to updating mental m
and affecting decision-making of individuals participat
foresight. The theory allows for an assumption that Syste
more dominant in activities involving routines, while Sys
is more dominant in explorative activities. Dominan
System 2 can be seen as critically important for acquirin
knowledge “outside of the box” and the success of foresi

2.3.1. Mental exploration and exploitation
When we talk about innovation, especially on the com

level, March's (1991) terminology of exploration and exp
tion in organizations is widely used. The ways to design
structures for innovation (Duncan, 1976) by balancing e
ration and exploitation in firms are discussed in the larg
still expanding research on ambidexterity. Foresight has
linked to organizational ambidexterity through its iden
tion of discontinuous change and development of r
innovations (Rohrbeck, 2010a)— clearly related to explor
One should be careful of drawing direct links betwee
frameworks, but we find it useful to refer to exploratio
exploitation when using dual process theory to investiga
cognitive role of foresight. We link System 1 proces
exploitation and System 2 processes to exploration.

As with exploration and exploitation on the individ
firm level, System 1 and System 2 are seen to represen
distinctive kinds of activities, in this case not in ter
observable actions, but rather processes in the brain.
authors agree on differentiating between processes th
unconscious, rapid and automatic, and those that are cons
slow, and deliberative (Evans, 2008). System 1 is gen
perceived as fast and automatic, while System 2 is slow
controlled. Other words associated with the system
heuristic, intuitive, holistic, and impulsive (System 1
analytic, reflective, rational, and systematic (System 2) (
2008). As with exploitation activities in organization
System 1 processes are associated with routines. To
capacity, the brain applies routines to our reasoning, ope
by System 1. This system generates mental mode
consideration of the analytic system, by default to rep
the most probable states of affairs given the c

1 Kahneman specified that the system labels should be interpr
“fictitious characters”.



understanding. However, like in organizations, too many
routines or too much “System 1 thinking” can result in a blind
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spot for taking into account important changes in the en
ment. This is because the heuristic system contextu
problems with reference to prior knowledge, the so-
relevance principle (Evans, 2008). Related to the exam
Polaroid, it is likely that decision-makers rarely analy
questioned the very basis for their business model and to a
extent continued exploitation via existing routines—ment
well as practically.

With intervention from System 2, implying more an
processing and hypothetical thinking, the likeliho
updating the current understanding increases. How
these analytical processes are also prone to biases, due
tendency to satisfice; to hold on to representations of
that are good enough and thus save effort (Evans, 200
addition to cognitive capacity, factors such as pe
motivation and task instructions are central for determ
how much we will let the analytic processes interve
decision-making. Time is also a key factor. Due to the ca
demands for System 2 processing, the analytic mode
likely to dominate if decisions are made under time pres

One important clarification is needed. We are probab
talking about two completely different physical systems
brain (Evans, 2008), rather twomain types of processes (
2006). As with activities of exploration and exploitatio
way of processing does not directly rule out the othe
application to foresight it is sufficient to assume that be
decision or judgment is made and thus action takes place
types of processes will have been activated in the brain
individual. The relevant question is which process is the
dominating; to which degree the analytic processes inte
and thus to which degree the mental model is updated.

2.3.2. Implications for foresight
Fig. 2 summarizes the revised heuristic–analytic the

reasoning as proposed by Evans in his 2006 extension (
2006) — applied to foresight. In sum, the theory prov
good explanation for how employees and managers
decide and act, for instance related to perceived future bu
opportunities: They consider one hypothesis about the
at a time (singularity principle) and confine themselve
until they find good reason to give it up (satisficing prin
More active intervention of analytic processing may res
modification or replacement of the mental model abo
future. Cognitive ability (general intelligence), task instru
(for example strongly probing for deductive reaso
personal motivation (for example that the problem
personally relevant for the solver), personality or cu
context (resulting in a tendency to employ analytical th
more often) and time are key factors that determine the d
of intervention.

Evans extension largely builds on an idea proposed by
and Over (1996) that the analytic system is (more) inv
when hypothetical thinking – imagining possibilities th
beyond the factual knowledge of the world – is requi
deeper explanation for why foresight is useful for up
mental models is thereby offered: When decision-m
engage in thinking about possible scenarios or trend out
for the future, analytic processing is employed to a larger e
In a situation with no foresight process to stimulate an
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things “outside the box”. Thus, the possibility for updatin
current mental model would be present every time a p
engages in hypothetical thinking about the future. Even
analytic processing would fail to intervene at some
decision-making-point, the likelihood that some updatin
happened before will be increased compared to a situation
no prior engagement in foresight— all other things being
We can therefore propose that…

1a) The revision of current mental models is help
engagement in foresight

When putting forward such a proposition, it also be
relevant to discuss the role of the frequency of engage
Intuitively, it is tempting to infer thatmore foresight engag
would, if proposition 1a holds, be better than less engage
Considering the heuristic–analytic theory of reasoning, s
view can also be backed up by referring tomental processe
to the satisficing principle, there is a risk that indiv
participating in foresight might still be biased to sett
“good enough” and therefore sometimes fail to take imp
information into account. To overcome the satisficing pri
andmaximize theupdate ofmentalmodels, itwould thus h
increase both the delivery of content for analytic proc
provided by the heuristic system, and the analytical con
ation of the hypothesis. All this is likely to be helped by r
participation in foresight, since this will bring more hypo
about the future up for consideration as well as probe for
frequent analytical thinking, than only occasional engagem
all other things equal. We therefore propose that…

1b) Regular engagement in foresight increases the indi
cognitive payoff from foresight, compared to only
sional engagement

Critically examining the latter proposition, however, w
led to questionwhat is meant by regular engagement. To
get to the bottom of the cognitive mechanisms, we shou
specify what kind of engagement we are referring t
instance, participants in a scenario workshop are subj
other instructions and perform different actions tha
readers and viewers of the final results from that work
Since both task instructions and personal motivatio
relevant for determining the intervention of analytic pr
ing, it is likely that individuals who are actively partici
will update their understanding to a larger extent than p
readers, because they are probed more through task in
tions and in greater need of mobilizing motivation
accordingly. We therefore propose that…

1c) Participative (active) engagement in foresight inc
the individual cognitive payoff compared to engag
only as a reader of end results (passive)

However, as suggested also in the foresight literature
2009; Bezold, 2010), there may be personality differ
when it comes to motivation for engagement in fore
where motivation and perceived payoff are likely
contingent on a match with personal preferences in th
and doing. Such claims are in line with the heuristic–an
theory of reasoning, which also suggests that indi
differences may make certain individuals engage in ana



thinking more often and more naturally than others. The
literature on scenario planning has already found evidence for
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Fig. 2. Dual processing and foresight. The top line conceptualizes how a business problem is tackled in a situation without engagement in foresight (driven by heuristic
processing, no attention to potential disruptions). The bottom line conceptualizes how participation in foresight stimulates modification of current beliefs through
generation of scenarios that foster analytic thinking.
Source: Own development, building on the dual process account of J.S.B.T. Evans; The heuristic–analytic theory of reasoning: extension and evaluation, Psy-chon. Bull.
Rev. 13 (2006) 378–395.
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links between scenario planning and an increased relian
intuitive decision-making style (Chermack and Nimon, 2
Technology foresight is however rather different from sc
planning, in that it relies more on fixed processe
systematic analysis, likely to be more related to an
thinking. We therefore propose that…

1d) Individualswith a high preference for analytic thinki
more likely to see larger cognitive benefits from tec
ogy foresight than individuals with a lower preferen

Moreover, due to the capacity demands of an
processing, it is less likely that individuals will be a
update mental models under time pressure, where heu
are more employed. Updating the mental models in due
before a critical decision-making-point is therefore likely
important to make an informed high quality decision
time pressure. We thus propose that…
.
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take an informed decision at a critical decision-m
point and II) increase the quality of a decision taken
time pressure compared to a situationwith no prepa
through foresight.

2.4. Collective aspects

Thus far we have concentrated on how cognition is re
for foresightmainly on the individual level. However, coll
aspects must also be explored in order to determine th
impact of such mechanisms on the value and succe
foresight. Since foresight systems and processes often in
many individuals; what is the role of cognitive aspects f
value creation of foresight when individuals come togeth

Knowledge about value outcomes on the collective lev
often been fueled by searches for best practices in h
organize foresight activities. For instance, Rohrbeck



Gemünden (2008) offer a framework for benchmarking fore-
sight, built from case studies. They point out the dimensions
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outcomes of foresight, from a cognitive perspective. As such,
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“information usage”, “method sophistication”, “people
networks” and “organization and culture” as centr
determining the value of foresight — and further sub
them into 19 characteristics. Battistella (2014) also provi
organizing framework based on case studies, and specifi
different effects of structure, coordination, decision pro
and control systems on the efficiency (related to retu
investment) and effectiveness (related to goal achieveme
satisfaction) of foresight. A third recent paper provides a co
framework to judge the contribution of foresight towards
participatory “knowledge societies” (Amanatidou, 2014
sees foresight as a “system of elements and interactions” th
both affecting and being affected by internal as well a
external factors.

These examples show that a) numerous aspects play
in determining the value of foresight when analyzing it o
collective level, and b) there has been a need for systema
these aspects and sorting them into smaller categories in
to make the frameworks relevant for practice — and
progress has been made by recent contributions. Th
however still room for more clarification on how coll
aspects influence the value of foresight related to cognit
the following, we make an effort to explain how and
individual engagement in foresight, stimulated by an
processing, can be transformed into a collective payoff
first place. We also use insights from social cognition to s
how shared and conflicting mindsets matter for the va
foresight, and how control mechanisms govern cog
payoffs through influencing motivations.

2.4.1. Collaboration and cognitive bonus
Based on the recent contributions to the foresight lite

(Rohrbeck and Gemünden, 2008; Battistella, 2014; Amana
2014), it can be summarized that there are certain genera
of organizing for foresight that will yield better payoffs
others, and that several factors influence these payoffs. The
relations with cognitive processes are still to be fu
specified. Still, the insights regarding best practices c
built on to understand the relation between indiv
cognitive payoffs and how such payoffs can be enf
through interaction.

Firstly, using the terminology of Rohrbeck and Gemü
people and networks will likely moderate how much inf
tion is brought in and cued for consideration by an
processes. Secondly, organizational aspects such as
available and perceived risks and rewards will likely mo
engagements in foresight thinking, thus also affect the am
of new perspectives considered. Thirdly, the general ope
andwillingness to share different viewswillmediate the e
of the former two points. If debating the status quo i
common and accepted in the organization, individual m
models can be updated and/or further enhanced by exc
with other updated individuals. If there is not a cultu
challenging current points of views, the mental model
“foresighted minority” may be negatively affected th
pressure from a larger group of lagging individuals wh
rejecting input.

We can therefore assume, rooted in the literature on
foresight ideally should be established and organized
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we suggest that…

2a) When foresight is at its best practice, individuals
the firm) receive a collective cognitive bonus
participation.

The explanation for this “bonus” can again be found
basic understanding of how the mind works, and is rela
capacity constraints. Each individual only has a certain ca
for analytic processing. However, when exchanging view
mental models – with other individuals engaging in s
hypothetical thinking about the future, they are offe
shortcut compared to processing everything themselves
scratch. It follows from this that there are potential effi
gains from involving many rather than few people in for
activities — at least if ambitions for engaging in hypoth
thinking are high. “Outsourcing” some parts of the an
processes to other individuals and receiving back
“finished” mental models for heuristic cuing saves tim
effort, for both the individual and for the group. This
explanation is in line with the idea that assumptions of m
representations at the individual level should not be lif
understand organizational level outcomes without
interaction into account (Allard-Poesi, 1998).

2.4.2. Culture, coincident meanings and control mechanism
When a foresight system is introduced into an organiz

it is normally not done from a “blank sheet perspe
Therefore, it is unsurprising that achieving a fit betwee
organizational culture and foresight is emphasized. Org
tional culture can already be directly linked to cog
aspects, in that it is defined as a pattern of belief
expectations shared by the organization's members (Sch
and Davis, 1981). A related view for instance, is of cult
normative order, with the implication that culture can a
social control system by shaping the behaviors of indiv
and groups. Norms can vary in two dimensions: the deg
consensus regarding the norm, and the intensity o
approval/disapproval. Only when there is both intensit
consensus can a strong culture exist (O'Reilly, 1989
individual perspective – the dual process perspective
suggests that culture influences individuals' tenden
engage in analytical thinking (Evans, 2006).

However, there are good arguments for questionin
"culture" is the right label to use when considering org
tional aspects of foresight, and b) the sometimes seem
implicit assumption that shared mindsets are what
strong value outcomes from foresight. For instance, bas
the view of culture as normative order, we are at first g
dealing with somewhat of a contradiction in regards
cognitive value of foresight. For foresight to be effe
mindsets should constantly be opened up, updated
negotiated across functions and departments, indicatin
importance of conflicting beliefs. However, some ki
consensus or shared mindset must also be present
regard to the perceived importance and usefulne
foresight, for people to actually participate in for
activities.

To resolve how the mental states of alignmen
complementarity can coexist, it must first be acknowl



that representations at the collective level are something beyond
simple aggregations of thementalmodels of individuals. Second,
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that such representations are not stable. The view of cult
normative order hints at this by explicating how norms ca
in both intensity and degree of consensus. However, by dr
further on the perspective of Gray et al. (1985), and
metaphors of construction and destruction of coin
meanings in organizations, we get closer to understandin
underlying mechanisms in play. Based on their account, w
assume that at any-given time, some organizational mea
will be coincident and others will not. Moreover, it is s
valuing that fuels organizational members' meaning
indicate the highest degrees of coincidence. Such valu
often not expressed in daily conversation, but remain
influences on choices and behavior. For instance, full coinci
of meaning is possible “if all members of an aca
department perceive the new department head will wo
each of their interests” (p 87). If individuals have dif
perceptions of how their personal welfare is influenc
certain experiences, the coincidence will be lower.

Applied to foresight, this first of all explains how s
representations (regarding the usefulness of foresight, pe
due to an understanding that it will ultimately lead to pe
gains for the participant) and disparate views (with reg
the interpretation and relevance of the issues put under
by foresight activities) are not contradictory. It also pro
the insight that, in order for individuals willingly to eng
foresight, they do not necessarily need to share the same
onwhy such an engagementwould be useful, as long as th
share the understanding that it is somehow a good idea t
part. It is however suggested by Gray et al. that g
coincidence among the tacit value systems produces
socially binding meanings.

A foresight system that responds to a broad set of
reflecting many individual interests could possibly still be
effective than a system that is geared towards onemain rat
for participation. The reason for this is that the balance be
seeking to control the behavior of individuals (in effect,
their motivated participation) and avoiding a “streamlini
meanings (which can be harmful to the quality of the for
process) will be easier to manage. This idea represen
important difference from the assumption that a go
between foresight and the organizational culture mean
individual “foresight mindsets”must necessarily be simila
aspects and, consequently, actively controlled by manage
Nevertheless, social cognition theory tells us that the ne
socially shared cognition – to believe that one's ideas corre
to the ideas of the group – is a fundamental influence o
processing that occurs in the human brain, and is related
overall need to belong. Put simply, “people do not dowell
they aremotivated to get alongwith at least a few other p
(p 48–49) (Fiske and Taylor, 2013). However, this functi
yet another reminder that "shared" does not necessarily
identical, and that motivations do indeed play a ro
influencing the cognitive modes of individuals.

What can this tell us about value creation from for
at a collective level, related to cognition? Most of
nuances the prescriptions regarding how to organiz
foresight. While the culture-as-normative-order-view w
be likely to suggest managerial focus on cultural c
mechanisms in order to secure increased approval for for
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values. In linewith these two approaches to understandi
creation ofmeaning and change in organizations, wewill
following put forward two further propositions. First, w
comes to control mechanisms, four basic mechanisms
been linked to creating shared views: I) systems that pr
for participation; II) clear and visible actions frommanage
that support the cultural values; III) consistent messages
coworkers regarding how to behave and interpret key e
and IV) comprehensive reward systems that focus on re
tion and approval rather than (just) money. Based on th
of thought, we propose that…

2b) Cultural control mechanisms will be importan
influencing motivations to engage in foresight an
enforce the participation in, and value creation
organization-wide foresight systems.

However, taking into account the insights from
construction–deconstruction view, and remembering th
much consensus could influence analytical thinking nega
we also propose that…

2c) A foresight system that corresponds to a broad
values reflecting many individual interests rathe
one main shared rationale for participation is imp
for securing maximum motivation to participa
foresight, while at the same time avoiding limitat
diversity in thinking within the foresight activitie

A useful perspective to help understand the link be
propositions 2b and 2c is to take into account a more nu
view of organizational culture. The competing values f
work (Cameron and Quinn, 1999) acknowledges that mu
values are present in most organizations, but disting
between four main organizational culture types. Central
competing values analysis is the “organizational glue”,
unites people within a culture. The clan culture organiza
held together by loyalty or tradition, while the adho
culture is held together by commitment to experimen
and innovation. For themarket culture, the glue is an em
on winning, while formal rules and policies hold the hier
culture together (Cameron and Quinn, 1999). This fram
can be seen as a useful practical approach to balancin
implications of propositions 2b and 2c. An important driv
utilizing the cognitive value of foresight could still
implement some control mechanisms, but at the same
making sure that the system set-up can function as “glu
the different culture types. Ensuring people unite an
across organizational cultures, even though they d
necessarily value participation in the same way, cou
particularly important in the early stages of introducin
system. This is because, at this point it would be more di
to deconstruct existing meanings and rationales i
organization, so foresight efforts would have a larger ne
“fit” with the existing culture(s) in order for individu
grasp and buy into its purpose. However, in the longer ru
foresight system could potentially also contribute to c
culture through influencing ways of thinking and constr
new meanings. This is more likely to happen after a c
mass of users have joined and seen the benefits. As reflec
the propositions above, the challenge for managers would



be tomanage the deconstruction and construction of meanings
in relation to foresight, without negatively influencing the
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switches, Cisco has greatly shaped the infrastructure underlying
the Internet and eventually transformed itself into an end-to-end
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cognitive diversity among the individual foresighters.

2.5. Summary of the propositions

Guided by our overall research question we have rev
relevant literature and suggested how revision of m
models is helped by engagement in foresight (propositio
and how frequent and active engagement increases cog
payoffs (proposition 1b and 1c) compared to passive an
frequent participation. Furthermore, we have propose
technology foresight might be particularly benefici
analytic thinkers (proposition 1d), and that foresigh
shorten the time needed to take an informed decision
critical point in time as well as increase decision q
(proposition 1e). We have also proposed that there
potential cognitive bonus when foresight is at its best pr
(proposition 2a) and that cultural control mechanism
important for motivating for foresight thinking (propo
2b). However, a foresight system that corresponds to a br
set of values reflecting many individual interests rathe
onemain shared rationale for participation is also importa
avoiding limitation of diversity in thinking within the for
activities (proposition 2c). After the introduction o
methods (Section 3.1) and case (Section 3.2), we will,
next chapter, present our empirical findings (Section 3.3
discuss how they validate the propositions and our o
research questions (Section 4).

3. Case

In the following we retain the cognitive lens and app
studying the case of the Cisco Technology Radar. A case
was considered useful in order to extract deep know
since it is an ideal methodology for a holistic, in-
investigation (Feagin et al., 1991). The single case app
allowed for exploring the phenomenon in its context w
sacrificing the richness of the studied incident and its co
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007), meaning that we acq
useful business-relevant insights deep enough to also i
our specific theoretical propositions. While it is correc
statistical generalization from a case is not possible, an
generalization can still be made when “previously deve
theory is used as a template against which to compa
empirical results of the case study” (Yin, 1984). I
terminology of Stake (1995), this can thus be seen
instrumental case study, meaning that the case is us
understandmore thanwhat is obvious to the observer. Th
of analysis is the case organization, with use of data also
the community within the organization that has been,
engaged in foresight. The setting andmethods of the case
will be described below, followed by an initial descript
the company and the relevant events and stakeholder
results of the study will then be presented and discussed
on the key dimensions of our theoretical framework.

3.1. Setting and methods

Cisco Systems (Nasdaq CSCO) is a multi-national techn
giant founded in 1984. Evolving from a sole focus on route
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network provider. Our interest in the company is related
Cisco Technology Radar project. One of the authors has
involved with this project throughout its existence, wh
other author has been familiar with it since autumn 2012,
the case study began.

Even though this paper is specifically concerned wi
aspects of foresight related to cognition, we chose to in
broader spanning questions in the first part of our investi
to secure a good basic understanding and avoid missin
important perspectives.We capitalized on the outsider p
view of one of the authors by conducting a general report
case, citing 35 sources,most of them open-access, as a firs
These insightswere then validated and complemented th
personal interviews with the second author, who shou
considered an internal expert, as well as studies of in
documents. The insights provided by the “expert author”
further validated through talks with key members o
organization at different levels. We also greatly benefited
one of the authors many experiences as an observer in
process meetings and as a facilitator of scouting activitie

We were, however, aware that even though the i
perspectivewas an advantage in terms of having good acc
details and in-depth knowledge about the case, it coul
lead to bias if this knowledge was not challenged an
truths” were taken for granted. We therefore consis
engaged in critical discussions, challenging one ano
assumptions. We also applied relevant frameworks, su
the best practice dimensions of Rohrbeck and Gem
(2008) and the OCAI framework of Cameron and Quinn (
in order to achieve a solid theoretical basis for discussin
case. Each author scored the Cisco foresight system usin
frameworks, before having a joint discussion to reach th
scores. Finally, we chose to gather additional data
approaches where the data analysis was less depende
our interpretations.

Central to the more qualitative analysis, were 25 w
testimonials from different stakeholders. These were orig
collected as part of the preparation for an internal inno
competition at Cisco, where the stakeholders were ask
provide their opinion about the radar. To analyze the state
we chose the method known as cognitive mapping, or
accurately in our case; causal mapping, as it can enable a
detailed examination of subjective beliefs and at the sam
offers a meaningful way to portray the data (Swan, 199
order to locate the central beliefs regarding why the rada
perceived to be valuable, statements were coded
reorganized, and maps representing relations between s
statements were combined into a larger map, along
recommendations from the literature (Huff, 1990). Speci
we looked for the underlying rationales of the endorsem
often following keywords such as “because”, “and”, or “it i
main advantage of this method was that underlying belie
rationales could be identified; tacit information such as th
be harder to get hold of through more direct questio
interviews and questionnaires, since it is not always
conscious mind of the respondent. Through the analy
statements that had been freely formulated by the inform
we were able to map out data-rooted rationales less vuln
to our own phrasing and language.



However, we later triangulated the causal mapping results
through informal talks with key stakeholders within Cisco, as
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well as an anonymous online questionnaire. The choice
questionnaire was based on the rationale of compleme
the insights that one of the authors in particular gained th
deep involvement in the radar programme, with a me
ment providing “harder” and more specific data. The que
naire was built to further check the relation between (d
of) engagement in foresight, thinking styles and perc
value outcomes, necessary to more accurately answer so
the propositions. We used a standard Likert-scale to me
the degree of agreement to pre-defined statements
statements were developed based on themes iden
through the document studies and the mapping of t
testimonials. For instance, we asked participants to indic
what degree they agreed with statements such as: “The
helps save time,” or “the radar slows down the dec
making process”. The respondents were reminded that
were no right or wrong answers, and that their honest
important. We also collected information on the respon
degree of involvement in the foresight project and mea
their decision-making style. The latter was achieved th
use of the General Decision-Making Style (GDMS) que
naire of Scott and Bruce (1994), a validated measur
previously used in foresight research (Chermack and N
2008). We built in questions to be able control for deg
familiarity with the radar and to check for differences be
different roles (such as scout, reader, panelist) and pos
(such as director, manager, VP). In order to not bia
respondents by making them reflect on their decision-m
style before answering the other questions, we chose to a
decision-making style questions towards the end o
questionnaire. These questions were followed only
question re-inviting them to rate the value of the rada
decision-making tool after having becomemore aware o
own decision-making habits, and an “open commen
inviting any additional comments.

The questionnaire was distributed via a link sent throu
mail, targeting some 200 key stakeholders active i
technology radar. This yielded around 60 replies, a
which were 39 fully completed questionnaires mainly
manager- and director level decision-makers. Althoug
sample is small, the questionnaire was seen as va
particularly because the responses were anonymous.
over, it was an efficient way of getting in touch
respondents that otherwise could have proved diffic
reach, given the size of the company and the challen
coordinating with many people at different location
selected measures the questionnaire data were also fou
be acceptable for simple statistical analysis. However, it
belief that the more robust insights from the case are the
that do not rely solely on the questionnaire, but rath
based on a mix of our qualitative and quantitative data.

3.2. Background and description of the Cisco Technology Ra

The formal history of the Cisco Technology Radar star
2011,when one of the authors secured the early funding f
project after some intensive months of planning and pre
tion. Cisco, despite its roughly 66,000 employees in 201
had a somewhat entrepreneurial culture. This meant that
e
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ligence. The idea was to establish a network of techn
scouts to provide early identification of novel technologie
trends, to enable informed strategic decision-making a
help stimulate innovation. After assessment the key t
would be visualized along a so-called technology ra
format greatly inspired by research publications rega
similar projects (Rohrbeck, 2010b; Rohrbeck et al., 2006
radar reports would serve as input for strategic dec
making as well as to stimulate innovation in Cisco th
dissemination of knowledge and best practices. The re
ment of scouts, assessment panelists and other key
holders would span across many departments, function
geographies.

During its first year the radar was successfully exp
from its first test version involving only employees work
corporate development, to become a company-wide tec
ogy foresight system. For example, the 9th volume of the
published in June 2012 was based on 233 novel techno
submitted by 64 technology scouts frommultiple organiz
across North and South America, Europe, Japan and Aus
The technologies had been selected and assessed by tec
and business leaders including Fellows, Distinguished
neers, Directors and VPs. The Cisco Technology Radar w
servedmore than 250 unique visitors, and hadmore than
page views per month. Moreover, printed copies o
Technology Radar were distributed quarterly to key dec
makers, including Cisco Fellows, the Operating Committe
selected executives.

The Cisco radar can be described as both an outcome
process. Regarding its outcome, selected technologie
summarized in a figure resembling that of a radar scree
plotted technologies are displayed horizontally along the
according to their relation to different technology fie
organizational units. They are also organized vertically
on their maturity level, and plotted using symbols indi
their relevance for the company (see a visual example
radar in Fig. 3). The idea of the condensed format is to pr
easy access to a quick summary of which technologies
should be keeping a particular eye on, with the possibi
reading into the details in supplementing documents
visual radar, is in otherwords themain element and is reg
disseminated to key decision-makers and experts with
company. However, much of its value is also believed
created during the process leading up to the visual plot, a
as what happens when the “technology plot” is once
taken up for discussion and re-prioritized in the process le
up to the next quarterly radar report.

Effort has therefore been put into optimizing the
process, which in addition to the dissemination phase cons
technology identification, selection and assessment (see Fig
overview). In the first phase, the focus is on bringi
information. In principle, everyone in Cisco can assist wit
by becoming a technology scout — a person engag
identifying new and relevant technologies for Cisco. An in
tivewebsite has been set upwhere employees canboth vie
contribute to the radar by submitting scouting reports. How
in line with recommendations from other radar proje
community of more specialized and regularly engaged
secures a satisfactory level of expertise and continuity



scouting process. These scouts are recruited through numerous
channels, for instance through the HR department or by

osses
eria o
ving
ecrui

external scouts from academia and other collaboration partners.
While the scouts work mainly individually preparing initial

more
ment.
of 20
, often

Identification: An interna�onal network of technology 
scouts submits novel technologies. All Cisco employees 
can become technology scouts. Inputs are also 
increasingly being gathered through joint efforts with 
academia, venture capitalists, customers and partners.

Selection: The radar team and a panel of senior technical 
experts review all technologies on a quarterly basis. The 
selec�on criteria are built upon the concepts of 
Technology, Impact and Novelty.

Assessment: The selected technologies undergo a deeper 
analysis led by the scout. A one-page technology profile is 
wri�en for an execu�ve audience, pu�ng the technology 
in a business context and limi�ng the content to unbiased 
facts and findings. Senior technical and business leaders 
assess the relevance of each selected technology for the 
company. The assessment criteria are based on two axes: 
market opportunity and implementa�on risk.

Dissemination: The Cisco Technology Radar is published 
every quarter. The radar screen displays all technologies 
along with their maturity, their posi�on in the IT/Telecom 
value chain, and their relevance as rated by the 
assessment panel. The Technology Radar is distributed 
throughout Cisco using a website, a PDF version and a 
newsle�er.

Graphs and descriptions: Cisco 2013

Fig. 3. Overview of technology radar process graphs and description: CISCO 2013.
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consulting internal information brokers — people who p
detailed information onwhowould fulfill the scouting crit
being both highly knowledgeable within a field and ha
vivid social network. Efforts are also increasinglymade to r
s
f
a
t

reports about emerging technologies, there is much
interaction in the next phases of selection and assess
Every quarter, a panel of editors agrees on a maximum
technologies to be presented to a panel of engineer experts



by the scouts themselves. The experts discuss the relevance of
the technologies according to criteria such as novelty, changes in
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discussing, rather than a more document processing based
assessment. Finally, as has also been called for with regard to
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complementary technologies and degree of awareness abo
technology and its application. After the panel has agre
which technologies they see as the most relevant, scouts c
asked to prepare more detailed reports. Finally, the se
technologies go through a “reality check” where they are
by an assessment committee, who discuss their market i
and realization potential. The members of this committ
typically technical leaders and directors, ensuring tha
stakeholders within Cisco take part in the radar proces
feel ownership with regard to the results. Finally, based o
ratings of the assessment committee, the technologies g
the visual radar screen, which is disseminated to the
organization.

It is natural to question about the difference betwee
radar process and other common foresight methods, su
scenario planning and technology forecasting. Simi
scenario planning, there can be said to be an empha
generating images about the future, particularly in that
are asked to think aboutwhich technologieswill be releva
Cisco from a long-termperspective. However, the explicit
can be said to be more on identifying and assessing all re
technologies to look out for, rather than using the
construct more or less likely scenarios describing what
will actually happen. The most visual outcome of the
process is the radar illustration, which has the potent
diving deeper into quite technical descriptions of the dif
technologies, depending on the interest of the reader. I
way, the idea of the radar is perhaps more about hav
constant working tool, to synchronize efforts across fun
and departments, and to secure alignment with the comp
strategy through the processes of expert selection
assessment. Similar to other technology forecasting me
however, there is also an emphasis on rational and e
methodology, with the aim of improving decision-makin
instance, it was learned through trial and error how crit
was to separate scouting (information input) from
discussion of the technologies (information prioritizin
ing). Anonymous voting is practised to minimize for ins
social biases in the decision-making when the technologi
selected and assessed. The criteria that the selection is bas
are also designed to minimize what could otherwise be
emotional influences on the rating, due to the fact that d
engaged experts from different business areas within Cis
put in a setting where they need to converge.

Another foresight method that can be said to have
similaritieswith the radar process is horizon scanning, wh
being increasingly used to support governments and p
organizations in their policy- and decision-making (Palo
et al., 2012), perhaps particularly in the medical and h
industry (Miles and Saritas, 2012; Brown et al., 2005). Ho
scanning, sometimes described as a subset of environm
scanning, according to most definitions involves a syste
approach to bringing and assessing information about
trends. The technology radar can certainly be included in
broad definition, however compared to typical horizon
ning methodologies, the information gathering phase
radar must be said to be less based on systematic researc
literature reviews. Also, the assessment information gat
could be said to be more dependent on people interactin
e
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horizon scanning (Miles and Saritas, 2012), there is pe
more emphasis on the format for dissemination of the sca
results in the radar process. Still, for those very familia
the horizon scanning approaches, it might make sen
describe the radar as a deep and technology focused fo
network based long-term horizon scanning, where asses
of technologies by key decision-makers is built into the p
before the final report and results are more w
disseminated.

A key element of the Cisco Technology Radar initiativ
also been the structured approach to implementation an
out. Collaboration with the HR-department was set up
early stage to improve the motivation and recruitme
scouts. Scouting was for instance incorporated in the co
offered for internal training, and completion of scouting
the participant eligible for points that could be used to
other rewards. E-mail signature badges for bronze, silve
gold scouts were also developed as part of a more in
reward system. The bar for offering tailored versions
radar for different departmentswas, at the same time, hel
in order to maximize use and buy-in. The service depart
who liked the approach but felt they needed a version ad
to their focus on products and services rather than tech
gies, were among the first to make use of a custom-
version. To secure early funding and further buy-in from
decision-makers, a stakeholder management framewor
actively used by the radar implementation group.

Despite having gained substantial momentum durin
first couple of years, the “Sowhat?"-question kept re-app
from time to time, asking for ultimate evidence of a sc
technology leading to a major business opportunity for
Still, engaged participants both inside Cisco and incr
interest from various external partners, kept assuring th
radar team that they were creating value. In late 2013,
sent out a media alert saying that they would host a
technology radar webcast, broadcasting an expert
discussion on which technology trends would define th
year and beyond. In February 2014, press reports abo
details of Cisco's first public “Technology Radar Study” be
emerge. As for the original, internal radar project, it was
early 2014 still under continuous development.
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In the theoretical part of this paper we focused on
the literature could inform ourmain research question
how and why engagement in foresight can impact w
thinking and processing information. The question g
our selection and discussion of literature, from whic
generated 8 propositions. However, in order to id
potential value contributions related to cognition
started by broadly mapping out the perceived values
Cisco Technology Radar. In the following we wil
present the general findings and then move on to d
specific cognitive aspects. In the discussion (Section 4
findings will be linked more directly to the overall res
question we started out with, followed by a discuss
implications, limitations and conclusion.



3.3.1. Findings related to the value contribution of the radar
Through our studies of corporate documents we clarified
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Fig. 4. Rationales for endorsing the technology radar. Grouping of different reasons given for endorsing the technology radar. Collected from 25 written testimonials.
Rationales in bold frames represent the 5main groups. Supplementary explanations (if any) are shown in the connected frames. Illustrationmade using the knowledge
modeling program CmapTools.
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that the main goals of the radar are described in the foll
way by Cisco: I) Early identification of novel technologie
trends, II) enabling of informed strategic decision-makin
III) stimulation of innovation. Cisco's emphasis on these r
foresight can be explained through looking at the com
history as well as recent developments. Historically, Cis
been renowned for its acquisition strategy. Taking over sm
innovative firmshas been the preferredwayof getting acc
expertise and technology, making expensive and pe
unproductive internal research less called for. Cisco iPriz
company's global innovation contest, and its iZone in
employee ideation site are however examples of C
commitment to fostering open and crowd-sourced inno
in the later years. Thus, the Technology Radar initiative in
can be seen as part of this movement towards inte
fostered innovation as well as innovation in collaboration
key partners and customers:
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reduction, and lead to new business opportuniti
disseminating information about novel technologies
oped both inside and outside of Cisco, and by accele
external engagements with our ecosystem throug
sharing of best practices and the development of
technology visions, the Cisco Technology Radar pav
way for open innovation.” reads a recent introd
document presenting the radar project.

Acquisitions are however still an important part
growth strategy in Cisco. Because the radar locates, assess
filters information about threats or opportunities imp
Cisco's future business, it is also seen as valuable for as
decision-making about acquisitions. Additionally, values r
to the efficiency of the radar are highlighted in cor
documents and presentations. Implicitly, decision-maker
limited time for details, but the radar consolidates inform



and provides themwith the intelligence needed to stay on top of
the technology landscape.
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Individual stakeholders within Cisco, however, value s
ly different aspects and use different wording than in the
formal corporate descriptions of the radar. The main ratio
for key stakeholders' endorsements are summarized in
and can be grouped in fivemain themes: Stakeholders ap
the radar because they genuinely like the process, they b
it is good for business, it brings new perspectives, helps
carry out their tasks and helps communication.

As visible from the figure, some highlighted fe
particularly relate to their own personal benefit, for ins
that they are given contact timewith the topmanagemen
through participation in the radar process. Others relate it
directly to corporate goals, or to outcomes such as
communication and collaboration. Some also say it helps
carry out foresight related tasks, perhaps indicating that
of the radar activities are among their formal responsib
Many, however, simply highlight that they really like the
process, be it because of the structured way of wo
because they are impressedwith the teambehind it, or th
radar as a tool simply is “the best”.

In the anonymous survey we had the opportunity
respondents to further rate the values. Here, we saw
stakeholders familiar with the radar, rated values rela
collaboration and communication higher than some o
values initially expressed at the organizational level. “The
helps understandwhat other peers are doing”, “the radar
people communicate” and “the radar helps people conne
socialize” were agreed more upon than “corporate lang
statements such as “the radar is a key input into str
activities” and “the radar is a key pillar of Cisco's Inno
Engine”. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics from
survey.

In summary, the value contribution of the technology
in Cisco seems to vary more than corporate docu
describing its' purpose would initially indicate. Even th
individuals agree that the radar is valuable, the unde
rationales for why they believe so differ between 5
“hidden values” — some overlapping with and some co
mentary to the values as communicated on the corporate

3.3.2. Findings related to the radars influence on indi
cognition

3.3.2.1. Proposition 1a. The radar as an outcome is reported
a tool for decision-makers. Moreover, the radar process
seems to foster analytical thinking, in line with our ex
tions (proposition 1a). For instance, technologies that
been on the radar for more than one year are systema
reviewed to decrease the threat of aged informati
outdated mental models. Moreover, in the selection
assessment process participants are forced to analy
process and reconsider their current understandings th
considering mandatory questions and decision criteria. D
the selection of technologies, engineers are helped to “r
how the scouted technology has relevance to Cisco's stra
as one participant put it when endorsing the radar. I
selection panel the panelists first discuss and then a
mously vote on which technologies to select, meanin
points of views are converted and stakeholders upgrade
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“extraction” of mental models of the panelists, rather
revision. This is because they rate the technologies bas
their current understandings, and there is less debate
through being exposed to the technologies that have a
gone through the selection phase, assessment panelists'
on the technology landscape are revised.

As for the scouts, they also seem to experience revis
current knowledge after having submitted their initial re
One engineer stated that the radar helped him connec
leaders and business units he would not otherwise int
with. “Through this, I learn their business requirement
their technical objections, and adjust the proposal to a
modate those requirements and objections — or engage
the business unit leader to explain how we can lea
competition with the new technology” he wrote as part
endorsement of the radar. One statement from a key
customer also shows that participation in the radar y
some "Aha" experiences— or update of currentmental m
“The ideas that we discussed have some significant legs t
us some places we would have not previously thought
seem obvious now”, he wrote.

In the questionnaire (see Table 1 for details) we f
tested the perceived relevance of the radar for influe
analytical thinking and changing mindsets. Most o
respondents familiar with the radar (N = 32) a
somewhat or strongly that the radar helps provide an ove
of the most important technologies (81%), that it helps
technologies (78%) and that it allows for faster (72%) and
(75%) information processing. The statement that the
changesmindsets receivedmore ambivalent answers, ho
with most answers still on the “agree”-side (47% somew
strongly agree, 38% uncertain, 15% somewhat or str
disagree). Most respondents (75%) agreed or strongly a
that “the Radar improves my current understanding”, in
ing revision of mental models through engagement i
foresight process.

3.3.2.2. Proposition 1b. We expected to find that people
engagedmore regularly in radar activities would report g
benefits (proposition 1b). From the questionnaire data w
a consistent tendency that respondents who reported
familiarity and frequent exposure to the radar assessed it
positively. For example, all respondents exposed to the
on a monthly or weekly basis (N = 16) agreed or som
agreed that the radar allows for better information proce
while people who were quarterly or even more rarely ex
(N = 23) disagreed or were uncertain to a larger exten
same tendency was observed for all questions regardin
cognitive payoff from the radar, with the largest differ
regarding the statements “the radar helps save time”
radar facilitates decision-making” and “the radar ch
mindsets”. For the last one we found a strong po
relationship with level of exposure through statistical t
(Pearson's r of 0.42, p = b0.01). Moderate positive rel
ships between self-reported familiarity and the total a
ment scores of the radar and between the self-rep
exposure to the radar and the total assessment
(Pearson's r of 0.3 for both) were also found. The p-
were however slightly above the acceptable level (p =



and the sample size (N=39) indicate that these results should
be interpreted with great care.
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Table 1
Answers from key radar community members. Answers from anonymous online questionnaire developed to further check the relation between engagement in
foresight, thinking styles and perceived value outcomes. Decision-making styles were measured based on the measure of Scott and Bruce (1994).

Itema Nb Mean Std Dev Min Max

Exposure to radar 39 2.36 0.93 1 4
Familiarity with radar 39 3.74 1.43 1 5
The radar helps provide an overview of the most important techn. 32 4.09 0.86 2 5
The radar helps assess technologies 32 4.06 1.01 2 5
The radar allows for faster information processing 32 3.97 0.97 2 5
The radar allows for better information processing 32 3.91 0.89 2 5
The radar helps understand what other peers are doing 32 3.88 0.83 2 5
The radar helps people communicate 32 3.56 0.84 2 5
The radar helps save time 32 3.56 0.80 2 5
The radar helps people connect and socialize 32 3.41 0.76 2 5
The radar is a key input into strategic activities 32 3.41 1.13 1 5
The radar facilitates decision-making 32 3.41 0.98 2 5
The radar helps influence decision-makers 32 3.38 0.87 1 5
The radar changes mindsets 32 3.34 1.00 1 5
The radar increases the quality of work 32 3.22 0.83 1 5
The radar helps make more objective and less biased decisions 32 3.22 0.87 2 5
The radar helps people do what they should have done anyway 32 3.19 0.69 2 5
The radar helps save money 32 3.19 0.64 2 5
The radar helps work faster 32 3.13 0.79 1 5
The radar is a key pillar of Cisco's Innovation Engine 32 3.09 1.12 1 5
The radar doesn't impact the quality of discussions 32 3.03 1.00 1 5
The radar helps people carry out their daily tasks 32 2.78 0.87 1 5
The radar changes the organizational culture 32 2.69 0.90 1 5
The radar is irrelevant for business 32 2.47 1.22 1 5
The radar slows down the decision-making process 32 2.25 0.84 1 4
Sum radar assessment 32 63.91 13.53 30 91
The radar improves my current understanding 32 4.0625 1.0453 2 5
The radar helps me process information faster 32 3.6875 1.0298 1 5
The radar helps me be more objective and less biased 32 3.5625 1.1341 1 5
The radar helps me reduce riskiness of decisions 32 3.4063 0.9456 1 5
The radar helps me convince others of decisions 32 3.375 0.907 1 5
Sum decision assessment 32 18.094 4.4603 8 24
Rational decision-making style 39 4.3654 0.4793 3.5 5
Intuitive decision-making style 39 3.559 0.5215 2.4 5
Dependent decision-making style 39 3.5692 0.6736 1.8 5
Avoidant decision-making style 39 1.841 0.9075 1 5
Spontaneous decision-making style 39 2.3179 0.8344 1 5

a A Likert scale ranging (strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, uncertain, somewhat agree, strongly agree) was used for all items, except for “exposure” (daily,
weekly,monthly, quarterly, other) and familiarity (very unfamiliar, somewhat unfamiliar, somewhat familiar, familiar, very familiar). Answerswere coded by assigning
scores 1–5. For the assessment questions, means above 3 represent more agreement than disagreement.

b Respondents that answered theywere somewhat unfamiliar and very unfamiliar with the radar were excluded from some comparisons, as theywere found to lack
the basic knowledge required to make a qualified assessment.
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3.3.2.3. Proposition 1c. We also expected that individual
were more actively and deeply engaged in radar act
would report higher cognitively related benefits (propo
1c). Using the questionnaire data, we checked th
comparing the total assessment scores of readers, occa
scouts, regular scouts, selection panelists and asses
panelists. If one respondent reported belonging to more
one category, the category indicating most frequent in
ment was selected. The categories of assessment paneli
selection panelist were grouped together, as many do
categorized these roles. Judging from the mean total a
ment scores of the different groups familiar with the
selection and assessment panelists rated the payoff fro
radarmuchhigher (69.5) than readers (61.5), occasional
(61.33) and regular scouts (60.66). When accepting d
categorization, Spearman's correlation tests returned a
icant moderate positive relationship (0.38, p = 0.03) be
assessment score and being a selection panelist, indicatin
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ing that these results could easily be due to happenstanc
The finding that selection panelists perceive the value

radar as higher, fits with observations that selection pa
“negotiate” mental models and convert more than
groups. It is likely that they have a higher cognitive
than scouts who to a larger degree “feed in” expert know
and assessors that “feed out” their ratings of the technol

3.3.2.4. Proposition 1d. Based on the theory, we also exp
that analytic thinkers would see larger cognitive benefit
the radar than individuals with lower preferences for ana
thinking (proposition 1d). From talks with key stakeh
and analysis of the rationales for endorsing the radar, we
already observed that a key perceived value of the radarw
structured process. Unfortunately, we do not have inform
about the relation of these value assessments to indi
preferences of ways of thinking. Based on the questio
data we could however examine the relationship be
scores given to the radar's value for decision-making an



scores returned particularly for the rational decision-making
style from the GDMS questionnaire (refer to Table 1 for
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descriptive statistics). First of all, we found that the ra
decision-making style (preference for logical evaluati
alternatives, thorough search) was the dominant one fo
all respondents. This made it less relevant to grou
respondents into sub-groups based on their dom
decision-making style. Instead we checked if a higher
on rational style (mean 4.4) had a relation to giving a
assessment score of the radar. We found positive relation
between high rational decision-making scores and agree
that the radar helps make more objective and less b
decisions. In an attempt to find counter-evidence w
checked the relationship between high scores on intuitio
the agreement that the radar decreases bias, but thi
negative. The same was the case for the assessment
radar's ability to reduce the riskiness of decisions; high
on rational decision-making style were positively rela
high scores when assessing this statement, while high
on intuitive decision-making were not or weakly nega
related. It should be stressed that these results wer
statistically significant andmore datawould be needed to
conclusions solely based on these findings. There are ho
indications that the radar foresight system is simply
“natural” for rational decision-makers. Individuals that s
high on rational decision-making style to a larger degre
the radar process as a natural part of daily work, eviden
strong positive relationship with the statements “the
helps people dowhat they should have done anyway” an
radar helps people carry out their daily tasks”. Here, stat
testing indicated that the results represent a clear tendenc
are likely not due to happenstance (Spearman's rho co
tions of 0.43 and 0.39, and p-values of 0.013 and
respectively).

3.3.2.5. Proposition 1e. Our final expectation related to in
ual cognitive payoffs from foresight, was to find evidenc
the radar had shortened the time needed to take an info
decision at a critical point in time, and had increased the q
of decisions in Cisco (related to proposition 1e). Whi
value for decision-making was spelled out in several corp
documents describing the purpose of the radar, relative
stakeholders highlighted the value for decision-making d
when they freely assessed it— as evident from Fig. 4. Still,
did so indirectly by indicating that the radar helped th
their daily tasks (which involved decision-making) an
the radar opened up new perspectives. The brief and cons
format was highlighted in the endorsements, as well
rigorous process for selecting and assessing trends. A
internal user reported: “This “high octane” result is a tre
dous time saver andmind opener for executives whomu
on top of the technology landscape with an eye to (the) i
on their business. Without the Technology Radar, the al
tives of either being oblivious to the less immediate techn
scene or wading through dozens of industry publication
scattered or irrelevant information content, are either foo
prohibitively time-consuming, respectively”.

Through the “open for comments-box” in the question
one respondent requested that the radar should be even
of an integral part of decision-making. “In my organi
there is a huge desire to increase the use of techn
l
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mention Technology Radar as having any influence on
decision-making process” and asked for proof of the r
effect on business decisions, if such existed. Still, we saw
respondents familiar with the radar (N = 32) rather a
than disagreed with statements that the radar faci
decision-making, that it helps influence decision-maker
that it helpsmakemore objective and less biased decision
Table 1 for descriptive statistics). The same was the ca
statements that the radar leads to better and faster inform
processing and that it helps save time.

Through the more qualitative data collection we also b
aware of one actual event where the decision-making
was likely reduced due to the foresight system. The exam
mind is the decision to acquire the company Intu
provider of advanced self-optimizing network (SON) sof
in early 2013. This technology had been spotted, se
assessed and put into the radar ahead of the acquisition.
therefore already been presented to and processed by s
key decision-makers in due time before the possibi
acquire Intucell arose. However, acquiring a company is
much more than just assessing its technology, and it
possible to know whether Intucell would have been ac
anyway if the technology had not been first put on the
Still, it would likely have been difficult to “shortcu
technology assessment necessary for the acquisition w
the systematic foresight process. Since time to mak
decision to acquire Intucell was limited, a lower q
decision could have been the outcome if no foresigh
taken place, since less information about the technology
have been processed.

3.3.3. Findings related to collective aspects influencing cog
value

3.3.3.1. Proposition 2a. In order to understand how coll
aspects influence the value creation from the radar in Cis
first needed a good understanding of the corporate en
ment and how advanced the Cisco radar initiative
compared to foresight best practices. Based on the fram
of Rohrbeck and Gemünden (2008) we judged the ra
close to best practice or as best practice in most respects
some notable weaknesses (for instance limited scope
regard to information usage, limited external netw
Especially, the deliberate openness for anyone to parti
in scouting still gave reason to expect results indicating
called collective bonus from foresight participation (pr
tion 2a).

One of the stakeholders assessing the radar indeed
that the radarwas “especially effective as a productivity t
Cisco's CTOs as it gives them a broader view of the techn
landscape (…) without having to invest additional resour
pursue individual topics” — indicating an efficiency ga
CTOs when they with low cognitive effort “take
information that has been more systematically process
other individuals.We also already observed that participa
the selection panel “negotiated” hypothetical futures th
discussing the technologies before voting anonymous
their importance for Cisco. In other words, they profited



other individuals who engaged in similar hypothetical
thinking.
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Several others stress in their endorsements that the ra
a “tremendous time saver”, “saves time thanks to a
structured process” and that it works “in the direct
improved productivity at operational and executive
Although these statements were given in a situation
there was a bias towards positive assessments, the anony
answers in the questionnaire confirm the trend of valuin
radar for its time-saving abilities, potentially indicat
cognitive bonus (see Table 1 for overview of answers).

3.3.3.2. Proposition 2b. We also expected to find tha
organizational context influenced the motivation for
therefore also the degree, of foresight thinking. Throug
more qualitative data collection we looked into which c
mechanisms had been at play when setting up and man
the radar (related to proposition 2b). Evident from in
project reports, the radar initiative in Ciscowas deliberate
kept to a small “corporate elite”, but was from early on
open for anyone through the scouting website and th
adjusting the process to fit wishes from different departm
Themainly intrinsic reward systemput together in coope
with the HR department can also be seen as a mechanis
controlling participation, along with substantial effo
communicate the value of the radar internally as w
externally. However, through our investigations we note
collaboration opportunities and visibility to other depart
were mentioned much more frequently than mon
rewards or recognition (through, for instance badge
reasons for participating in the radar process. The
agreement in the questionnaire that the radar helps u
stand what other peers are doing, and that it helps com
cation (see Table 1 for details), supports an interpretatio
“social rewards” may have been most important in the c
the radar. However, at the beginning of the implementat
mail badges and recognition from the boss might stil
been important for recruiting scouts, since the social bene
the radar were yet to be proved.

However, in one of the early meetings to secure fundi
the radar, one piece of feedback from a senior enginee
along the lines of “Is this not what we are already meant
doing?”. Oneway of interpreting this statement is that m
the mechanisms for stimulating peoples' motivatio
participating in the radar were already in place at the po
implementation. The extra incentives and communi
efforts put into place when rolling out the radar migh
strengthened the intensity of agreement that foresight th
was important, but the organizational context could a
have been “foresight friendly”.

3.3.3.3. Proposition 2c. As reflected in the findings abo
different rationales for endorsing the radar, individuals in
do not necessarily see exactly the same value in the rada
and process. In linewith proposition 2c, we, in fact, expec
find that the radars' ability to correspond to a broad rathe
narrow set of interests would be crucial for the quality
radar outcomes. Indeed, the 25 testimonials we analyzed
that people highlight quite different advantages of the
although they agree that it is overall valuable (see Fig
details), indicating different tacit value systems.We appli
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a collective point of view. The results indicate that w
hardly talk about one unified “foresight mindset” or “for
culture” within Cisco, as a traditional approach to man
organizational culture would perhaps prescribe. Tru
culture in Cisco has been described as entrepreneuria
after closer assessment we considered there to be a ble
different cultures, depending on the business unit. For ins
the organization can be said to be held together
commitment to innovation, which might be strongly r
to foresight thinking. However, more operationally r
drivers such as achievement and goal accomplishment ar
present. Success can be defined by winning in themarket
but also by efficiency — and increasingly by having the
unique products, in accordance with strategic goals.

This value assessment – by consulting individuals as w
performing the organizational level analysis – helps clari
the Cisco Technology Radar indeed seems to correspon
broad rather than a narrow set of motivations. Howeve
more difficult to assess how this ability directly influenc
quality of foresight thinking. An argument stating th
radar's ability to correspond with different interests wil
people's mindsets more independent (and thus increa
quality of the process through preventing group thinking
make intuitive sense, but cannot be directly support
rejected based on our data.

4. Discussion

Table 2 summarizes our propositions and the deg
support found in our data. The most convincing resul
related to proposition 1a, 1b, 1c and 2b, while we consid
total support for the remaining propositions to be weak
best medium. Overall, we still find all the propositions h
as input for further answering our guiding research qu
about how and why engagement in foresight can impact
of thinking and processing information.

The case provided evidence that engagement i
technology radar seemed to stimulate analytical thinkin
that it helped the revision of mental models (propositio
The expected trend that regular engagement in the
process (proposition 1b) as well as active rather than p
participation (proposition 1c) increased the payoff wa
supported by the questionnaire data. However, the findin
based on a small sample and with only partial stat
significance of the results. As for 1c, however, through th
studywewere able to further specify themeaning of “act
the case of the Cisco Technology Radar; it was in fact the
that engaged inmost discussion and “negotiation of view
tended to rate the radar value highest. This can be tak
further indication that for foresight to be able to change
way of thinking, significant effort in terms of not only acq
information, but also processing and discussing it, is
factor. However, an alternative interpretation of the que
naire data backing up this conclusion could be tha
individuals most deeply engaged in the discussions (sel
panelists) feel more ownership of the radar process and
are biased to rate the payoffs higher. Still, the relation be
deeper engagement in the radar process and the per
value of it remains.



Table 2
Overview and evaluation of results.

Proposition Types of data, evidence/counterevidence
(e/c)

Degree of
support
(weak,
medium,
strong)

Robustness

1a) The revision of current mental models is helped by engagement in
foresight

Observations and interviews (e), radar
assessments (e), answers from
questionnaire (e)

Medium to
strong

Evidence can be considered mostly anecdotal and/or based on retrospective
judgments. More experimental design needed to firmly establish causality.

1b) Regular engagement in foresight increases the individual cognitive
payoff from foresight, compared to only occasional engagement

Answers from questionnaire (e) Medium to
strong

Larger sample is recommended for future research.

1c) Participative (active) engagement in foresight increases the individual
cognitive payoff compared to engagement only as a reader of end results
(passive)

Answers from questionnaire (e),
observations and interviews (e)

Strong Questionnaire sample is very small, but more qualitative data indicate the same
trend. A larger-sample study particularly focused on this question could be
interesting in the future.

1d) Individuals with a high preference for analytic thinking are more likely
to see larger cognitive benefits from technology foresight than individuals
with a lower preference.

Radar assessments, answers from
questionnaire (e)

Weak to
medium

The total findings are more supportive than counter-evidential, but the re-
sults based on the questionnaire were not statistically significant. However,
statistically significant results indicated that the radar might be more natural
for rational decision-makers.

1e) Preparation through foresight activities before a critical decision-
making-point will I) shorten the time needed to take an informed decision
at a critical decision-making point and II) increase the quality of a decision
taken under time pressure compared to a situation with no preparation
through foresight.

Document studies (e), observations and
interviews (e), questionnaire (e/c)

Weak to
medium

Data support that several decision-makers perceive the radar as helpful for
making better and faster decisions. Mainly anecdotal evidence.

2a) When foresight is at its best practice, individuals (and the firm) receive a
collective cognitive bonus from participation.

Case analysis through best practice
framework, radar assessments (e),
observations and interviews (e),
questionnaire (e)

Weak to
medium

Evidence from qualitative data is stronger than questionnaire evidence.
Robustness is vulnerable to the interpretations of the researchers. Future
research could test the relation in a more experimental design.

2b) Cultural control mechanisms will be important for influencing
motivations to engage in foresight and thus enforce the participation in,
and value creation from organization-wide foresight systems.

Observations and interviews (e),
document studies (e)

Medium Findings are ultimately based on the perceptions of individuals and
interpretations of the researchers. There is indication that many mechanisms
for motivating for foresight were already in place before the implementation
of the radar, and that additional motivation efforts mainly strengthened the
intensity of agreement.

2c) A foresight system that corresponds to a broad set of values reflecting
many individual interests rather than one main shared rationale for par-
ticipation is important for securing maximum motivation to participate in
foresight, while at the same time avoiding limitation of diversity in think-
ing within the foresight activities.

Case analysis through OCAI framework
(e), radar assessments (e), document
studies (e)

Weak Results indicate that we can hardly talk about one unified “foresight mindset”
within Cisco, and that individuals indeed seem to have different tacit value
systems related to participation. The relation between appealing to a broad
set of values and the quality of foresight thinking cannot be further specified
by the data.
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It is alsoworth reflecting on the resultwhich shows that the
radar process seems to feel more natural for rational decision-
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makers. This indicates that the radar foresight process
have a better fit with people who already have an analy
dominated thinking style, perhaps in contrast to for
approaches more concerned with creating and pres
scenarios. However, we cannot know to what exten
match between thinking style and design of the radar p
affected the value creation from it, since we could not est
statistically significant relations between perceived payo
thinking style (proposition 1d). It is also hard to assess to
extent participation in the radar could have switched p
ways of making decisions, even though our case an
indicates that most of the process is designed to
analytical thinking and more systemized decision-m
The questionnaire data supports the expectation tha
radar process allows for faster and better information pr
ing (related to proposition 1e). It was, however, only o
general level that we could establish evidence that indic
specific event where the radar enabled a faster and
informed decision. Still, this finding adds to the literature
the different roles of foresight, suggesting that the influen
thinking and decision-making might be considered a m
able result in itself.

Our qualitative analysis indicated some kind of coll
payoff related to the saving of processing time and ca
(proposition 2a). The presence of such a “cognitive b
seems contingent on a critical mass of individuals partici
as well as a certain level of quality in the process (i
analysis assessed through the best practice framewor
suggested also by previous research, control mechanis
seem to have had a role in motivating for participation
foresight process (proposition 2b). While the culture in
seems to have been “radar friendly” already upon introdu
particularly intrinsic rewards put into place with help fro
HR department could have helped intensify the agree
regarding the importance of the radar. Still, evident fro
efforts to validate proposition 2c, the radar indeed see
appeal to a broad set of values, indicating rather a
coincidence of meaning given to participation in the rad

Even though adirect relation to the quality of the proce
hard to establish in our empirical analysis, the way Cisco
to have managed very diverse motivations and “sub cor
cultures” is notable. The technology radar seems to funct
some kind of “organizational glue” in itself, uniting people
different departments and with different tacit value sy
Even more than the literature gave reason to expect, a s
criteria and important role of the radar seems to be the
“makes people think and talk”. Indeed, part of the value cr
from the radar can be linked to the way it influences thi
and the interaction enabled by the radar seems to cataly
changes in mindsets on the individual level.

4.1. Implications

Our findings have implications for research seeki
further understand through which mechanisms for
creates value, and for the practice of designing, implem
and motivating for participation in technology foresight.

First, we show that cognitive aspects have a ro
determining the value creation from foresight. Awa
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of information) and that individuals have different habi
preferences with regard to information processing could
the success of future systematic processes for identifyin
assessing trends and technologies. The study of the
Technology Radar case also indicates that the effect of ch
mindsets can be seen – and measured – as a value in it
right. Tracking the degree of changed mindsets – for ex
through cognitive mapping (Huff, 1990) – could in the
be one additional way to assess the value creation
foresight research and practice.

Second, a more deeply rooted explanation for how for
contributes to update mental models is provided throug
theoretical framework. In future research, formal hypo
based on this explanation could be tested in amore experim
design, in order to strengthen the practical arguments fo
foresight works. For instance, pre- and post-measures
mental models are mapped with regard to specific under
ings of the future, possibly supplemented with measu
thinking styles, could be obtained in connection with dif
foresight projects. Comparison between active andmore p
involvement in foresight and the effects on mental mode
thinking styles could also be explored in such a design.

It is worth mentioning that the finding related to an
processing could be seen as contradictory to existing re
within scenario foresight, which focuses more on scen
memorability and their ability to shift decision-makers o
use more intuition (Chermack and Nimon, 2008). How
intuition is per definition involving decision-making bas
existing knowledge, which may lead to biases. This
argues, based on theory as well as empirical findings
stimulating analytic thinking is a key success criteri
technology foresight. It thus also compliments the resea
foresight and decision biases and addsweight to the claim
foresight indeed can reduce such bias (Meissner and
2012). Building on previous findings from the sc
literature and using the terminology introduced in this
links could perhaps be made between heuristic processin
making the mental models “stick”, complimenting the an
processing needed to update them. The roles and the b
between analytic and intuitive thinking could be f
researched in relation to foresight.

Third, the observation that while cultural control m
nisms seem important for the success of corporate foresig
technology radar in fact corresponds to a broad rathe
narrow set of values, may have implications for further re
as well as the practical design and implementation of for
systems. Securing a “glue effect” by building controlmecha
that work in different corporate sub-cultures may increa
success probability of technology foresight systems. Focus
efforts that intensify agreement about the foresight being
rather than aspiring to streamline value perception
motivations seems fruitful, based on our case evidence.

In sum, research as well as the design and implemen
of foresight systems can bewell served by focusing not o
the requested output of foresight in terms of new produ
new technologies scouted, but also its value creation th
the systematized information processing and inter
between decision-makers. In the Cisco case we saw
individuals participating in the foresight highlighted



supplementary to the values communicated from the corporate
level. Many of these “hidden values” were related to social
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benefits from foresight. In this perspective, the fact that “p
like it” might indeed be a relevant aspect to consider
asked to provide evidence for the usefulness of a for
system.

4.2. Limitations and clarifications

This paper contributes with a theoretical framewor
was tested and further explored through a practical case.
there are automatically a number of limitations present. F
all, the empirical findings were linked to a specific vers
technology foresight and, for instance, not scenario pla
and cannot uncritically be generalized to a wide for
context. However, as detailed in the case description, the
initiative does have similaritieswith other technology for
methods and it can therefore be expected that particular
implications are relevant also for methodologies su
horizon scanning and technological forecasting.

The empirical case served to partly validate our theo
framework, which hopefully will continue to be challen
further research. Perhaps additional theory could have
different light on our data and analysis, for instance pe
tives on single and double loop learning (Argyris and S
1978). The importance of questioning in the radar p
could have been examined more closely, as this is see
driver of double-loop learning and therefore related to ch
Explicitly mapping out the connection between an
processing, heuristic processing and single or double
learning could be a task for future research. Argyris' own
on “theories in use” (Argyris, 2002) and work comp
organizational learning theory and theories about dif
cognitive styles (Korth, 2000) could serve as inspiration.

The evidence found in the case can rightfully be crit
for being anecdotal, based on a critically small sample a
vulnerable to the perceptions of respondents as w
interpretations of the researchers. Even though it can be
as an advantage that our study used multiple methods in
to compensate for and reduce some of these risks,
studies should perhaps aspire to limit the scope by conce
ing on fewer questions and instead increase the pool of
source data. For instance, a more formal hypothesis cou
generated as a basis for surveying a larger sample, or the c
related to analytical processing could be tested through a
experimental design.

With regard to the finding that the foresight system
to be seen as more valuable, or at least natural, for ra
decision-makers, there are many unanswered question
do not know if the participation in the radar process ha
effect on the decision-making styles of the participants. Co
be that it stimulates people to switch to more rational dec
making? Or is this type of foresight system more benefic
people with rational styles to begin with, while sce
foresight is more beneficial for intuitive decision-ma
Future research could explore this further.

Due to concerns about length and focus this paper re
from discussing the issue of “enough”. Even though the
be established links between analytic thinking an
successful update of mental models of the future, it do
mean that everyone always shouldmaximize this updatin
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technological change involve a “delicate trade-off be
exploration and exploitation” (p 85). One could imagine
all individuals are constantly challenging and updati
organizational truths and routines, it would hurt the c
business toomuch and tip the efficiency curve downward
general state of inefficiency. Routines and decisions bas
“old” knowledge can be extremely beneficial as long
environment does not change toomuch so that oldways
apply anymore. The question about which level of “m
update” is enough is a big one, which hopefullywill be rev
and addressed in future research.

4.3. Conclusion

In this paper we had the ambition to advancin
understanding of how and why foresight can influence
of thinking. We did this first by generating propositions r
in relevant literature, which were further tested and val
through an empirical case study of the technology
initiative in Cisco. We found that the radar process i
seems to influence ways of thinking through a process pr
for analytical information processing and exchange of w
views, resulting inmore frequent update of mentalmode
also found indications of a relationship betweenmore fre
and active involvement in the radar activities and the pa
terms of perceived value. The design of the radar pr
enabling interaction and communication across depart
and functions, seems important for transforming indi
benefits into payoffs observable on the collective leve
ability of the foresight system to correspond to a broad
values andmotivate people across departments and funct
its glue effect – has likely been a critical success factor
case of Cisco. In summary, a central value of this techn
foresight tool seems to be its' systematic probing of ana
thinking, which helps update mental models and
influences decision-making and enables change. Whi
analytic probing is helped by specific criteria for reportin
discussing information, it is the interaction made possi
the foresight process that seem to determine the ult
payoff for individuals as well as on the corporate level.
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ABSTRACT: While popular knowledge typically advocates for lowering the hierarchy to boost 

firms’ innovation strategies, a growing body of evidence suggest a more complex relationship 

between a highly hierarchical organizational structure and firms’ ability to succeed with bottom-

up creativity and innovation. The present paper further unpacks the structure-creativity 

relationship by focusing on idea sharing as a critical intermediate step between employee-led idea 

generation and managerial-led idea selection. Our inductive data from informants in 42 Chinese 

firms suggest that idea sharing in high hierarchies will likely take place in a step-by-step manner, 

involve several individuals and actions over time and often go under the radar of top decision-

makers. Idea sharing in the hierarchy might however be initiated in two different ways; by 

upwards sharing (through supervisors) or by sideways sharing (through trusted peers). Dissimilar 

risk- and reward orientations of sharers and diverse underlying socio-psychological needs seem 

to determine the different sharing behaviors. We proffer the concept of pre-filtering routines to 

further understand the collective level patterns at play and propose how different variants of pre-

filtering can be predicted by considering heterogeneous characteristics of sharers. The paper thus 

advances the micro-foundational understanding of the conditions for creativity within hierarchies 

and extends the processual turn in creativity research. Numerous implications are discussed. 

Key words: Creativity, idea sharing, hierarchy, creative process, organizational routines, 

innovation strategy, organizational structure, micro-foundations 
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INTRODUCTION 

Firms are increasingly realizing the benefits of involving employees at all levels in their efforts to 

grow through creativity and innovation (Oldham, 2003, Nonaka, 1991, Anderson et al., 2004, 

Zhou, 2008, Anderson et al., 2014). They acknowledge that workers even outside of R&D 

departments may have access to unique knowledge which enables them to come up with 

suggestions for new and useful products and processes (Kesting and Ulhøi, 2010; Høyrup, 2012). 

Such innovative ideas may also challenge top managers’ existing mental models and shape the 

ongoing formation of an innovation strategy in addition to enabling its successful implementation 

(Felin, 2016). Moreover, employee-driven innovation may make good sense from a strategic 

human resource management perspective as well, since allowing employees to contribute with 

their own ideas and suggestions can benefit productivity through improving the psychology of 

human resources (Kim and Pil, 2010; Zhang and Bartol, 2010; Foss and Hallberg, 2016). 

A key challenge for succeeding with a strategy involving bottom-up innovation, however, 

is to ensure that lower-level employees actually make their ideas available to those with the 

power and ability to properly acknowledge, assess and make use of them (Oldham, 2003; Zhou, 

2003; Bissola and Imperatori, 2011, Harvey, 2014). Fostering idea sharing, rather than simply 

increasing the number or quality of the ideas created, might be particularly pertinent in highly 

hierarchical organizations where the distance between idea generators and relevant decision-

makers is longer than in flatter structures, and where employees rarely have the freedom to 

implement their own suggestions directly (Hamel, 2011; George and Zhou, 2007; Kanter, 1988).  

It has popularly been assumed that idea sharing is dependent on a trusting and open 

climate (Axtell et al., 2000, West, 1990) and that a highly hierarchical organizational structure 

generally inhibits innovation through causing individuals to feel powerless and demotivated 

(Perry-Smith, 2008; Alencar and Bruno‐Faria, 1997). A common advice is therefore to reduce 

hierarchy to boost creativity (Owens, 2011; Martins and Terblanche, 2003), leaving highly 

hierarchical firms aspiring for bottom-up innovation with a challenging task: Restructure. 

Recently, however, studies have begun to nuance the structure-creativity relationship and 

suggested that hierarchy is not necessarily always negative; it may depend on the rewards made 

available to employees (Gilson et al., 2012), the prospects of gaining power through creativity 

(Sligte et al., 2011) as well as the degree of novelty aspired for (Keum and See, forthcoming). 
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Unfortunately, however, those studies neglected idea sharing as an important bridge between idea 

generation and idea selection, leaving a relevant part of the puzzle undone. Moreover, there is a 

need to validate the predominantly experimental evidence in real organizations.  

Specifically, it remains to be specified whether, how and ultimately why idea sharing is 

likely to be practiced in real hierarchies. Addressing this gap could help further unpack the 

structure-creativity relationship and illuminate to which extent hierarchy may be compatible with 

a bottom-up innovation strategy. Motivated by the death of existing empirical research on this 

topic, we carried out an inductive study designed to capture how and why employees are likely to 

make their ideas available in steeply structured organizations. The data consist of 121 cognitive 

maps gathered from informants working in 42 different Chinese firms. Firms in China are 

relatively higher in both hierarchy and power distance than their Western counterparts (Hofstede 

et al., 1997, Farh et al., 2007) and might therefore be seen as an extreme and particularly useful 

case for building theory (Yin, 1994). A key advantage of our dataset is that it provides unique 

insights not only into typical idea sharing behaviors in steep hierarchies, but also begins to 

illuminate the sharers’ rationales behind those different behaviors. We thus take a micro-

foundational approach (Felin, Foss and Ployhart, 2015) toward nuancing and eventually 

predicting how and why hierarchy impacts creativity. We do this by considering the psychology 

of idea sharers as a critical link between the (perceived) organizational structural elements and 

creativity as an (aggregated) organizational level creative outcome. 

Our findings illuminate that idea sharing in the hierarchy is not likely to be practiced as a 

one-time-off activity, but is best understood as a number of actions spanning several individuals, 

time and place. We theorize such a sharing process as “pre-filtering”, drawing on the notion of 

organizational routines as collective action patterns (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Building on 

the data, we show how informal action patterns of pre-filtering serve to pre-qualify ideas before 

they potentially reach an audience with the power to formally assess and implement them. 

Importantly, we highlight how key characteristics of sharers seem to determine how the pre-

filtering process is initiated in high hierarchies. Specifically, we found that while some sharers 

emphasized the necessity of loyally filtering their ideas via their closest supervisors, others held a 

preference for sidestepping the hierarchical order by first sharing secretly with trusted peers. 

Drawing on the data, we use theories on expectancy, interdependence and social comparison to 

further illuminate the socio-psychological motives behind these different behavioral preferences. 
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Based on this abductive work, we offer propositions that may be used to explain different idea 

sharing behaviors and which may ultimately predict different creative outcomes in hierarchies.  

The key contribution of the paper is to provide a more solid micro-foundational account 

of how and potentially why a hierarchical structure shapes idea sharing. Furthermore, through 

showcasing the rich data acquired through the cognitive mapping methodology, we demonstrate 

the importance of considering the psychology of sharers as well as collective level dynamics 

when seeking to explain and organize for specific creative outcomes. Our study thus extends 

work focused predominantly on the idea generation, idea selection or idea realization stages of 

creativity by further unpacking the creative process. Furthermore, it advances received theory 

about idea sharing (Oldham, 2003) by substantiating how and why individuals are likely to go 

about sharing within a highly hierarchical structure. Essentially, we further corroborate why the 

popular idea that firms must reduce their steep structures to succeed with innovation (Owens, 

2011; Arad et al., 1997, Ahmed, 1998, Perry-Smith, 2008, Martins and Terblanche, 2003) may be 

misinformed. As indicated by our data, an alternative approach may be to formalize the pre-

filtering process to fit the heterogeneity of sharers. Considering individuals and their different 

needs related to idea sharing, and mapping the associated pre-filtering practices, may help 

researchers further understand the creative process as well as help firms succeed with formulating 

and implementing their bottom-up innovation strategies. The study thus both subscribes to and 

extends the recent processual turn in research on creativity and innovation (Shalley and Zhou, 

2008; Garud, Tuertscher and Van de Ven, 2013) by advocating for paying more attention to 

individual heterogeneity in addition to collective level dynamics over time. 

The paper is structures as follows. First, we establish the need for carrying out inductive 

research in high hierarchies by reviewing current literature linking idea sharing as well as 

creativity in general with organizational structure. Thereafter, we present our method for data 

collection and outline our key findings. We then consider additional theoretical lenses to further 

make sense of our findings and suggest propositions to be utilized by future research. We offer a 

thorough discussion which opens up new research directions and outlines practical implications, 

before we conclude the paper. 
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CREATIVITY, IDEA SHARING AND STRUCTURE: CURRENT EVIDENCE 

Most research on employee-driven sharing of innovative ideas is strongly related to creativity, 

which is the process of producing new and useful ideas concerning products, processes or 

practices (Amabile et al., 1996, Oldham and Cummings, 1996, Zhou and George, 2001). 

Creativity is often referred to as the initial stage of innovation, whereas the latter includes both 

the ideation and implementation of ideas (Anderson et al., 2014). However, creativity has 

increasingly been researched as an inter-individual process in organizations (Sawyer and 

DeZutter, 2009, Bissola and Imperatori, 2011) in recognition of the fact that an individually 

generated idea is sometimes only a starting point for its further collective development (Amabile, 

1983; Woodman et al., 1993; Oldham & Cummings, 1996). Making initial creative ideas 

available to others in the organization is an important and often overlooked part of the creative 

process (Oldham, 2003) but nevertheless a necessary bridge between idea generation and idea 

selection and realization in many organizations.  

When considering the ultimate result of creative ideas, namely successful implementation, 

sharing can be important to gain feedback to further develop ideas (Bissola and Imperatori, 2011, 

Harvey, 2014, Zhou, 2003) as well as to secure political support (Kanter, 1988). Unless the 

organization grants employees unusually high autonomy and accountability (see Hamel, 2011), 

higher ups must become involved before ideas can be compared to other options and potentially 

further developed (George and Zhou, 2007). An organizational structure that supports effective 

sharing and appropriate receiving of ideas will therefore be helpful in aligning the behavior of 

employees with the organizations’ ambitions related to creativity and innovation.  

 

Main evidence: Reducing hierarchy and control is best for sharing of creative ideas 

Overall, there has been little research focused on the idea sharing part of creativity, 

compared to the activity and outcomes of idea generation (Oldham, 2003). A few studies have 

however identified the importance of an open, trusting organizational climate as well as high 

managerial support and encouragement to secure that ideas are made available and ultimately 

implemented (Axtell et al., 2000, West, 1990). Additionally, research on employee voice as an 

organizational behavior – that is, the expression of constructive opinions, concerns, or ideas 

about work-related issues (Dyne et al., 2003) – has found that low perceived risk and high 
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perceived organizational support is important for sharing (Zhou and George, 2001, Wei et al., 

2015, Kish-Gephart et al., 2009, Peng et al., In press). A highly hierarchical structure, which is 

associated with a greater risk of being punished for one’s failed ideas, may therefore stifle 

prosocial and extra-role sharing of ideas (Morrison and Rothman, 2009, Morrison, 2011). 

Research on formal channels of voice, on the contrary, suggests that opinion sharing and 

participative decision-making can occur also in top-heavy structures, although the evidence is 

inconclusive (Mowbray et al., 2015). It should in this respect be kept in mind that sharing of 

creative ideas with innovative potential may differ from the opinion-sharing normally associated 

with voice, in that the former implies that the sharer already thought about a solution for a 

problem while the latter does not necessarily go beyond raising concerns. 

As for the impact of organizational structure on the broad construct of creativity, evidence 

has for long suggested that a so-called supportive autonomous organizational environment is 

beneficial, whereas a non-supportive or controlling work environment – such as a high hierarchy 

with top-down decision-making – is negatively associated with producing new and useful ideas 

(Shalley and Zhou, 2008, Zhou and Su, 2010, Morris and Leung, 2010, Amabile et al., 1996). 

Based on such evidence, reviews and conceptual papers have been rather conclusive in arguing 

that organizations with low hierarchy will be more likely to succeed with getting employees to 

contribute with their innovative ideas than their highly hierarchical counterparts, and that a high 

level of hierarchy harms creativity and idea sharing in the workplace (Arad et al., 1997, Ahmed, 

1998, Perry-Smith, 2008, Martins and Terblanche, 2003). A too tight hierarchy has typically been 

blamed when firms fail to become more creative despite setting relevant strategic goals (Owens, 

2011), and Eastern firms have been recommended to abandon their top-down organizational 

forms to catch up with innovation and creativity in the West (Lockett, 1988, Shane, 1993).  

The main rationale seems to be that a highly hierarchical structure leaves individuals 

without the necessary freedom and flexibility to generate and share their ideas (Burkus, 2013, 

Owens, 2011, Streiber and Alänge, 2013; Catmull, 2008, Brand, 1988, Kastelle, 2013). In the 

most extreme best-case examples, a completely flat structure is seen as ideal because it removes 

employees’ need for sharing ideas to realize them (Hamel, 2011) and because it removes the risk 

of receiving restraining and uninformed feedback as ideas are often shut down in a “hierarchy of 

no” (Owens, 2011). However, as we will now briefly elaborate, some work has also questioned 

the general assumption that hierarchy is always bad for creativity (Litchfield et al., 2015) and 
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called for more research on the impact of structure (Andriopoulos, 2001; Oldham, 2003). 

Tension in the literature and emerging evidence: Is control always bad for creativity? 

“The problem is not to find an alternative to a system that once worked well but no longer 

does; the problem is to make it work efficiently for the first time in its 3,000-year history,” 

argued Elliott Jaques in a provocative Harvard Business Review article, and contended that 

hierarchy at its best can release creativity and even improve morale (Jaques, 1990). Fifteen years 

later, Litchfield et al. (2015) seemed to embrace this line of thinking when they proposed finding 

other ways of managing for creativity than simply increasing employees’ autonomy. One of their 

arguments in favor of more control were that ideas are harder to track in systems based on 

surreptitious idea development (Litchfield et al., 2015). Moreover, a loosely coupled 

organizational design requires the recruitment of specific personality types that might not always 

be available (Steiber and Alänge, 2013). Given the increasingly multicultural business world with 

a higher diversity among human resources, certain individuals might even prefer a steep and 

controlling structure over a flat hierarchy (Hofstede et al., 1997, Farh et al., 2007, Nouri et al., 

2015, Erez and Nouri, 2010). In essence, firms might have good reasons for maintaining 

hierarchical structures involving high-power distance and top-down control while still trying to 

achieve bottom-up creativity and innovation. The steeper the organizational structure, however, 

the more critical may it be that proper idea sharing mechanisms are in place, given the longer 

distance ideas need to travel before reaching the table of a decision-maker with the power to 

properly assess and implement them. An emerging question is then whether and how firms can 

tailor their hierarchical structures to optimize idea sharing, without necessarily becoming flatter. 

Strengthening the relevance of the question above, some recent research on creativity 

supports the claim that hierarchy and control may not always inhibit bottom-up innovation. For 

instance, Sligte et al. (2011) established through experiments that a lack of power might motivate 

people to generate ideas as long as they perceive the hierarchy as being unstable enough to allow 

them to gain more power through creativity. Keum and See (forthcoming) found that a 

hierarchical structure predominantly hampers the generation of radical ideas and may actually be 

beneficial for efficient selection and realization of incremental ideas. Focusing on rewards, 

Gilson et al. (2012) linked intrinsic motivation and autonomy to coming up with radical creative 
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ideas and extrinsic rewards and so-called supportive supervision to generating incremental ideas. 

In addition to confirming their main expectations, however, the authors found that even 

individuals who were controlled rated their ideas as radically creative as long as the extrinsic 

rewards were high. Prescriptions to flatten the organizational structure to promote creativity 

might therefore rest on certain simplistic assumptions. Instead, there may be many routes towards 

achieving specific creative outcomes in organizations, depending also on the rewards available 

and the type of innovation aimed for.  

When considering the emerging evidence more strictly, however, it is difficult to establish 

how a hierarchical structure may impact the specific activity of idea sharing, as opposed to 

creativity measured as an outcome of idea generation (before sharing) or after idea selection 

(after sharing). The reason is that all of the recent and predominantly experimental studies 

neglected the “bridging activity” of idea sharing in favor of focusing on idea generation, idea 

selection or idea realization. Given that it might be practically very hard to measure ideas before 

individuals actually share them with anyone, this is not surprising, but a lack of studies on 

sharing might nevertheless hinder progress when it comes to understanding the creative process 

within hierarchies. Theoretical work, for example, suggests that structure may impact different 

stages in the process differently in the sense that employee autonomy and controlling supervision 

may mainly influence idea generation through mood effects, but that such effects may not hamper 

idea sharing in the same way (Oldham, 2003). Andriopoulos (2001) concluded in a review that 

providing “directed expression and self-fulfillment” was important for creativity in general, but 

noted the lack of empirical studies. She called for inductive research, which seems to be largely 

missing a decade and a half later.  

Even though the need to research creativity as a process has gained increased attention 

(Shalley and Zhou, 2008), we are essentially still left uninformed about how to best organize to 

stimulate idea sharing (rather than, for instance, idea generation) within high hierarchies. This is 

unfortunate, since dedicating effort to increase idea sharing might be especially relevant in such 

organizations. More knowledge is therefore needed regarding whether and how individuals are 

likely to share their creative ideas in top-down organizations, as well as why. Thus, we follow up 

on the call for inductive research put forward more than a decade ago (Andriopoulos, 2001) to 

build a stronger theory of how and why idea sharing is shaped by structural elements such as 

hierarchy. In essence, we agree with Amabile and Mueller (2008, p 52): “It is time to pay more 
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attention to the specific ways in which work environments support or impede creativity.” 

METHOD 

Individuals act based on their interpretations and beliefs about the organizational context and not 

necessarily the context as it can be directly observed by researchers (Amabile et al., 2004, 

Amabile et al., 1996). For work focused on how and why individuals engage in creativity, direct 

measurement of their knowledge and beliefs is therefore of key importance (Markóczy, 1997). 

Moreover, our aim to uncover new mechanisms related to the how and why of idea sharing 

suggested collecting rich data. To accommodate these needs without compromising the rigor, we 

adapted a cognitive mapping method (Axelrod, 1976, Bougon et al., 1977). Such a method 

combines the benefits of qualitative and quantitative research methods (Laukkanen, 1998, 

Laukkanen and Eriksson, 2013); this is important to discover unsuspected forces impacting 

creativity (Amabile and Mueller, 2008). Cognitive mapping is a well-established method, 

particularly within research focusing on managerial and organization cognition (for overviews 

see Huff and Jenkins, 2002, Kaplan, 2011, Walsh, 1995) and is associated with high versatility as 

well as rigor (Laukkanen and Eriksson, 2013). 

Cognitive mapping is, broadly speaking, concerned with analyzing the causal knowledge 

and beliefs of social actors (Laukkanen and Eriksson, 2013). The final output of the cognitive 

mapping methodology is typically an overview – lists, tables or drawings – of concepts central to 

how a person, group or organization understands a particular issue (Eden, 1992, Laukkanen and 

Eriksson, 2013). Cognitive mapping has been applied based on both positivist and constructivist 

assumptions. We employ a participant-to-theory centered approach (Laukkanen and Eriksson, 

2013) that combines the advantages of i) extracting contextual knowledge from the perspective of 

the informants with ii) being able to infer something more general about human behavior. Such 

an approach assumes that people from similar environments face similar tasks and problems and 

internalize features and mechanisms of these domains. These people, unless they have obvious 

reasons to hide their knowledge, can reveal something general and useful about their contexts 

when asked (Laukkanen and Eriksson, 2013).  
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Practically, the approach requires original data and inductive interpretive coding to i) 

locate natural concepts and ii) derive more general categories or concepts to shed light on key 

mechanisms. We therefore chose to allow informants to create drawings, stories and lists as 

responses to three focus questions and use these as raw data. First, we asked informants to draw a 

simple causal map illustrating the outcomes (also referred to as risks and gains/rewards), 

associated with ideas in the workplace. We asked specifically about the outcomes of sharing 

innovative ideas to make sure they focused on relatively developed ideas with a clear outcome in 

mind and not, for instance, more vague suggestions or concerns. Second, we asked them to share 

in writing at least three examples of how they would share an innovative idea as an employee in 

their organization, including when they would share it, how and to whom. Third, we asked them 

to answer in writing how they would, in the role of a manager, seek to increase the idea sharing 

of their subordinates in their organization. We chose this mix of drawing (task 1) and writing 

(task 2 and 3) to keep the informants cognitively alert. To ensure that the drawing task would 

work satisfactorily, it was piloted in a class of international MBA students at a Scandinavian 

university. We slightly adjusted the instructions after the pilot, which overall worked well.  

 

 

Research setting and informants 

Our informants were 42 lower to middle managers working in the Beijing area in China. 

The specific research setting meant that we expected to capture data from organizations relatively 

higher in hierarchy and power distance than organizations in the West (Hofstede et al., 1997, 

Farh et al., 2007). Importantly, however, this does not mean that we took such characteristics for 

granted, as we collected and interpreted the data focusing on the perceived organizational 

structure. We wanted informants from different companies to increase the possibility of arriving 

at general insights. We also saw it as ideal if the informants had basic knowledge about 

management and organizational behavior (but not specific creativity training). We reasoned that 

this would likely provide them with a perspective and vocabulary to produce more detailed maps 

than individuals without such basic knowledge. We therefore recruited informants through two 

part-time MBA classes at a top-league university. The informants were all working in lower to 

middle managerial positions at different Chinese companies at the time of our inquiry. We judged 

their placement in their middle managerial positions to be ideal due to the associated insights and 
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exposure to the basic employee level and to a higher strategic level. The informants represented a 

diverse selection of mostly medium to large-sized enterprises operating in industries such as IT, 

pharmaceuticals, marketing, finance, banking, logistics, insurance, automobile, airline, 

petroleum, chem-tech, manufacturing and real estate. The data collection was organized into two 

different sessions in different classes: one in the spring and one in the fall of 2013.  

Analysis 

We used the software application CMAP3 developed by Laukkanen (2013) to 

accommodate the inductive coding procedure needed for a participant-to-theory centered 

approach. We identified so-called natural causal units in the written data (example: being 

ridiculed by others as a consequence of sharing an idea) and entered them using the original 

words of the informants. We then proceeded to assign preliminary standardized terms to the 

natural causal units and, after comparison and discussion, agreed on the most representative terms 

and the units they represented. We then used the program features to causally link statements 

together in the same manner as the informants had done and proceeded to generate domain maps 

for our different focus questions.  

We used the program to conduct a numerical analysis to check for map density and the 

mutual correspondence of the maps. More important to our particular approach, however, was 

how the system enabled us to revisit the original statements of the informants after identifying the 

degree of overlap with the statements of others. This was an invaluable feature that helped us to 

understand the process of idea sharing on a deep level. For our subsequent step of theorizing 

based on the derived process model, the program allowed us to move back and forth between 

considering relevant theoretical lenses and the data (Anselm & Strauss, 2007; Glaser & Strauss, 

1967). As our initial analysis proceeded, we also went back to exploring potential patterns across 

tasks for certain groups of respondents. Finally, we used the separate application CmapTools to 

enable the presentation of the data in a visually appealing way. 

The 42 informants returned data used as input for in total 121 maps (one informant did 

not answer task 1, whereas four informants failed to answer task 2). Furthermore, the three tasks 

generated answers with a mean number of standardized causal units – that is, one coded concept 
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linked to a coded outcome – between 4,4 and 6,9 (or a mean of 14 across all three tasks). 

Appendix 1 provides an overview of the causal cognitive map data after coding.  

The individual maps contained a maximum of two unique causal units, indicating that the 

coding captured commonalities among the informants. The density of the individual maps was 

fairly equally distributed, whereas the mean number of causal units as a percentage of the total 

causal units was greater than two in all cases. These two latter measures indicate that each 

informant contributed to explaining a proportion of the identified common pool of causally 

linked units: in effect, the aggregated cognitive map. Nevertheless, we included only those causal 

units that were shared with three or more informants in our subsequent analysis to i) improve 

validity in case some informants had become aware of the concepts others noted and thereby 

were biased to judge them as salient and ii) to cancel out potential individual errors.  

 

Efforts to improve research quality 

Important ways of securing high research validity when doing this type of cognitive 

mapping is to secure that the probed issues are non-sensitive, that there is trust between the 

parties and that careful methods have been used (Nicolini, 1999, Laukkanen and Eriksson, 2013). 

We made several choices guided by a concern to maximize trust and enable a free flow of 

knowledge from our informants; i) we collected data at the university, providing a ‘free zone’ 

compared to the premises of their respective companies ii) we stressed that the data would be 

treated anonymously iii) we made sure that the informants understood they should complete the 

assignments individually and hand them in afterwards, relieving them from any pressure to share 

the information with other classmates, v) even though there was arguably an associated trade-off, 

we decided not to ask details about their work places, as we saw a risk that such questions could 

lead them to be more skeptical and cautious. In order to still make sure the informants shared 

information from their daily work life, rather than more idealised general answers, we framed our 

guiding questions very specifically around idea sharing at work.  

As for the coding step, research validity was secured by including two authors (the first 

and second author) in the initial coding procedure and subsequently assuring face validity 

through informed peer assessment. Furthermore, we went back and forth between the final coded 

categories and the original statements during data analysis to deepen our understanding of the 
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data and discover potential inconsistencies. Following Laukkanen (2013), we considered the 

emergence of many shared concepts and causal beliefs as an indication of validity. As the authors 

write, “it is usually unlikely that several participants collude and invent the same data” (p 136). 

Individual error factors also tend to cancel themselves out when the focus is on shared thought 

patterns.  

NAVIGATING THE HIERARCHY: IDENTIFIED PATTERNS AND PRACTICES 

Before we present the main inductive insights, we should establish that we found clear signs of 

an assumed hierarchical structure with low autonomy and top-down control in the collected data. 

For example, most informants implied that employees had to deal with a direct supervisor and at 

least one other layer of higher-level managers before the idea could be subject to an 

implementation decision. Moreover, it was evident that the higher ups held the power to punish 

as well as reward lower-level employees and that employees rarely enjoyed the sovereignty to 

implement their own innovative suggestions. Some even feared to be fired just by sharing 

innovative ideas, and there were frequent mentions of managerial power games as well as rivalry. 

Unsurprisingly, then, informants described that they would not share ideas directly with those 

that would ultimately need to evaluate them. Rather than sharing openly and freely, they would 

prefer to share step by step (explicitly mentioned by 15 but implied by all but one informant) to 

hedge the risks associated with making their ideas subject to decision makers’ scrutiny. On 

average, the informants implied that their ideas would have to pass through 2,5 sharing stages 

before being subject to a formal implementation decision. In other words, top-down control and 

relatively high power distance between sharers and decision-makers was evident from the data.  

Appendix 2 presents a full overview of the informants’ perceived outcomes of sharing 

innovative ideas (task 1) and their perceptions of the contextual elements and adjustments that 

could help increase idea sharing (task 3). Appendix 3 presents an overview of the distinct ways in 

which they would actually share ideas (task 2). We will now focus on four key insights from the 

data and refer to statements from the informants and the appendices when appropriate. The four 

key insights are as follows: i) the overall importance of risk perceptions and associated risk-

reduction strategies for shaping the idea sharing of informants, ii) the distinct ways in which 
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informants were likely to practice idea sharing in their hierarchical organizations, iii) links 

between the uncovered main sharing practices and different risk perceptions, reward orientations 

and ultimately the different needs of sharers, and consequently iv) indications that managerial 

interventions may have different effects depending on the specific sharing rationales at play. 

First insight: Idea sharing in the hierarchy as shaped by risk hedging 

As we began to read into our data, it quickly became apparent that the sharing of ideas 

with the potential for innovation was not something our informants took lightly. However, rather 

than refraining from sharing innovative ideas, most of our informants seemed likely to adjust 

their sharing behavior to mitigate certain sharing risks. The sharing of innovative ideas was 

therefore not necessarily inhibited by high hierarchy and power distance, but acts of sharing were 

shaped to happen in different ways than the ‘free flow of ideas’ described in the literature focused 

on flatter organizational structures. Moreover, we found indications of differences in the sharing 

patterns within the hierarchy. Before we move on to explain those differences, however, we will 

consider one basic insight across informants; namely that minimizing risks related to idea sharing 

seemed to be a common need among sharers, conceivably because informants saw idea sharing in 

their organizations as relatively risky and because they seemed to hold strong preferences to 

avoid those risks. 
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 Figure 1 illustrates the point about idea 

sharing being risky by showing that the most 

salient perceived negative outcomes (risks) of 

sharing innovative ideas outnumbered the positive 

outcomes (rewards) with equal salience. The 

potential positive outcome of more efficient 

processes was almost canceled out by the potential 

negative outcome of decreasing the company’s 

efficiency. Similarly, the potential positive 

outcome of a better career due to promotion or a 

bonus was contrasted with the risks of provoking 

rivalry among peers, obtaining less acceptance 

from the boss and creating conflict and chaos in the 

organization.  Moreover, several informants 

expressed that a likely result of idea sharing would 

simply be “nothing”; that the idea would be ignored 

and forgotten.

According to our informants, a manager 

might sometimes fear that sharers wanted to 

“challenge his position” and therefore be prone to 

turn down certain ideas. Informants were also 

concerned about causing disagreements with 

envious peers if management praised the shared 

idea or if realizing the idea involved activities that 

would be “disturbing their customs”. According to 

our informants, other key sharing risks were that an 

idea would be deemed too risky, too immature or 

simply not good enough and that the sharer’s co-

workers and managers would therefore ridicule him 

or her.  

Figure 1: Potential risks and rewards 

of sharing innovative ideas at work 
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Nevertheless, the high number of perceived risks did not seem to demotivate sharing 

completely. Instead, sharers envisioned certain strategies that could help them mitigate those 

risks. For instance, informants described that they would spend significant time scrutinizing their 

ideas privately before turning to others to secure they were really worth sharing. In contrast to 

stories from nonhierarchical organizations in which ideas seemed to be shared effortlessly and 

immediately (Catmull, 2008), our informants emphasized to “think twice”, to “do a lot of survey 

and analysis” and even to practice the act of sharing by themselves (see Appendix 3 for details).  

In essence, many sharers seemed to be concerned with obtaining support from the right 

people as a way to reduce sharing risks. For instance, their need to maintain good relations with 

their closest supervisors seemed to impact both how and when they would make their ideas 

available. Timing was considered important to reduce the risk of the idea being turned down and 

securing buy-in; “for example when the boss feels happy or when he is asking for your opinion”. 

Moreover, several informants suggested using artefacts when sharing, such as detailing the 

positive and negative aspects of ideas in presentations and written reports. Oher sharers, however, 

held a preference to consult trusted peers for feedback and support out of a need to “make sure 

others are not against the idea” and “make sure it is useful or valuable enough”. When sharing 

with supervisors, some would “share first partly” and only provide details if they received 

positive feedback. Whereas some would use peers for evaluation purposes, however, several also 

suggested keeping ideas hidden from coworkers, due to the risk of ideas being stolen or somehow 

used against them. As one informant wrote, “if your idea is really good and innovative, others 

may steal (it) and pretend that it belongs to him/her”. Another informant expressed a fear of 

being marginalized by peers “whose interest could be negatively influenced” by the idea. From 

this we can infer that several sharers would be likely to engage in feedback-seeking as part of the 

sharing process, but that their interest in feedback seemed highly related to their priority to 

reduce sharing risks. Moreover, while all informants seemed to be mindful about the risks 

associated with idea sharing and be prone to share their ideas in a carefully thought out and step 

by step manner, they still envisioned going about the actual process in different ways. We will 

now further elaborate on some key differences that emerged from the data. 
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Second insight: A continuum between avoidant and hypersocial sharing of ideas 

When we considered the order of the steps through which informants described they 

would share ideas, we uncovered in total four main idea-sharing practices (see Appendix 3 for an 

overview). Two of these were only carried out by one informant and thus represented the 

extremes of a continuum present in the data, while the rest of our informants were more equally 

distributed between two categories somewhere in the middle of the extremes. On the one extreme 

side of the continuum, we found the avoidant sharer who would generally not share his or her 

ideas at all, but might consider it at specific times if he/she would be subject to pressure by 

specific circumstances. However, this particular sharer seemed so uninterested in facing the risks 

associated with open sharing that he or she would even consider giving the idea to others; thus 

refraining from taking any credit as well as blame. On the other extreme side of the continuum, 

we found the hypersocial sharer who would happily speak freely about his or her ideas to 

anybody “anytime, anywhere”, after some initial individual preparation. The rationale of this 

sharer seemed to be “the more tested the idea, the safer to carry it out”; and that such testing 

needed to involve peers as well as higher ups. 

The main body of our informants – those in the middle of the continuum – could be 

categorized either as supervisor-reliant or peer-oriented sharers. Both of these ways of sharing 

involved several steps before the ideas would reach managers with the power to implement them.  

However, the two practices were considerably different with regard to whom the ideas would 

initially be made available; that is, how the sharing process would be initiated and continue to 

play out. The differences were surprising to us in the sense that we had not found them to be well 

articulated in the current literature, which had instead put forward theory predicting individuals to 

share ideas in the same ways (Oldham, 2003). Moreover, we were surprised because one of the 

sharing practices seemed to break with the hierarchical order. Specifically, twenty informants 

focused predominantly on sharing directly upwards in the hierarchy to their closest supervisor 

(“communicate solely with your supervisor”), whereas 16 focused mainly on sharing sideways to 

their trusted peers (“I will share it with a colleague who can keep it (a) secret”). Figure 2 depicts 

these two core sharing practices and the different sharing steps involved. 
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Upwards (supervisor-reliant) sharing. The upwards sharing behaviour identified in the data can 

be characterised as supervisor reliant. Twenty informants in total envisioned sharing in this 

manner. Essentially, they would share ideas according to the chain of command. They would first 

loyally approach the closest supervisor and let him or her decide how to further deal with the 

idea. In consequence, some ideas would then be terminated by the supervisor and never reach 

higher-level decision-makers. However, other ideas would be subject to the supervisors’ feedback 

and potentially be more developed before they were shared further upwards, given that the 

associated sharing risks were acceptable to the supervisor and potential other middle managers.  

The supervisor-reliant sharers seemed to take the hierarchical order for granted, to be 

highly concerned with maintaining good relations with the closest supervisor and to rely on their 

expertise in assessing whether the idea would be worth promoting (for details, see Appendix 3). 

These sharers would nevertheless prepare thoroughly before approaching their superiors to 

maximize the chance of a positive response. Significant consideration would go into where, when 

and how to share the idea. Several suggested it was best to share with their supervisor in an 

informal setting, whereas subsequent sharing with higher-level managers could happen more 

formally through scheduled meetings. The supervisor-dependent group stood out by more often 

envisioning using artefacts to sell their ideas to their superiors, such as PowerPoint presentations 

or written reports. Several stressed that the supervisor had to be involved in every step of the idea 

sharing, i.e., the “need to talk with (the) manager first about the revised idea before sharing with 

others”. Sharing with peers would typically happen after a formal implementation decision had 

been made rather than during the process leading up to such a decision.  

 

Sideways (peer-oriented) sharing. However, our data also uncovered that not everyone would 

directly follow the hierarchical order when sharing their ideas. Contrary to what we had initially 

expected, several informants envisioned temporarily hiding the idea from their closest 

supervisors (16 informants in total). These individuals would rather make their ideas available 

sideways in the hierarchy rather than upwards, at least as a first step. Importantly, such peer-

oriented sharing would only occur if the peers were deemed trustable and committed to keeping 

the idea a secret. Some informants would even avoid sharing with trusted coworkers in the 

beginning and instead seek out peers from another department - or even friends outside of the 
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workplace - for a first evaluation. Only if friends, coworkers and team members approved of the 

idea would the idea be made available to the supervisor.  

Sharing with trusted peers as a first step appeared to be driven by a need to minimize 

conflict and potential social punishment from envious peers (“to reach agreement”) as well as 

improving the ideas chance of survival through feedback before presenting it to higher ups (“to 

understand the whole situation”, for details, see Appendix 3). Several informants emphasized the 

importance of being able to explicitly express support from a group of peers before moving 

forward with the idea. A few even envisioned approaching the supervisor as a team rather than 

alone, given that agreement to further share the idea had been reached in the group. In cases in 

which the supervisor then approved of the idea, the peer-oriented informants envisioned that the 

idea would continue to travel further upwards in the hierarchy until a final implementation 

decision could be made. In some cases, sharing beginning with peers could therefore resemble 

the supervisor-dependent practice once the secret-sharing phase had come to an end. Overall, 

however, the peer-oriented sharers seemed to share their ideas less confidently and with higher 

attention to maintaining consensus than the supervisor-dependent sharers.  

 

 

Third insight: Different sharing practices linked to diverse attention to risks and rewards 

After uncovering the different sharing patterns among the informants we went back and 

re-analyzed our data to look for distinguishing factors between the two main groups. We found 

that some key beliefs about potential outcomes of sharing seemed to differ among the peer-

oriented and supervisor-reliant informants. The differences were particularly evident with regard 

to the perceived risks. For instance, the number of peer-oriented sharers concerned with creating 

organizational conflict (40 percent) and peer rivalry (38 percent) was almost twice as large as 

among the supervisor-dependent sharers (20 percent). Moreover, six out of the seven informants 

highlighting risks of being fired or punished by their manager belonged in the supervisor-

dependent group. Informants that suggested peer-oriented sharing, therefore, may have been 

more focused on avoiding social punishment as a consequence of sharing, while those suggesting 

supervisor-reliant sharing may have been more worried about formal financial punishment 

including termination of their current careers. Furthermore, informants in the supervisor-reliant 

group more frequently highlighted the risks of being overlooked or ridiculed by peers when 
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sharing ideas (40 and 30 percent compared to 25 and 6 percent), which could have further 

demotivated them from choosing peer-oriented sharing.  

Similarly, an orientation toward perceived extrinsic rewards, such as increased credibility, 

promotion and bonuses, was associated with informants who preferred a supervisor-dependent 

sharing behavior (30 percent compared to 19 percent), while peer-oriented informants were more 

concerned with intrinsic and collective positive outcomes such as an improved work culture (30 

percent compared to 5 percent). These combined findings suggest that the informants’ weighting 

of financial and social risks, as well as their orientations toward extrinsic versus intrinsic rewards, 

may have influenced their preferences of sharing first with supervisors rather than their peers. 

More specifically, different sharing preferences may be related to different needs for nurturing 

the harmony with co-workers versus securing one’s career advancement with help and protection 

from the supervisor. 

Fourth insight: Interventions could have diverse effects on different sharing practices 

The data from our task 3 reflected informants’ perceived antecedents of idea sharing. We 

observed that our informants envisioned that idea sharing could be increased in three main ways; 

(i) by introducing stronger extrinsic rewards (such as bonuses and promotion), (ii) by building a

more innovation-oriented culture enforced by leadership and praise and (iii) by formalizing 

sharing practices (see top of Appendix 2 for an overview of the most salient structural 

antecedents). Quite in line with the insights from the other tasks, the supervisor-dependent 

informants mentioned the antecedents of extrinsic rewards, bonuses and key performance 

indicators two to three times more frequently than those who were peer oriented. Peer-oriented 

informants, on the other hand, emphasized the positive and collectively oriented impact of having 

leaders create an open, trusting work environment.  

These findings further corroborate that supervisor-dependent sharers placed more weight 

on extrinsic rewards than peer-oriented sharers, who focused more on the collective and intrinsic 

benefits of sharing. Moreover, they permit some speculation that the two different sharing 

practices could interact differently with managerial interventions that use rewards to motivate 

sharing. For instance, peer-oriented sharers may be less likely than supervisor-reliant ones to be 
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affected by an increase of extrinsic rewards because such rewards could heighten the risk of 

being rivaled or envied by peers, which was a main concern among the peer oriented informants. 

Extrinsic rewards could however boost supervisor-dependent sharing since such rewards are 

likely to be distributed and controlled via the supervisor and because they pose no increased risk 

for persons who already prefer a supervisor-reliant sharing practice. This is not to say that 

extrinsic rewards would not influence peer-oriented sharing at all. For instance, one could 

imagine that the threat of peer envy would be lowered if rewards were given to teams to share 

rather than only to the sharer. Our informants, however, did not mention such an option.  

Based on the data reflecting perceived antecedents of sharing, it in fact seemed as though 

one of the distinguishing concerns of informants in the peer-oriented group compared to the 

supervisor-reliant group was related to a perceived lack of openness and trust, as well as a lack of 

approachability of supervisors. This was evident by statements emphasizing the importance of 

keeping an open door for increasing idea sharing in their organization, suggesting that such an 

open door policy was not currently in place. They also highlighted a need to acknowledge ideas 

regardless of quality and to welcome employees to “interrupt at any time”. In essence, peer 

oriented informants seemed to say that lowering the risk of approaching supervisors directly 

would be more effective to increase idea sharing than extrinsic rewards alone. If sharers would 

feel closer to their supervisors and therefore become less reliant on support from others, this 

could potentially in turn lead to less sideways validation through peers before daring to share 

ideas upwards in the hierarchy. 

Despite the abovementioned key differences, it should be noted that formalizing idea-

sharing practices emerged as a salient antecedent of idea sharing both among peer-oriented as 

well as supervisor-reliant informants. Increasing idea sharing by formalization, it was suggested, 

could be exercised by organizing meetings and workshops in which the sharing of ideas would be 

the main point on the agenda. Systems for administering idea sharing and tracking the 

development of ideas were other recommended formalization efforts. It was thought-provoking to 

note that increased control, rather than – for instance – increased individual freedom and 

autonomy was frequently highlighted as beneficial for increasing sharing. The informants seemed 

to envision that control could help make cautious and hidden idea-sharing practices more 

transparent or even less common. Formal rules would, instead, regulate how, when and with 

whom to share. The effect of different types of formalization efforts, however, would most likely 
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depend on the nature of specific idea-sharing practices. For instance, we can envision that efforts 

to educate supervisors on how to receive ideas appropriately would not necessarily impact 

sharing behavior that normally starts with peers.  

 

 

Summary of inductive insights creating a basis for further theorizing 

Altogether, the inductive data uncovered patterns currently undescribed in the literature 

on idea sharing and nuanced the popular assumption that hierarchy inhibits creativity. Rather than 

preventing sharing as such, our data suggests that high hierarchy shapes creativity through 

imposing higher risks to open idea sharing, which is likely to lead to more hidden idea sharing 

that might essentially go under the radar of higher level decision-makers. Idea sharing in the 

hierarchy seems to be carried out as a step by step process involving several people at different 

times and places. Importantly, the sharing process can be initiated in two different ways; by 

sideways sharing to trusted peers or by upwards sharing to the closest supervisor. The data 

suggest that the two main ways of sharing are shaped by different needs of sharers within the 

hierarchy; such as avoiding social punishment from peers versus maintaining good relations and 

securing rewards from powerful higher ups. Moreover, the data suggest that increasing extrinsic 

rewards might boost the motivation of supervisor-reliant sharers, while social rewards could 

work better for increasing peer oriented sharing. Formalizing how and when to share ideas, 

however, could increase idea sharing from both types of sharers. In the following we connect our 

inductive findings with existing literature to theorize idea sharing as an inter-individual process 

spanning time and place. We propose the concept of pre-filtering routines and offer some key 

propositions relating socio-psychological needs of sharers to either peer oriented or supervisor-

reliant initiation of the sharing process.  
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THEORIZING IDEA SHARING AS A PROCESS: THE ROLE OF PRE-FILTERING  

To theoretically capture the inter-individual and processual nature of idea sharing illuminated by 

the data, we draw on the view of organizational routines as practices (Feldman and Pentland, 

2003, Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011). Organizational routines are, from a practice 

point of view, considered as repetitive, recognizable action patterns carried out by multiple actors 

(Feldman and Pentland, 2003, Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011). This implies a level of 

analysis situated between the individual level and that of the firm; in essence, seeing idea sharing 

as a collective practice that is shaped by individuals’ actions as well as their understandings of 

how to act (Feldman and Pentland, 2003, Feldman, 2003, Feldman et al., 2016). While routines 

and creativity might intuitively seem like opposites, recent theorizing has established routines as 

a central concept for explaining the ongoing accomplishment of recognizable creativity 

(Sonenshein, 2016). We take a similar stance when we proffer the concept of pre-filtering 

routines, which we suggest to denote the patterns of actions in organizations that serve to pre-

qualify employees’ creative ideas before they reach an audience with the formal power to assess 

and implement them. Such collective practices, we suggest, are critical for shaping idea sharing 

within hierarchies – in terms of the idea-sharing process, but quite likely also in terms of final 

creative outcomes.  

Focusing on routines as practices illuminates potential differences between activities as 

described by rules and in standard operating procedures, and the work that is actually being done 

in organizations. This is suitable for describing the idea sharing as uncovered by our data, in that 

most of the sharing activities described by the informants were not likely to be found in any 

written organizational rules, but seemed to be driven by a need to make ideas available in less 

formal ways. The “pre” in pre-filtering is thus useful for distinguishing pre-filtering routines from 

idea-filtering practices that are likely to be more formalized, such as assessments conducted by 

higher-level leaders as part of corporate suggestion schemes and idea management systems. 

Nevertheless, the routine perspective helps explain why sharing still might happen in quite 

repetitive and therefore predictable ways. Based on the insights from our data, we suggest that 

pre-filtering routines influence the creative process by determining who are informed about 

innovative ideas at which points in time and thus, ultimately, impacting whether ideas will ‘make 

it’ to the table of formal decision-makers or go completely under their radar. Pre-filtering, 
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therefore, influence an organizations creative outcomes since certain types of ideas may be less 

likely to reach a stage where they become formally assessed, selected and implemented. 

Strong pre-filtering routines may be particularly prominent in organizations with high 

hierarchy, low autonomy and high power distance due to the increased sharing risks imposed by 

such as structure. However, strong pre-filtering does not necessarily mean that employees will 

not generate and share their ideas, it just means that a larger part of the sharing process may take 

place hidden from formal decision-makers. In summary, we expect that: 

P1) Idea sharing in hierarchies will involve patterns of actions carried out by multiple individuals spanning 

time and place, referred to as pre-filtering routines. Such routines will be concerned with pre-qualifying 

ideas before they reach the tables of formal decision makers and might significantly deviate from idea 

sharing practices as they are formally described in rules and written procedures. 

While one might be able to weaken pre-filtering in an organization by reducing hierarchy and 

increasing employees’ freedom to distribute their ideas across hierarchical levels without the fear 

of being punished, our data do however suggest that strong pre-filtering is not a solely a function 

of structure but also depend on the organizational norms and culture. In essence, it is imaginable 

that sharers might fear social punishment for sharing ‘wrong’ ideas also in flat structures and 

therefore will choose to engage in some type of hidden pre-filtering. The popular assumption that 

hierarchy inhibits creativity and that getting rid of it will boost employee-driven innovation does 

therefore not necessarily hold when it comes to the activity of idea sharing.  

However, just because we open up for letting a steep hierarchical structure off the 

hook when explaining why bottom-up innovation may sometimes be difficult to achieve, it does 

not mean that all of the blame should now be reallocated to the phenomenon of strong pre-

filtering routines. Our data do suggest that strong pre-filtering may help to validate ideas and to 

quickly sort out suggestions that are a misfit with the preferences of receivers. While weak pre-

filtering might help organizations to bring more ideas from employees to the tables of higher 

level decision-makers, a challenge in such cases might thus be to navigate and decide between a 

myriad of different and potentially very early stage ideas that have not been subject to informal 

evaluation. Therefore, we might speculate that strong pre-filtering in some cases can lead to a 

higher maturity and quality of the ideas made available for formal decision-making, compared to 

weak pre-filtering, which may favor quantity over quality. However, radically new ideas that do 

not fit with the current ways of doing things might tend to be quickly filtered out, in line with the 
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idea that hierarchy can improve incremental creativity due to superior mechanisms for idea 

selection (Keum and See, forthcoming). 

 

Sharers’ heterogeneous socio-psychological needs as pre-filtering determinants 

While the notion of organizational routines helped to theoretically capture pre-filtering as 

important for the idea sharing process, we found it necessary to draw on additional socio-

psychological theory for fully articulating whether and why some sharers would prefer to initiate 

filtering with peers and others would rely on their closest supervisors. “Individual understanding 

and interpretation” has been described as the “glue” of routines (Feldman and Pentland, 2003, p. 

109), but routines theory has predominantly been focused on how understanding and 

interpretation become shared rather than detailing how understanding and interpretation impact 

individual acts. Our data, however, allowed for some theoretical elaboration. This is because the 

inductive insights specifically reflected how sharers’ priorities to minimize risks and maximize 

rewards, as well as their needs of maintaining certain social relations, influenced their sharing 

related actions. Starting out with the role of risk and reward perceptions, we expect that: 

P2) Ideas will be shared openly and thus be associated with a low degree of hidden filtering when the risk of 

social or financial punishment from sharing is considered low.  

The proposition is rooted in a basic assumption that employees will share their ideas if 

such acts comply with their basic interest of maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain – a basic 

insight known from expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964). Essentially, motivation to share is then a 

function of the perceived likelihood that the sharing efforts will lead to a given performance 

(expectancy), the belief that the performance will result in a given outcome (instrumentality) and 

how much the individual wants the outcome (valence). For instance, the idea might be well 

received or not, which might result in an extrinsic or intrinsic reward or in social or financial 

punishment. From an expectancy perspective, an organizational structure with top-down control 

will likely lead to a higher valence of risks relative to the rewards for sharing, compared to in a 

structure characterized by high autonomy. Importantly, however, a highly hierarchical structure 

does not necessarily inhibit creativity. New and hidden ways of sharing with a lower risk 

expectancy will instead be invented, thus contributing to forming and maintaining pre-filtering 

routines. More specifically, our data suggest that idea sharers in the hierarchy will not simply 

form an expectancy function and apply it to all acts of sharing. Instead, they will most likely 
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update their expectancy functions during the pre-filtering process, as indicated by informants’ 

statements that they would be willing to move forward with an idea if the (preliminary) feedback 

was positive. Several acts of hidden sharing and subsequent updating of the sharers’ expectancies 

are, therefore, likely to be carried out before ideas are finally and formally made available to top 

decision-makers.  

Importantly, the different perceived outcomes of sharing will be more or less attractive for 

specific individuals, depending on their expectancy functions, consistent with our findings that 

sharers differed in their orientations toward certain types of risks and rewards.  In line with the 

findings, we expect that those envisioning sharing first with supervisors are likely to attribute 

higher valence to extrinsic rewards and a higher instrumentality to dramatic immediate 

punishment, such as being fired. Those envisioning sharing first with peers, on the other hand, 

will to a larger extent be concerned with causing organizational conflict and receiving social 

punishment from their peers. They will also typically attribute a higher valence to intrinsic 

rewards when asked about how to increase idea sharing. Thus, we suggest that individual 

expectations of sharing outcomes not only determine whether individuals will share, but perhaps 

more precisely how they will share. If sharers expectancies were known, certain pre-filtering 

patterns would be possible to predict in the sense that: 

P3) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with supervisors when anticipated extrinsic rewards 

are more salient for sharers than intrinsic rewards. 

P4) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with peers when anticipated intrinsic rewards are 

more salient for sharers than extrinsic rewards. 

A relevant question, however, is exactly what drives those different expectancy functions. 

Our data provide an answer in that they reflect that idea sharers have a basic need for, and will 

act in order to maintain, closeness with others - in line with interdependence theory (Kelley and 

Thibaut, 1978). Essentially, there are rewards and costs to all relationships, and sharers differ in 

which relationships they feel a need to prioritize the most. Such socio-psychological needs, we 

suggest, will impact the weighting of different anticipated risks and rewards of sharing. 

Furthermore, idea sharing starting with peers versus supervisors is likely to be compared to the 

quality of the alternative sharing approach (Guerrero et al., 2013). In essence, idea sharers will 

remain committed even to imperfect relationships with peers or supervisors, if the alternative is 
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judged to be poorer. In summary, the social relations priorities of sharers and associated needs to 

avoid threats to certain relationships may impact their expectancy functions such that: 

P5) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with supervisors when the need to avoid formal 

punishment is greater than the need to mitigate social punishment.  

P6) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with peers when the need to avoid social punishment 

is seen as greater than the need to mitigate formal punishment. 

To complicate matters, however, maintaining good relationships was not the only socio-

psychological need reflected by our data. Sharers needs for feedback may also be key for 

influencing through whom they will initiate the pre-filtering process. Specifically, several sharers 

seemed concerned with how sharing – either with peers or with higher ups – would help to 

determine the appropriateness of their ideas. Such concerns can more precisely be attributed to a 

basic socio-psychological need to obtain accurate self-evaluation. In line with such a social 

comparison approach (Festinger, 1954, Thornton and Arrowood, 1966) reducing uncertainty with 

regard to own opinions and abilities is then another key motivational factor explaining different 

idea sharing behaviors. More specifically, sharers may choose to share ideas with those perceived 

as similar to themselves (Wood, 1989) in order to get accurate feedback. This insight comes from 

social categorization and social identification, which are the steps before social comparison in 

social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner, 1979). In simple terms, sharing to obtain feedback from 

peers is more likely to happen when sharers categorize themselves as belonging in the same 

group as their peers and compare themselves mainly with that group. When sharers, to a larger 

extent, rely on their closest supervisors for corroborating their self-perceptions, they will be less 

likely to pre-validate ideas with peers.  

It should however be noted that our data suggest the motivation of sharers to obtain 

accurate feedback (social comparison) and simply maintain good relationships (interdependence) 

are hard to completely disentangle. Judging from the rationales of those informants who 

emphasized feedback rather than reducing risks of rivalry, however, idea validation via peers 

seemed to be motivated by mitigating risks before sharing directly with supervisors. Informants 

who preferred sharing directly with supervisors, on the other hand, seemed to rely on thorough 

self-led evaluation rather than obtaining feedback from peers before making their ideas available. 

In fact, several of the supervisor-reliant sharers would share ideas upwards to “gain support” and 

stated that others would “easily be persuaded” if only supervisors and managers could be 
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convinced. The latter statements suggests that feedback could also be part of the motivation for 

supervisor-reliant sharing, but that accurate feedback was judged to be the kind coming from 

those higher up in the hierarchy. Essentially, we expect that ideas will be more likely to be pre-

filtered, starting with peers, when peer evaluation is perceived as relevant for obtaining accurate 

feedback that can reduce resistance from supervisors. If supervisor evaluation is perceived as 

more relevant for obtaining accurate feedback and eventually reduces resistance from peers, on 

the other hand, we expect pre-filtering to be more likely to start with supervisors. 

P7) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with peers if peer evaluation is perceived as relevant 

for obtaining accurate feedback and thus reducing resistance from supervisors. 

P8) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered starting with supervisors if supervisor evaluation is perceived 

as more relevant for obtaining accurate feedback and thus reducing resistance from peers. 

 

 

A starting point for future research on idea sharing in the hierarchy 

Table 1 summarizes our theorizing by linking the propositions with the different 

theoretical lenses we draw on. In essence, sharing of innovative ideas in organizations with high 

hierarchy and power distance is likely to take place under the radar of top management through 

hidden and informal pre-filtering practices carried out by multiple actors. Moreover, sharers 

needs to reduce risks, sharers social relationship priorities and their social comparison needs are 

central for determining whether pre-filtering will start sideways in the hierarchy with trusted 

peers or be initiated upward in the hierarchy through supervisors. We will now move on to 

discuss some key theoretical, as well as practical, implications of our theorizing and suggest 

numerous avenues for future research. 
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Table 1: Idea sharing in the hierarchy: key mechanisms at play 

 
MOST INFLUENTIAL MECHANISMS IMPACTS ON IDEA SHARING AS A PROCESS 

Organiz-

ational 

routines 

Expect-

ancy 

Interdep-

endence 

Social  

comparison 

Resulting propositions 

Idea 

sharers 

…will 

share 

influenced 

by own 

understand

ing and 

interpretati

ons of the 

organizatio

nal context 

and the 

current and 

past 

performan

ces of 

sharing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…will 

share idea 

if potential 

rewards of 

sharing 

outweigh 

risks, but 

will share 

secretly 

and/or 

step-by-

step (pre-

filtering) if 

such 

sharing can 

help 

reduce 

risks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…will 

share first 

with others 

whose 

relation-

ship is 

perceived 

most 

important 

to maintain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…will share 

with similar 

others who 

can help 

obtain 

accurate 

evaluations 

of self-

image 

through 

evaluating 

idea and 

provide 

feedback 

P1) Idea sharing in hierarchies will involve patterns 

of actions carried out by multiple individuals 

spanning time and place, referred to as pre-filtering 

routines. Such routines will be concerned with pre-

qualifying ideas before they reach the tables of 

formal decision makers and might significantly 

deviate from idea sharing practices as they are 

formally described in rules and written procedures. 

P2) Ideas will be shared openly and thus be 

associated with a low degree of hidden filtering when 

the risk of social or financial punishment from 

sharing is considered low.  

P3) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with supervisors when anticipated extrinsic 

rewards are more salient for sharers than intrinsic 

rewards 

P4) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with peers when anticipated  intrinsic 

rewards are more salient for sharers than extrinsic 

rewards 

P5) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with supervisors when the need to avoid 

formal punishment is greater than the need to 

mitigate social punishment.  

P6) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with peers when the need to avoid social 

punishment is seen as greater than the need to 

mitigate formal punishment. 

P7) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with peers if peer evaluation is perceived as 

relevant for obtaining accurate feedback and thus 

reducing resistance from supervisors. 

P8) Ideas will be more likely to be pre-filtered 

starting with supervisors if supervisor evaluation is 

perceived as more relevant for obtaining accurate 

feedback and thus reducing resistance from peers. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

Motivated by the lack of empirical research on how ideas become shared in hierarchical 

organizations, we have mapped the perceived outcomes and antecedents, as well as sharers’ 

preferred ways of making their ideas available by using data from informants in 42 Chinese 

firms. The paper served to further unpack the creativity process by focusing specifically on idea 

sharing, based on the rationale that sharing is particularly important for realizing creativity in 

organizations where top-down control is high and individual autonomy low. The paper provided 

inductive empirical evidence that had been missing in previous work (Oldham, 2003, 

Andriopoulos, 2001, Amabile and Mueller, 2008) with regard to how idea sharing is likely to be 

carried out and why some ways of sharing come to be preferred over others. We will now discuss 

some key issues illuminated by our data and subsequent theorizing; (i) the validity of the 

assumption that hierarchy inhibits creativity, (ii) the relevance of considering idea sharers’ 

heterogeneous perceptions and needs for understanding sharing behavior and (iii) the potential 

benefits and trade-offs associated with maintaining strong pre-filtering routines in the hierarchy. 

First, the paper adds nuance to the popular assumption that hierarchy inhibits creativity 

and must be reduced to motivate sharing of innovative ideas. According to our informants, 

creative ideas are likely to be made available to others, even in organizational structures 

characterized by high power distance and control. Idea sharing in hierarchies will, however, most 

likely be practiced differently than in many flat organizations. It may involve a number of actors, 

take place informally over time and, therefore, also potentially go completely under the radar of 

those actually trying to organize for creativity. The notion of hidden sharing practices – the pre-

filtering routines - advances the discussion of control versus autonomy in relation to creativity 

(Litchfield et al., 2015) in suggesting why a top-heavy structure does not necessarily lead to a 

better overview of generated ideas. Individual employees may share their ideas in the hierarchy 

even in the face of considerable risks, but the problem might be to secure that they share in ways 

that allow their best ideas to reach the tables of relevant decision-makers. Our findings do suggest 

that becoming aware of, and taking control over, the informal sharing practices may help increase 

sharing. Mapping, and then shaping, informal pre-filtering practices, therefore, seems like an 

alternative to organizing for sharing by letting employees develop ideas surreptitiously by 

reducing hierarchy (Litchfield et al., 2015).  
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Second, the paper established individual risk perceptions and socio-psychological needs 

as critical for determining how informal and hidden idea-sharing practices would be initiated. 

Uncovering such micro-level origins is an important step toward understanding the exact impact 

on structure on creativity, which can ultimately inform the design and implementation of 

innovation strategies. While earlier studies have focused on how rationales of those with formal 

power in the hierarchy can control and limit experimentation and knowledge sharing (Friesl et al., 

2011), our findings nuance this picture and suggest that rationales of sharers will influence both 

how, when and with whom the ideas are shared. Specifically, the exact effect on high hierarchy 

on idea sharing seems to depend on (i) sharers risk- and reward perceptions and motives to 

reduce risks and maximize rewards as well as (ii) their need to maintain certain relationships and 

receive accurate feedback. Our propositions serve to expand on the risk-focused theoretical work 

initiated by Oldham (2003) and advances recent discussions about the mediators and moderators 

of rewards for creativity (Malik et al., 2015, Byron and Khazanchi, 2015). Essentially, our work 

suggests that the idea-sharing part of creativity can be stimulated both through intrinsic as well as 

extrinsic rewards, but that it is critical to tailor the rewards to fit the heterogeneous socio-

psychological needs of sharers. For instance, offering individual praise or a bonus might do little 

to motivate idea sharing by employees who are highly concerned with avoiding social 

punishment from envious coworkers. Employees that are, to a larger extent, oriented toward 

supervisors, may respond better to bonuses and other types of extrinsic rewards. While the main 

contribution is to the literature on creativity and innovation, such a perspective may nevertheless 

inform discussions about the micro-foundations of routines and help to further understand the 

role of individual understandings as the glue of routines (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Routine 

scholars have to date predominantly focused on how such understandings become shared (see 

Dittrich et al., 2016 and Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 2013 for some recent examples) rather than their 

influence on individual behavior within routines. 

In relation to organizing for creativity, the paper is suited to fuel discussions regarding to 

which extent hidden and informal pre-filtering of ideas is desirable or not for creativity – and 

what are the associated trade-offs. Such discussions will most likely nuance another popular and 

increasingly contested assumption in the literature; namely that innovation and creativity is 

always good and should always be maximized (Anderson et al., 2014). For instance, rather than 

advocating for removing pre-filtering routines completely, we may speculate that such informal 
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idea assessment can be beneficial for reducing the physical and cognitive workload associated 

with formal consideration of all ideas by managers. Pre-filtering routines may efficiently promote 

the best ideas and make sure that less interesting ones are left for dead down in the hierarchy 

without wasting top managers’ time – and without causing idea sharers pain associated with more 

open sharing in the hierarchy (for instance, social and financial punishment). Given the many 

chances receivers of ideas will get to turn down ideas that do not fit with their priorities and 

worldviews, however, we suggest that certain ideas may never end up on the tables of key 

decision-makers in organizations with strong pre-filtering routines. For instance, peer receivers 

may be particularly prone to discouraging ideas that disturb the process of how work is carried 

out in the short term, and that would leave them in a less favorable position in comparison to the 

idea sharer. Supervisor receivers, on the other hand, might be more interested in ideas that 

correspond with their own short-term work agenda and that can be realized quickly.  

While our paper is mainly concerned with the process of idea sharing, our findings and 

propositions prepare the ground also for discussions about the origins of different creative 

outcomes (Erez and Nouri, 2010, Gilson et al., 2012). For instance, the uncovered practices of 

supervisor-reliant versus peer-oriented idea sharing could explain how useful and incremental 

versus novel and radical ideas can make it in the hierarchy, respectively. Peers, one might 

speculate, might be more supportive than supervisors of novel and radical ideas as long as those 

ideas can only be realized in the longer run – or if they have the potential to disturb the current 

power balance in their favor (Sligte et al., 2011). Supervisors, on the other hand, may prefer ideas 

for incremental improvements that lead to short-term efficiency gains. Essentially, our findings 

and subsequent theorizing suggest that new insights about how to organize for different types of 

creativity may be found by paying attention to collective level practices in different structures, 

but also to the governing socio-psychological mechanisms of such practices, including individual 

differences therein.  

 

Limitations and future research 

We have presented inductively generated, rich data and focused primarily on idea sharing 

instead of idea generation or idea selection and realization. Even though idea sharing deserve 
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separate attention from researchers, individual perceptions of the organizational context and the 

sharing process could impact the quality of the ideas they generate in the first place. Furthermore, 

idea sharers are likely to have different dispositional motivations and abilities to engage in 

creativity, which may also influence the subsequent stages of the idea-sharing process. Not least, 

different characteristics of the innovative ideas imagined by the informants may have impacted 

their responses regarding preferred ways of sharing. Our design did not allow for capturing such 

effects. Future research could employ different research designs to study these issues. 

Another limitation is that we relied on data from informants, rather than observed 

ourselves how idea sharing took place. Future designs could study creativity as it unfolds in real 

organizations to test and further develop the notion of pre-filtering routines. Furthermore, we 

deliberately sampled informants working in Chinese organizations. Although we believe the 

identified sharing patterns to be more influenced by organizational rather than national culture, 

future studies should not limit themselves to Eastern organizations. Researchers could study idea 

sharing in different parts of the world to determine whether and what types of cultural values 

influence idea-sharing practices. At the same time, however, our theorizing based on data from 

Eastern organizations is a valuable add-on to creativity theory predominantly developed in the 

West (Anderson et al., 2014). We encourage future work to continue to nuance perhaps 

stereotypical assumptions about creativity in the East by means of inductive theory building.  

Future studies should keep in mind the continuum of sharing practices present in our data. 

In less hierarchical organizations, the distribution on the continuum might be different, but the 

underlying individual level factors shaping how ideas become shared could potentially be the 

same. Future research could expand our theory by paying more attention to the motives of 

receivers for shaping pre-filtering. Recent research found that a gain frame was associated with a 

higher ability of receivers to recognize novelty in ideas, compared to a loss frame (Zhou et al., In 

press). Future research could take a processual perspective and dig deeper into how receivers’ 

socio-psychological needs and understandings influence the pre-filtering outcomes. 

A number of different research designs could contribute to shed further light on how peers 

versus supervisors matter for idea sharing as well as idea development. Qualitative studies in real 

organizations could seek to validate the propositions we have put forward, and cleverly designed 

experimental designs could potentially also contribute to further isolate the mechanisms at play. 
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Social network analysis could further map the influence of co-workers, supervisors and other 

individuals on ideas during different stages of sharing, feedback and development. Furthermore, 

larger N studies using cognitive mapping methodologies could compare idea sharing and idea 

development in more and less hierarchical organizations. 

In summary, our work leads to two general recommendations for future studies. The first 

recommendation concerns being attentive to how creativity is practiced under the radar of 

researchers and managers alike; that is, to be aware that much will be missed when assuming that 

individuals react similarly to specific rewards and by measuring creativity only as an outcome. 

While it depends on the research questions whether or not it is acceptable to disregard dynamics 

at the collective level and individual socio-psychological differences, we suggest that future 

research could develop measures of idea-sharing practices and sharing preferences. Such 

measures could be focused on determining strong versus weak pre-filtering in organizations and 

inform strategic decision-making on how to best govern for bottom-up innovation. Moreover, a 

survey based study could challenge and further elaborate upon the findings offered by the present 

paper while experimental studies could play an important role in isolating the effects at play. 

The second recommendation concerns being attentive to the trade-offs associated with 

organizing for creativity. As others have also argued, researchers and managers alike can be 

biased to think that creativity is always good and implicitly link many employee-driven ideas to 

higher performance (Anderson et al., 2014). Our findings implicitly nuance the picture by 

suggesting that maintaining a highly hierarchical or less hierarchical structure – or more precisely 

strong or weak pre-filtering routines – should be considered in the light of organizations’ creative 

ambitions, as well as their available resources for receiving and assessing creative ideas. Certain 

organizations might be willing to accept that some ideas end up buried and dead within the 

hierarchy, if those ideas that make it to the desks of decision-makers are more mature and 

associated with lower risk as a result of informal pre-filtering. Consistent with earlier findings 

that people high in the hierarchy can limit experimentation (Friesl et al., 2011), maintaining some 

degree of pre-filtering could be one way of securing that sharers have room for undirected idea 

development early in the idea sharing process. 
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Relevance for practice 

On the one hand, our findings challenge current assumptions that firms should always 

abandon their top-down organizational forms to increase creativity and innovation (Lockett, 

1988, Shane, 1993). Especially for organizational goals concerned with bringing forward ideas 

for incremental, market-ready and low-risk adjustments and improvements, pre-filtering could be 

a way for higher-level managers to spare themselves the effort of considering too many immature 

ideas. On the other hand, however, our data do suggest that flat structures could generally be 

better for capturing ideas in the raw without so much hidden and informal pre-validation. 

Routines, such as pre-filtering, can be influenced toward change by means of intervening 

with the (perceived) organizational structure (Howard-Grenville et al., 2016, Pentland et al., 

2012). Those who seek to foster creativity within real hierarchies may start out by considering 

how the pre-filtering of ideas is happening in their respective organizations and then seek to 

shape the patterns at play. Importantly, our findings suggest there are several things that 

hierarchical organizations can do to influence bottom-up creativity without changing their basic 

organizational structure in the short term. The most efficient ways of increasing idea sharing 

within the hierarchy will depend on the risk-and-reward orientations of the idea sharers, their 

prioritized relationships and social comparison needs. Thus, the efficiency of different managerial 

interventions will ultimately depend on which functions are involved at which stage in the pre-

filtering process. Introducing extrinsic rewards is likely to positively impact sharing via 

supervisors, but can hold back peer-oriented sharers due to an increased risk of rivalry and envy 

from co-workers. Formalizing sharing practices by settings standards for the ways to suggest and 

receive ideas can be one way for organizations to control and potentially reduce pre-filtering and, 

thus, promote idea sharing.  

A practical implication for those considering sharing their ideas in the hierarchy is to 

adjust their sharing behavior so that (i) ideas with the potential for radical change are shared first 

with co-workers since obtaining their support might be easier and may make it more difficult for 

supervisors to reject the ideas at a later stage and (ii) ideas that are incremental and short term 

oriented are shared first with supervisors, as the chance of peers discouraging them early on 

would be reduced and their potential to make it through the pre-filtering process would increase. 
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Regardless of the organizational structure, however, some degree of pre-filtering may 

always take place for some types of ideas. Being aware that pre-filtering occurs and how to 

potentially influence it by considering the heterogeneity of sharers can help hierarchical 

organizations utilize the creative potential of their employees. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

While a hierarchical structure might demotivate open sharing of creative ideas due to the high 

risks that are associated with such behavior, it is a simplification that top-down organizations 

therefore inhibit creativity. Rather than simply being put out there, however, ideas are likely to 

travel through the hierarchy in a process of pre-filtering in which peers as well as supervisors 

have a high influence on which ideas will finally be made available to higher-level management. 

Heterogeneous socio-psychological needs of sharers determine whether they will first involve 

their supervisors or trusted peers in pre-filtering. Specifically, sharing behavior depends on needs 

associated with (i) avoiding social or financial punishment and acquiring extrinsic or intrinsic 

rewards, (ii) maintaining long-term relationships with different idea receivers and (ii) receiving 

accurate feedback on ideas. It may depend on the creative ambitions and managerial resources of 

organizations whether steps should be made to reduce or further control the informal filtering of 

ideas resulting from such individual differences. Opening up for considering idea sharing as a 

process, influenced by sharers’ heterogeneous rather than identical needs and priorities, is the 

first step toward better management of bottom-up creativity. 
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Appendix 1: Overview of causal cognitive map data 
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Appendix 2: Perceived antecedents and consequences of idea sharing 
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Appendix 3: Uncovered practices of sharing innovative ideas

 

 

N SHARING STYLE: SHARING BEHAVIOUR: SPECIFIC SHARING 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1 Avoidant  

("If the chairman of a 

meeting asks someone 

to share ideas, I will 

share") 

 

 

He/she is reluctant to share ideas, but 

will approach supervisor in rare cases 

("if I believe an innovative idea is very 

important for our department or the 

company, I will choose a suitable 

occasion to tell my supervisor") after 

thorough preparation (“rehearse”).  

Shares when and where the prospect of social 

punishment for not sharing outweighs the risk 

associated with sharing (for instance in a 

meeting, upon request). 

May use others to share ("In some situations I 

will give my innovative ideas to others"). 

20 Supervisor-

dependent  

("I would like to talk to 

my direct leader first" / 

"I will share it with my 

boss" / "Persuade the 

one I report directly 

to" / "Directly 

communicate with line 

manager" / "Firstly, I 

will bring my idea to 

my boss" / “If (the) 

manager agrees, (I) 

can share with 

others”) 

Shares first to, and always involves, the 

direct supervisor ("Communicate solely 

with your superior"). Eventually 

involves higher-ups if supervisor 

approves ("Assess the idea in a formal 

meeting” / "Modify the idea based on 

the feedback, and share with some 

seniors to get more support").  

Involves peers if it is strategically 

necessary and after supervisors’ 

approval ("(You) also need to talk with 

your manager first about the revised 

idea, before sharing with others" / 

“With the support from your leader and 

part of the colleagues, the others will 

be persuaded easily”). 

Prepares thoroughly ("think deeply" / "Do some 

research and get some evidence to persuade 

(the) supervisor" / "Think twice" / "Do a lot of 

survey and analysis" / "Make a solid argument 

for your suggestion and practice by yourself 

first").  

Makes contact formally ("schedule a meeting" / 

"send an e-mail") but does the initial sharing in 

an informal setting if possible ("maybe at the 

lunch time" "a coffee house"). 

Makes use of artifacts ("make a specific plan 

such as a PPT to illustrate" / "Maybe SWOT 

analysis" / "put the idea into a report and attach 

details, for example economic analysis, crisis 

control and result prediction").  

16 Peer-oriented  

("I will share it with 

(a) colleague who can 

keep it as a secret" / 

"one of my good 

friends" / "employee 

from different 

department" / 

"colleagues whose 

competence you trust" 

/ "team meeting" / "the 

colleagues who go to 

have lunch with me") 

Secures buy-in from trusted peers 

before approaching the supervisor ("to 

make sure others are not against the 

idea" / "to understand the whole 

situation" / "to reach agreement").  

Uses peers to validate and improve the 

idea as much as possible before it is 

further shared ("justify it by different 

employees from different departments 

to make sure it is useful and valuable 

enough" / "test the idea first before 

giving suggestion to your boss" / "I 

make sure every aspect of the idea has 

been covered so there are no loopholes 

or failing posts"). 

Shares step by step by step and is attentive to 

the reactions of the receivers ("Share first 

partly, and provide details if you get good 

feedback" / "in a casual talk, and observe his 

reaction"). 

With peers, he/she shares informally ("I would 

propose my idea and discuss with the colleagues 

who go to have lunch with me") or in a routine 

meeting ("propose the idea in a team meeting").  

With the supervisor, he/she shares semi-

formally ("knock on your boss' door" / "find a 

direct way to connect"/ ("use your company-e-

mail"). Potentially shares with supervisor as a 

team ("propose the result to the boss together"). 

1 Hyper-social  

("Ideas should be 

shared with everybody, 

because everybody can 

offer a fresh 

perspective") 

 

 

He/she has no or few limits to whom 

the idea can be shared ("Seek for 

feedback, both positive and negative" / 

"The more tested the idea, the safer to 

carry it out"). 

Is generally unconcerned about when and how 

to share ("Anytime, anywhere” / “By chatting, 

by drawing, by demonstrating with prototypes"), 

but does some individual filtering ("Think 

deeply and criticize your own ideas before 

sharing with others, make sure it is really 

innovative"). 
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ABSTRACT: Why is it that work sometimes continue to be performed with little variation, 

despite numerous attempts to influence it toward change? The literature on organizational 

routines offers at least two different explanations for such undesired persistence: One refers 

to individuals’ continuous attempts to figure out how work should be accomplished, another 

is focused on individuals’ diminishing efforts over time. In the present paper we take a 

situated cognition approach to explain why both explanations are to some extent right. We 

offer a model that conceptually separates individuals’ abstract understandings of how work 

should be accomplished and their understandings used as a basis for action at specific times 

and places. The offered model helps explain that undesired routine persistence can happen as 

a result of (i) failures to apply the appropriate abstract knowledge to specific situations or (ii) 

failures to detach from abstract knowledge in favor of new situational knowledge. 

Importantly, both types of failure may involve significant cognitive effort. We argue that the 

cure for undesired routine persistence depends on the type of failure at play and highlight task 

framing and task design as key explanatory factors. We advance routines theory by 

disentangling current explanations for why routines tend to persist and by making explicit 

how individuals’ cognitions impact routines’ ostensive as well as performative aspect.  

 

Key words: Organizational routines, persistent routines, situated understandings, dual process 

theory, routine management, routine change 
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INTRODUCTION 

Collective action patterns – recognized as organizational routines (Feldman and Pentland, 

2003) – are a central feature of organizations. From a cooperative coordination point of view, 

such repetitive and patterned behavior is a natural consequence when actors come together to 

realize shared goals over time (Feldman and Pentland, 2003; Pentland et al., 2012; Cohen, 

Levinthal, and Warglien, 2014). From a more strategic point of view, well-functioning 

routines are sources of organizational efficiency as well as innovation and may help 

managers realize performance goals (Simon, 1947; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Pisano, 2014). 

Routine rigidity, however, may become a source of inefficiency and hinder strategic change 

over time (Sydow and Koch, 2009; Schultz, 2008; Gersick and Hackman, 1990; Gilbert, 

2005). It is therefore critical for organizations to design and maintain the “right” routines and 

secure their renewal before they become outdated (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1996; Pentland and 

Hærem, 2015).  

Influencing routines by means of managerial interventions, however, is known to be 

difficult (Feldman, 2003). Patterns of actions can be sticky (Hannan and Freeman, 1984; 

Szulanski, 1996) and are sometimes carried out only with minimal variation, despite 

significant efforts and even widespread agreement to influence them toward renewal and 

change (Konlechner et al., 2016). Part of the reason for such undesired routine persistence 

may be that routines are highly situated and embedded (Howard-Grenville, 2005), making 

them hard to impact by simply imposing new rules or artifacts. Moreover, individuals have 

been shown to contribute to routine persistence by remaining oriented toward past 

performances of the routine rather than to the future (Howard-Grenville) and by their 

effortful but highly selective realizations of top managements’ orders (Stiles et al., 2015; 

Bertels et al., 2016). Some would suggests that individual actors become blind to the need for 

change because they dedicate increasingly less cognitive effort to the routine over time 

(Wood et al. 2002; March and Simon 1958), or that their norm perceptions override their 

intentions to change in the moment of action (Konlechner et al., 2016). 

Unravelling exactly how individuals and their cognitions influence undesired routine 

persistence, however, is difficult based on the current literature. This is perhaps partly 

because micro-level mechanisms of persistence have received limited theoretical attention 

compared to collective level aspects (Sydow and Kock, 2009). The influential performative 

account of routines has duly established that actors’ understandings and interpretations are 

the “glue” that binds actions into patterns recognizable as routines (Feldman and Pentland, 

2003 p. 109). What lacks specification, nonetheless, is (i) what determines the exact make-up 
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of individual understandings of routines and (ii) to which extent do such understandings 

reflect the routine as an abstract idea (referred to as routines’ ostensive aspect) versus a 

cognitive representation used as a basis for specific actions (potentially part of routines’ 

performative aspect). Answering these questions might help sorting out exactly how 

individuals and their cognitions matter for undesired routine persistence. 

Hoping to advance theory of undesired routine persistence, the present paper offers a 

model which disentangles and describes the interplay between individuals’ abstract and 

generalizable understandings of routines and their understandings used as a basis for action at 

specific times and places. In so doing, it shows that there is some degree of truth in the 

seemingly differing explanations present in the literature; persistence as resulting from 

individuals’ diminishing cognitive search for new solutions (Wood et al. 2002; March and 

Simon 1958) and persistence as resulting from individuals’ effortful but past oriented and 

selective interpretations of how to act (Howard-Grenville, 2005; Deken et al., 2016; 

Konlechner et al., 2016). Avoiding the trap of assuming mindless repetition in any of the 

cases, we show that the two explanations are both compatible with one model of individual 

understandings of routines. Specifically, our offered model suggest that undesired routine 

persistence can happen as a result of (i) failures to apply the appropriate abstract knowledge 

to specific situations and (ii) failures to detach from abstract knowledge in favor of situational 

knowledge. Importantly, both types of failure may involve significant cognitive effort. 

The offered model is rooted in a schema theory of knowing (Piaget, 1923; Fiske and 

Taylor, 1989) and a dual process theory of thinking (Evans, 2003, 2006, 2012, 2014; 

Stanovich, 2011, 2013; Thompson, 2009). Furthermore, it builds on insights from related 

research on judgment and decision-making to specify the role of certain situational and 

individual characteristics for influencing actors’ situation-specific understandings. The model 

helps uncover that the cure for undesired routine persistence depends on the cognitive failures 

at play. We highlight task framing and task design as key extra-individual factors with a high 

impact. Furthermore, we highlight processing capacity, processing style and task motivation 

as key intra-individual factors determining the gap between abstract and situation-specific 

understandings of routines. 

The man contribution of the paper is its’ advancement of the individual level 

mechanisms contributing to undesired persistence of routines and to unite seemingly 

competing explanations. While the influence of individual agency on routines has certainly 

been recognized for a long time (Feldman and Pentland, 2003), the role of cognition has 

during the past decades faded into the background in favor of a fruitful, but perhaps 
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somewhat overriding, emphasis on performativity and action. With our offered model, we 

bring cognition more to the foreground and advance the notion of routines as dualities 

between structure and agency (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). We do so by specifying that 

cognition is not only part of the routine as an abstract idea (the ostensive aspect), but that 

individuals situation-specific understandings may significantly deviate from their abstract 

ideas of how to carry out work when they seek to accomplish their tasks at specific times and 

places (performative aspect). Numerous implications for future research are discussed. 

 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: ROUTINE PERSISTENCE 

We conceive of routines as recognizable patterns of interdependent actions that are carried 

out by multiple actors in organizations (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Such a performative 

view of routines clearly acknowledges both the inherent ability of routines to remain 

relatively stable (their stickiness and tendency to persist) and their variability and associated 

potential for changing endogenously over time (Feldman, 2000; Becker, 2004; Howard-

Grenville, 2005; Pentland et al., 2012). We must immediately clarify that a persistent routine 

does not necessarily mean that it is performed completely without flexibility and variation; 

persistence rather reflects that it does not evolve to become a new and different pattern over 

time (Howard-Grenville, 2005; Pentland et al., 2011).  

The abstract idea of the pattern (ostensive aspect) of a persistent routine will thus often 

remain relatively stable, while specific sequences of actions carried out by specific people at 

specific times and places (performative aspect) will typically display some variation. In 

theory, a high level of variation may foster endogenous change of the routine, due to the 

increased possibility that actions can be recombined into novel performances (Feldman and 

Pentland, 2003; Pentland et al., 2012). This reflects a kind of layers argument (Pentland et al., 

2011; Poole and van de Ven, 1989) for why routines are sources of both stability and change, 

and whether one sees stability or change may largely depend on ones’ perspective (Feldman 

et al., 2016). From the perspective of managers, routines are in any case believed to be 

difficult to change (Feldman, 2003), due to their highly situated and embedded nature. 

When it comes to specific individuals who perform actions as part of a routine, 

however, it seems they have a large influence on both the ostensive and the performative 

aspects of routines – at least as a collective. Specifically, individual actors may increase the 

potential for endogenous change due to their different understandings and interpretations, 
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which together form part of the ostensive (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). However, they may 

also block a desired change when their actions deviate from alterations desired by managers 

(Weick, 1990; Emirbayer and Mische, 1998; Feldman, 2003; Witt, 2011; Stiles et al., 2015). 

The latter insight might be taken to reflect that routines restrict individuals’ search for new 

behavioral options over time (Wood et al. 2002) and thus fail to notice that the world has 

changed. Many researchers have however been skeptical toward this argument and 

sometimes interpreted it as if routines are enacted automatically and without effort (see 

Pentland et al., 2011) – a statement that simply does not hold when routines are observed 

empirically (Feldman, 2000, 2003; Feldman et al., 2016). We, too, subscribe to the view that 

enacting routines requires quite some cognitive effort (Lazaric, 2008). Undesired routine 

persistence, we contend, might just as well be caused by individuals who strive to invent new 

actions to maintain a specific pattern, as by individuals who perform the routine with low 

cognitive effort and a high level of ignorance. 

Some suggestions exist for how undesired routine persistence can potentially be 

overcome. For instance, managers can try to manipulate the repertoire of actions individuals 

can choose from when they carry out specific parts of routines. Specifically, they may 

introduce new standards or remove current choice alternatives and wait for the pattern of 

actions to respond (Pentland et al., 2012). Empirical work, however, reflects that individuals 

may overlook such manipulations or react in unanticipated ways. People’s tendencies to 

sometimes focus on the past rather than the desired new future performances, for example, 

may amplify persistence (Howard-Grenville, 2005). When individuals fail to rethink what 

actions are possible and why, it may hinder the routine to evolve toward novelty (Deken et 

al., 2016). Current studies reflect that such cognitive failures might stem from a mix of 

deliberative and unintentional individual resistance. Middle managers, for instance, may 

enact newly introduced procedures selectively and shield their subordinates from certain 

suggestions from top managers (Stiles et al., 2015). In another case of a planned routine 

change, the researchers reported a wide general agreement among organization members that 

a set of new practices were a good idea. Even so, however, employees designed and 

interpreted newly introduced artifacts in light of old social expectations and ways of doing 

things, which effectively made the previous routine persist and blocked the new one from 

ever being established (Konlechner et al., 2016).  

In summary, the prevailing explanation for cases where routines are performed with an 

undesired level of persistence seems related to the classic idea of structure and agency being 

recursive and sometimes reinforcing each-other; specifically that a relatively stable 
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understanding of a routine is used as a guide for specific actions and is thus reproduced by a 

collective of effortful individual actors over time (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). However, 

such an explanation does not specify the reasons for potential discrepancies between 

individuals’ theoretical and future oriented agreement to change a routine and their past 

oriented understandings used as a basis for action, as observed in real cases of undesired 

routine persistence (Konlechner etal., 2016). Perhaps is there not only a dynamic across the 

layers of the ostensive schematic form of routines and how they are enacted by specific 

people at specific times and places. Additionally, there may be tensions between how specific 

people understand a routine at a relatively abstract ostensive level and their situated cognitive 

representations used as a basis for specific actions at specific times and places. While some of 

the literature begin to hint at such cognitive level tensions, it may be beneficial with further 

theoretical elaboration to illuminate the causes of undesired routine persistence. 

 

 

Unpacking the ostensive: Individual versus collective understandings 

The practice-oriented view of routines distinguishes between the specific actions taken 

inside the routines at specific times and places and the abstract generalized idea or 

understanding of these patterns (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). While the performative aspect 

of routines is widely recognized, a remaining challenge has been to agree on what, exactly, 

determines the ostensive and hence unobservable aspects of routines (Pentland et al., 2012; 

Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 2013). Feldman and Pentland have referred to structure (versus 

agency), to the idea or the rule of a routine (versus the enactment of it), and to the routine in a 

script-like and schematic form (versus the routine in practice) to describe the ostensive 

theoretically (Feldman, 2000; Feldman and Pentland, 2003; Pentland and Feldman, 2005). 

Even though researchers have studied the ostensive empirically by focusing on collective-

level concepts such as organizational schemata (Rerup and Feldman, 2011), it is a 

simplification to refer to a single collective understanding of routines (Pentland and Feldman, 

2005; Deken et al., 2016). In fact, it has for long been recognized that each individual has his 

or her own role and point of view (Feldman and Pentland, 2003) so that “subjective 

understanding and interpretation is the glue that binds the actions into the patterns we 

recognize as the routine” (p. 109).  

Perhaps because routines are defined as collective level phenomena, limited attention 

has been dedicated to further define the nature of those subjective understandings and 

interpretations. As Pentland and Feldman (2005) write; “Individual level factors (…) 
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naturally contribute to the phenomenon of organizational routines. But we distinguish 

between individual routines and organizational routines (…) Organizational routines depend 

on the connections, the sticking together of multiple participants and their actions to form a 

pattern that people can recognize and talk about as a routine” (p 795).  

While we agree that further describing the individual level cognitive dynamics might 

not be necessary to understand that routines can produce both variation and change (Pentland 

et al., 2012), we contend that it might be helpful to theorize on the micro-level to unravel why 

individuals and their understandings sometimes seem to influence a routine toward undesired 

persistence while at other times they may help renew and replace the routine over time. After 

all, if managers alone can rarely expect to successfully shape a routine by fiddling with 

procedures or artifacts, the key to unlocking undesired routine persistence must lie at the 

level of individuals (Abell, Felin, and Foss, 2008). We therefore think it is fruitful to revisit 

and further unpack individual understandings in relation to their actions as part of routines to 

balance the immensely successful and informative, but at times perhaps overshadowing, 

focus on collective performance.  

 

 

Individual abstract versus situated understandings of routines 

Unfortunately, we have not been able to find a definition of subjective or individual 

understandings in the current routine literature on routines, despite them being mentioned as 

central for binding collective action patterns (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). A standard 

definition of the term “understanding,” nonetheless, refers to “the knowledge that somebody 

has about a particular subject or situation” (Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 2016). In a 

routine context, such knowledge may be particularly focused on how work should be 

accomplished (Feldman, 2003) or what actions are possible and why (Deken et al., 2016).  

Other literature on routines has established the importance of individual knowledge 

about how to do things in addition to what to do and why (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1996; 

Cohen, Levinthal, and Warglien, 2014; Miller, Choi, and Pentland, 2014) for explaining their 

actions within routines. Not only do individuals draw on their own repertoires and histories of 

action, which are remembered as facts and events (declarative memory) or more tacit know-

how (procedural memory), but they also search for and memorize others’ action repertoires 

(transactive memory) to be able to get help quickly when they themselves lack the necessary 

abilities (Miller, Pentland, and Choi, 2012).  
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Moreover, individuals anticipate and seek to imitate the behavior of others, driven by 

their relational agency and moderated by power structures (Simpson and Lorino, 2016). They 

exchange views to remember who knows what, to reduce the gap between their differing 

understandings of how routines should be performed (Weick, 1979; Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 

2013) and to potentially envision new collective solutions (Dittrich, Guérard, and Seidl, 

2016). In other words; what might be summed up as individual understandings and 

interpretations of routines have been conceptualized in a number of ways, focused on 

cognition and motivation (Stiles et al., 2015); intention and orientation (Howard-Grenville, 

2005); task perception and motivation (Greve, 2008; Witt, 2011); procedural, declarative and 

transactive memory (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1996; Hodgson, 2003; Lazaric and Denis, 2005; 

Miller, Pentland, and Choi, 2012); assumption and judgment (Zbaracki and Bergen, 2010); 

experience (Turner and Fern, 2012); interpretive schemata (Rerup & Feldman, 2011); and 

situation perceptions and desirable ends (Cohen, Levinthal, and Warglien, 2014).  

To theoretically simplify and create a framework that may help disentangle all of these 

presumably related conceptualizations, we suggest a broad classification; individual abstract 

understandings of routines and individual understandings used as a basis for action at specific 

times and places. The former, as we will elaborate, reflects how individuals ‘know’ routines; 

how they store them in their memory. The latter, in contrast, is focused on to which extent 

this knowledge is applied in specific situations. We rely on two foundational theories to 

proffer our argument; a schema theory of knowing (Piaget, 1923, 1952; Fiske and Taylor, 

1989) and a dual process theory of thinking (Evans, 2003, 2006, 2012, 2014; Stanovich, 

2011, 2013; Thompson, 2009). 

 

 

DISENTANGLING ABSTRACT AND SITUATED UNDERSTANDINGS 

In the following we offer a model which highlights cognition as both abstract and situated 

and explains why it is the interplay between individuals’ abstract and situated understandings 

that determine whether their actions will influence a routine toward persistence or change. As 

will be elaborated after introducing the model, it helps understand that routine persistence can 

happen as a result of individuals’ failures to apply their appropriate pre-existing 

understandings to specific situations, but also due to individual failures to detach from their 

old understandings in favor of potentially new situational knowledge. In the first case, 

individuals might dedicate a great deal of effort when carrying out the routine at specific 
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times and places, but the effort will be directed toward understanding the situation at hand, 

which locks them into patterns that deviate from their general and abstract understandings of 

how work should be carried out. In the latter case, individuals might also dedicate effort 

when carrying out actions within routines, but the effort will be spent on trying to apply their 

abstract understandings of how work should be carried out to specific situations. In this case, 

individuals become blind to potential changes in the work environment that would have led to 

more variation and change given a higher reliance on situated cognition.  

 

 

Individual abstract understandings of routines as script-like knowledge structures 

In line with schema theory, we assume that individuals’ knowledge is organized into 

units; schemata, that store information. Schemata contain categorical knowledge (what an 

object, concept or situation is and what it is not), knowledge used to make sense of objects or 

situations (what it does or means), and relations between different components (how it works) 

(Elsebach et al., 2005; Rumelhart, 1980). Schemata can therefore be extremely broad (such as 

a schema of a country) or very narrow (such as a schema of a dog). Several sub-categories of 

schema have been developed (Fiske and Taylor, 1989). Scripts, for instance, are schemata for 

sequences of actions (Schank and Abelsson, 1977) such as how to order a meal at a restaurant 

or, more suitably here, how to carry out a sequence of actions as part of an organizational 

routine. Scripts might be linked to role schemas about how to behave given certain 

conditions. 

Piaget (1896-1980), an evolutionary biologist, provided much of the basis for schema 

theory when he strived to understand how children acquire and store knowledge. Based on 

observations, he inferred that babies, toddlers and youngsters formed increasingly complex 

knowledge structures during the course of their development. It started with reflexes, but 

evolved to the point where the children hypothesized about causal relationships they had not 

yet experienced and moved on to carry out actions based on these recombined version of 

what they currently knew (Piaget, 1952). Schemata have been shown to influence how new 

information is encoded as well as how information is recalled (Bartlett, 1932), and the theory 

has been extremely influential in psychology (Carlson and Mae, 2001). Recently, neuro-

biological researchers have used the notion of schemata to understand different ways of 

remembering as well as procedural learning (Ghosh and Gilboa, 2014; Müller et al., 2016). 
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Therefore, a schema theory of knowing seems like a firm basis for capturing and further 

unpacking the broad concept of individual understandings of routines.  

Studies of routines have already explicitly dealt with schemata, but have typically 

focused on schemata as part of the ostensive and collective; as knowledge structures shared 

across individuals and/or espoused by managers (Rerup and Feldman, 2011; Stiles et al., 

2015). Nonetheless, schema theory clearly reflects the notion that each person have their own 

unique structures of knowledge which they develop, retrieve and potentially reconfigure 

throughout life (Fiske and Taylor, 1989). Even though different peoples’ schemata of specific 

routines may overlap and can thus perhaps be generalized, they are bound to differ in some 

aspects, due to the fact that each individual has a specific history and point of view (Feldman 

and Pentland, 2003). These differences tend to influence how they perceive and integrate new 

experiences and knowledge (Fiske and Taylor, 1989; Bourdieu, 1977; Dewey, 1988), which 

helps understand why individuals’ heterogeneous understandings persist even though they are 

used as a basis for carrying out the same routines. 

In short, we suggest that individual abstract understandings of routines are the 

repertoires of potential schemata that can – but not necessarily will – be applied in connection 

with enacting a routine. These different structures reflect general knowledge and believes 

about what actions to perform and why, as well as memories of past routine-related 

experiences and actions. We refer to the understandings as abstract because they denote what 

an individual knows in general, at a detached moment ‘outside’ of the routine rather than 

during a specific performance. We now turn to specify individuals situated understandings of 

routines, which are also types of schemata, but which may only be partly predicted from what 

individuals know and understand outside of action. 

 

 

Individuals situation-specific understandings as malleable mental models 

Schema theory has sometimes been criticized for being too general (Fiske and Linville, 

1980). For instance, there are so many different types of schemata that it can be hard to 

understand the boundaries of the concept. Recent developments by researchers interested in 

schematic processing, however, specified that schemata are nested within each other but 

selectively activated (Carlson and Mae, 2001). The activation of specific parts of the 

schematic repertoire is likely to be influenced by the specific situation at hand (Cohen et al., 

2014) as well as intra-individual characteristics. Moreover, individuals may elaborate on 

existing knowledge (in schema theory referred to as assimilation) and/or revise knowledge 
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and form new schematic representations before they carry out an action within a routine 

(referred to as accomodation in schema theory) (Piaget, 1952).  

In order to further articulate the potential differences between an individuals’ 

generalizable knowledge structure and the knowledge held active in his or her mind in 

connection with specific actions as part of routines, we introduce a definition of a mental 

model. We use this concept to denote the situation-specific understandings that individuals 

generate as part of retrieving as well as potentially elaborating on and revising existing 

schemata. A situation-specific mental model is a concentrated, personally constructed and 

internal conception of external phenomena (historical, existing or projected) or experience 

that affects how an individual acts (Rook, 2013) at a specific time and place. What we are 

aiming to capture is how a person perceives a specific task environment, task characteristics 

and associated appropriate behaviors at a given point in time before an action within a routine 

is carried out. We expect that an individual’s performance of a task within a routine is best 

predicted by his or her situation-specific mental model rather than by his or her more 

generalizable abstract knowledge. 

In literature on organizational and managerial cognition, mental models and schemata 

are sometimes used interchangeably. Schemata, however, typically refers to parts of 

individual understandings that are relatively stable (Taylor and Crocker; Fiske and Taylor, 

1989), although they are strictly also flexible and ever changing (Piaget, 1952). Mental 

models, we suggest, more specifically captures the parts of schemata that are malleable at a 

given point in time, in that they are highly temporary representations generated at specific 

points in time and are held in short term rather than long term memory (Evans, 2006). 

Individuals may not always have access to all relevant parts of their schemata and memories, 

because they do not have the time or ability to consult all of them during their search for 

solutions to a specific behavioral problem (Barnard and Simon, 1947). Situated mental 

models, therefore, contain only parts of what an individual can be said to understand on a 

general and abstract level.  

Moreover, since individuals are biased in the way they decode and store information 

(Craik and Tulving, 1975; Schacter, 2002), mental models may not inform, or come to be 

informed by, more stable knowledge structures in a 1:1 kind of way. All information from a 

specific situation that was part of a routine will never be entirely accurately remembered at a 

given point in time, nor will such a situated mental model be perfectly integrated back into an 

individuals’ abstract and generalizable understanding (Piaget, 1952; Rook, 2013). 
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Preliminary insights related to the micro-foundations of undesired routine persistence 

By conceptualizing how individual abstract versus situation-specific understandings of 

routines may be similar and differ, we can already offer a more explicit theory of how and 

why individuals may influence routines toward undesired persistence rather than help foster a 

higher degree of variation, renewal and change. Essentially, two distinctly different 

explanations can be derived from the same basic theory of knowing: 

 

 Firstly, there can be cases where an individual actor might be perfectly informed 

about how and why to act as part of a routine, in theory, but where he or she 

fails to apply relevant parts of his or her general understanding as a basis for 

action at specific times and in specific places. This would influence a routine 

toward undesired persistence. 

 Alternatively, in another case, he or she could have a general understanding that 

is inadequate for informing the desired performances of routines, but may fail to 

detach from this understanding when faced with specific tasks at specific times 

and places. This would influence a routine toward undesired persistence as well. 

 

Undesired routine persistence is thus – on the micro level – not only a consequence of 

actors’ being oriented toward past knowledge (Howard-Grenville, 2005) nor solely caused by 

failures to consider new information before acting (Wood et al. 2002); it can be a 

consequence of both, depending on circumstances. As we will now elaborate, however, 

whether individuals adjust their situated understandings or act based on knowledge from the 

past may be dependent on contextual cues as well as some specific intra-individual 

characteristics. Moreover, a high resemblance between abstract and situation-specific 

understandings is not necessarily a sign of a lack of effort dedicated to the routine. 
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DETAILING CAUSES AND CURES FOR UNDESIRED ROUTINE PERSISTENCE 

While the mere insight that and how there may be differences between situated and more 

generalizable individual understandings of routines is enough to generate opposing 

explanations for undesired persistence, we need to articulate why such understandings may 

come to differ in order to derive potential causes and cures. As seen in Figure 1, and as we 

now will detail, the cognitive process determining a situated mental model may be more or 

less elaborate. This is indicated by the path showing a heuristically dominant generation and 

brief evaluation of routine-related mental models (top line, ending with the basis for action on 

the top right side of Figure 1) and a more iterative and potentially analytically dominant 

process (ending with the basis for action in the lower right side of Figure 1). The process of 

generating and evaluating a mental model may happen within seconds or less, but in real life 

it can also be repeated in sequences interrupted by action (Madzia, 2012). In any case, the 

“engine” determining the degree of mental model update is human information processing. 

When we refer to heuristically and analytically dominant processes, we rely on 

explanations of how individuals think and choose. Dual process theories of reasoning have 

been gaining ground rapidly within cognitive and social psychology (see Kahneman and 

Klein, 2010; Elqayam and Over, 2012) as well as among organizational behavior scholars 

(Hodgkinson and Clarke, 2007; Woiceshyn, 2011; Winter, 2013; Boe-Lillegraven and 

Monterde, 2014; Pentland and Hærem, 2015). We have adopted the default interventionist 

view (Stanovich, 1999; Kahneman and Frederick, 2002; Evans, 2006; 2011; Kahneman, 

2011; Stanovich, 2011; Evans and Stanovich, 2013a; 2013b), which is particularly useful in 

detailing the interplay between heuristic and analytic processing and the generation, 

evaluation and potential update of situated mental models.  

In brief, dual process theories rest on the recognition that agency is not only determined 

by conscious and rational consideration of information, but it is also highly influenced by 

subconscious processes. Specifically, dual process theory implies that two distinct types of 

processing are involved when individuals make sense of problems and generate mental 

models as a basis for action. Type 1 (heuristic) processing refers to a diverse set of fast and 

autonomous processes that draw from domain-specific knowledge (Evans, 2003; Evans, 

2006; 2011). Type 2 (analytic) processing allows for reflective, abstract reasoning and is 

limited by working memory capacity.1  

1 Although many refer to these main types of processes as “system 1” and “system 2,” we note Evans’ (2010) warning that 

this can lead to the misunderstanding that we are referring to two separate systems in the brain, which is not necessarily 
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Essentially, both types of processing are important for determining situation-specific 

mental models, but they play significantly different roles. By default, an initial situated 

mental model is generated by type 1 processing, drawing from existing knowledge structures 

and memories to represent the most likely states of affairs (Evans, 2006). Type 2 processing 

will, however, always briefly intervene to validate the mental model that was cued by 

heuristics. Completely automatic use of past knowledge is thus never the case. The key 

question for understanding whether situated mental models will differ only marginally or 

more substantially from previously acquired knowledge, however, is whether the analytic 

consideration is substantial enough to make an individual reconsider which actions to carry 

out within a routine.  

Important in this respect is that type 2 processing needs access to working memory in 

order to evaluate and potentially update currently held schemata. In line with the idea of 

bounded rationality (Simon, 1947), the mental models generated by default are therefore 

biased to be kept as a basis for action in order to save cognitive effort (Evans, 2006). Only if 

strong contextual cues or other key influences suggest that a mental model is not satisfactory 

will type 2 processing be used to generate new hypotheses about the world, which are then 

re-evaluated until they are deemed satisfactory. Thus, we can expect that the degree to which 

an individual’s situation-specific understanding will differ from his or her abstract 

understanding of a routine is influenced by the degree to which the person engages in analytic 

information processing before deciding on how to act. 

A high degree of information processing during a specific performance of a routine, 

however, does not guarantee that a situation-specific understanding of a routine will differ 

from past knowledge about the same routine. For instance, research on individual decision 

routines (Betsch and Held, 2012) has outlined how individuals can operate in different 

analytic modes for different tasks. In one mode, they focus analytic thinking to complete a 

task according to some standard. For instance, they consider contextual cues only to make 

sure performances match with their initial schemata and memory of the routine. In the other 

mode, they analytically question the task at hand with openness to other actions and end 

results. In essence, they reconsider both their actions and the basic purpose of the routine. 

With the constraints of analytic capacity in mind (Evans, 2006; Kahneman, 2011), this 

actually implies that if the tasks to be carried out demand a high degree of cognitive effort, 

implied. As Evans argued, “to say that system 2 or working memory is the system that does reasoning, planning, reading, 

learning, hypothetical thinking etc. is vacuous. We might as well attribute all these functions to the conscious mind” (p 122). 
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individuals might be less likely to challenge their pre-existing understandings of what actions 

to perform and why, compared to when tasks can be carried out with a low level of cognitive 

effort – all other factors held aside. 

In other words; a high degree of analytic processing is necessary, but not sufficient for 

situated understandings to differ from abstract understandings of routines. Thus, we cannot 

take a lack of mental model update as a sign that no cognitive effort was spent during action. 

Instead, we must consider what might put a person in a mode where background knowledge 

of how to act is applied, as well as the determinants of a mode where such knowledge is 

called into question. 

 

The roles of task design and task framing for (overcoming) routine persistence  

As is predicted by seminal routines theory (Feldman and Pentland, 2003), generalized 

ideas of how to carry out work may not contain enough detail to inform every specific action. 

One type of contextual cue that can lead to a higher level of analytic processing, therefore, 

may be related to a feeling of uncertainty with regard to which actions are appropriate. In line 

with this idea, Thompson (2009) indicates that a dwindling feeling of rightness related to a 

given mental model makes a subsequent analytic update of the model more likely. In the case 

of routines, however, we may expect the opposite as well; that is, an increasing feeling of 

rightness over time as individuals strengthen their skills and integrate more and more 

contextual information into their schemata. In cases where undesired routine persistence can 

be traced to individual failures to detach from past knowledge, then interventions may have 

to overcome such feelings of rightness in specific situations, or find other ways to update 

individuals’ general repertoires of scripts – for instance by means of organizing information 

meetings or training. In cases where undesired persistence is caused by individual failures to 

apply their background knowledge (which might in fact have been acquired through meetings 

or training), on the other hand, their feelings of rightness in connection with specific 

performances of routines may have to be increased so that their understandings become less 

susceptible to the cues in the environment associated with old action patterns. 

Altering the design of specific tasks could potentially contribute to decreased feelings 

of rightness and influence updates to mental models during performances of routines. 

Specifically, “the use of instructions requiring abstract or logical reasoning” (Evans, 2006, p 

382) matters for analytic processing. Schulman (1993), who studied routines in a nuclear 

plant, found that manipulating the context by continuing to shift tasks within the routine was 

good for keeping individuals alert (Levinthal and Rerup, 2006). In her study of investment 
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banks, Michel (2007) discovered that one bank achieved bottom-up change by designing 

routines that amplified rather than reduced workers’ perceptions of uncertainty. For instance, 

tasks were handed out based on availability rather than expertise, which prevented people 

from relying too much on heuristics when solving problems and forced them to consult each 

other. The result was a sort of seamless renewal of the banks’ work practices over time, 

contrasting numerous resource-consuming top-down changes in another bank that had 

designed its routines to reduce task uncertainty (Michel, 2007). 

Manipulating task framing (Tversky and Kahneman, 1985; Lindenberg, 2000) may be 

another key determinant of individuals’ degree of mental model update during routine tasks, 

due to framings’ potential influence on their analytical modes (Betsch and Held, 2012). The 

framing of tasks can impact modes via task motivation, which is an overlooked but 

nevertheless important influencing factor of whether processing will be driven by a search for 

new and accurate knowledge (referred to as epistemic rationality) or whether individuals will 

be driven by more primitive or instrumental goals (Evans, 2006, 2012, 2014; Evans and 

Stanovich, 2013a; Stanovich, 2013, 2014). Task motivation obviously depends on the task 

itself, but may be further influenced by the basic mind-set triggered by the task framing. 

Specifically, one may expect that undesired routine persistence stemming from individual 

failures to detach from background knowledge can be overcome by framing the tasks as open 

ended rather than as if there is one fixed solution. In the opposite case, where undesired 

routine persistence stems from a failure to apply relevant schematic knowledge, one might 

consider reframing tasks to reflect that only one behavioral option is feasible. For example, 

one can imagine that a copy editor will respond quite differently when a task is framed by 

means of a checklist, compared to an open ended framing asking him or her to check a 

manuscript. 

Several other factors can contribute to determine when a person will spend effort 

updating his or her basis for action as part of a routine, or whether she or he will rely on 

previous knowledge. First of all, available processing time matters (Evans, 2006; Kahneman, 

2011). An easy way to alter the degree to which new information is taken into account by 

individuals who already appropriate accurate knowledge would thus be manipulate task 

design in order to increase the required speed of performances and thus reduce the time 

available for analytically questioning. Examples of such routines can be found in an assembly 

line production environments, where the task design, artifacts, and other present actors 

waiting to enact their parts play a large role in limiting rethinking of what actions to perform 

and why. It is therefore likely that the situated mental models used as a basis for action in 
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such a setting largely resemble individuals’ abstract schematic understandings of how to 

perform. In a case where individuals at an assembly line would have to get used to new 

artifacts in order to foster a desired change of the routine, reducing the required speed of 

performances might therefore be critical allow the slack necessary to detach from and 

reconfigure their abstract understandings. 

Lastly, it must be noted that individuals differ in their processing capacity, processing 

style and processing preferences (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982; Neuberg, Judice, and West, 

1997; Epstein, 2003; Evans, 2011). Managers, for instance, have been characterized by four 

different types of cognitive styles, involving different degrees of analytic information 

processing (Hodgkinson and Clarke, 2007). Moreover, some decision-makers have been 

found to simply be better at identifying essential information and integrating it with what they 

already know (Woiceshyn, 2009), using both types of processing interchangeably in a 

spiraling process. Therefore, even between individuals with very similar schemata and 

procedural memories of routines, situation-specific mental models and subsequent 

performances of a routine may differ – as will the effect of specific interventions to cure 

undesired persistence of routines. 

 

 

Individual understandings and routine dynamics: A complex relation 

Routines are complex phenomena when analyzed at the collective level. Our proposed 

model highlights that routines become no less complex when considering the intra-individual 

processes that determines how they are understood and enacted. We therefore see it as 

critically important to resist the temptation of jumping to conclusions regarding the 

relationships between different individual modes of processing and outcomes at the collective 

performance level of the routine. One such conclusion could be to equate a lack of mental 

model update with stability of routines. Another would be to equate a high degree of update 

to change in routines over time. While this typology may hold true in many cases, we hope 

we have convincingly demonstrated that other combinations could also hold true in other 

specific situations. For instance, individuals could receive training that would update their 

abstract understandings of how to perform a routine. They could then re-enter the routine 

without spending any effort on rethinking the situation at hand, but still contribute to change 

of the routine rather than its persistence, if they applied their new and “pre-updated” 

schemata.  
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In summary, our proposed model and associated influencing factors suggest that the 

micro-level sources of undesired routine persistence depends on: 

 

 The general understanding individuals are likely to have of how and why to perform the 

specific routine (stored in schemata and memory). 

 The extent to which the routine-specific context provides cues that are likely to alter this 

general understanding at specific times and places (such as the type of tasks within the 

routine and the work environment, including other actors and artifacts).  

 The degree to which the individual is likely to analytically consider these cues during 

specific routine performances or not (for instance, the degree of time pressure, his or her 

processing preferences, and the type of motivation guiding his or her behavior).  

 

In essence, all of these elements hold potential for being deliberately influenced, but the 

final effect on a routine’s persistence is contingent on their interplay during specific 

performances of the routine at specific times and places.  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our offered model and theoretical arguments have illuminated and disentangle the micro-

processes involved in contributing to undesired routine persistence, thereby united seemingly 

conflicting explanations in the current literature. Specifically, we clarified that individuals 

can contribute to undesired routine persistence in two main ways; as a result of failures to 

apply the appropriate abstract knowledge to specific situations, or due to failures to detach 

from abstract knowledge in favor of situational knowledge. In the first case, individuals 

might dedicate a great deal of effort when carrying out the routine at specific times and 

places, but the effort will be directed toward understanding the situation at hand, which locks 

them into patterns that deviate from their abstract pre-held understandings of how work 

should be carried out. In the latter case, individuals might also dedicate effort when carrying 

out actions within routines, but the effort will be spent on trying to apply their abstract 

understandings of how work should be carried out to specific situations. In this case, 

individuals become blind to potential changes in the work environment that could have led to 

more variation and change given a higher reliance on situated cognition.  
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We will now further discuss some key implications related to the main aspects of our 

theoretical contribution; (i) the micro-level explanations for undesired routine persistence, (ii) 

the associated distinction between situation-specific and abstract understandings of routines 

and (iii) the specification of the key influencing factors of mental model generation and 

update.  

 

Undesired routine persistence from a micro-cognitive perspective. Our two offered 

explanations show how different received theories of routine persistence all hold some truth, 

despite their apparent differences. Under some circumstances, undesired persistence seems 

related to individuals being oriented toward the past rather than the future (Howard-

Grenville, 2005) and spending too little cognitive effort trying to rethink how to act (Wood et 

al. 2002). In other cases, the problem may rather be a too situated cognition, so to speak, 

which may lead to actions that deviate from their better-knowing abstract knowledge 

(Konlechner et al., 2016). In uniting these different explanations and detailing their boundary 

conditions, we support a view that stability, variation and change of routines can be explained 

by the interplay between a person’s general and abstract understanding, the cues given by the 

work environment, and his or her personal characteristics and motivation.  

          While the influence of individual agency on routines has been recognized for a long 

time (Feldman and Pentland, 2003), the role of cognition has to some extent faded into the 

background. At least for the purpose of this paper, we have brought cognition to the 

foreground again, without conflicting the notion of routines as dualities between structure and 

agency (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). According to our model, cognition is not only part of 

the routine as an abstract idea (the ostensive aspect). In fact, individuals’ situation-specific 

cognitive representations may significantly deviate from their schematic knowledge of how 

to carry out work when they seek to accomplish their tasks at specific times and places 

(performative aspect). This basic idea is not new in itself (Feldman and Pentland, 2003), but 

our elaboration of how and why situated understandings might differ paves the way for a 

deeper understanding of undesired routine persistence as well as routine dynamics in general. 

In addition to informing future work focused on routines, however, the model also 

compliments work on organizational path dependence and lock-in, where theorizing has 

predominantly been focused on the macro and meso level (Sydow and Kock, 2009). 

 

Situated versus general understandings. The offered concept of a mental model as a 

situation-specific understanding of routines is particularly helpful for distinguishing that part 
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of an individual understanding that is used as a basis for action within a routine at a specific 

time and place from those parts of an understanding that are more general and stable – such 

as schemata and memory. The introduction of the default interventionist dual process theory 

further helps understand how situated understandings are generated and potentially updated. 

This responds to work pointing out the lack of attention to information processing and human 

nature in the context of routines (Powell, Lovallo, and Fox, 2011; Winter, 2013; Pentland and 

Hærem, 2015). This can potentially clear up some misconceptions in the current literature. 

         For instance, the fact that authors have sometimes referred to routines as cognitive 

regularities and sometimes to activity regularities has been described as a major source of 

confusion (Becker, 2004). We add clarity by specifying situated mental models as the link 

explaining potential differences between schematic understandings of routines (cognitive 

regularities) and actions based on the mental models (activity regularities). The offered model 

adds precision to earlier work on situated cognition, which concluded that momentary 

interactions between schemata and contexts deserve more attention from researchers and 

managers alike (Elsbach, Barr, and Hargadon, 2005).  

 

Implications of our specification of the factors influencing situated understandings. As 

for the key factors influencing situated mental models, we have highlighted the roles of task 

design and task framing, as well as the importance of individual differences in processing 

styles and the motivations guiding them while performing a routine. We have thus paved the 

way for more fine-tuned attempts to influence routine dynamics compared to approaches that 

recommend pulling levers without considering the micro-level interplay between context, 

individual understandings, and cognitive or motivational factors (Pentland et al., 2012). In so 

doing, we have also added to recent theorizing that has focused on the importance of framing 

goals to orient peoples’ motivations toward joint production (Lindenberg and Foss, 2011; 

Foss and Lindenberg, 2013). Goal framing theory has not yet distinguished between general 

and specific individual understandings of work, but doing so could ass precision to the 

propositions about the impact of work design on motivation put forward by this theory. Our 

model therefore responds to calls for more knowledge about how routines can be utilized by 

managers who intentionally wish to shape them (Bucher and Langley, 2016; Nigam, Huising, 

and Golden, 2016) and advances the debate concerning the micro-constituents of 

organizational routines (Lindenberg and Foss, 2011; Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 2013; Foss and 

Lindenberg, 2013; Cohen, Levinthal, and Warglien, 2014), which is concerned with 
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upholding the practical relevance of routines theory (Abell, Felin, and Foss, 2008; Felin et al., 

2012; Felin, Foss, and Ployhart, 2015).  

From a broader strategic management perspective, Hodgkinson and Healey (2011) 

argued that “the fundamental capabilities of sensing, seizing, and transforming each require 

firms to harness the cognitive and emotional capacities of individuals and groups to blend 

effortful forms of analysis with the skilled utilization of less deliberative, intuitive processes” 

(p. 1500). By specifying how individual cognition interacts with other intra-individual as well 

as contextual factors to impact performances of routines, we have begun to specify how such 

capabilities may be harnessed from the bottom-up.  

 

 

Limitations and further research  

In our rather limited focus at the micro level of undesired routine persistence, we have 

reduced the basis for our own mental model generation and thus potentially overlooked 

alternative explanations. For instance, our framework has not in any detailed way addressed 

the potential role of artifacts, technology, and other non-human actors (D'Adderio, 2011) as 

mediators of individual information processing and situated mental models. A situated 

cognition approach to understand undesired routine persistence might become increasingly 

relevant as machines rather than human actors take over many work tasks. Cognizant actors 

might then become critical for spotting when there is a need for an alteration of a routine. 

Since a situated cognition approach suggests that the situation is superior for securing or 

preventing a cognizant enactment, the design of the routine itself may be a key to determine 

if a need or potential for an alternative enactment will be identified. We suggest further 

theorizing and not the least empirical research on how artifacts and non-human actors 

influence and are influenced by individuals’ situated versus abstract knowledge structures. 

Another limitation may be attributed to our applied theories of knowing and thinking, 

which some might feel gloss over concepts such as human rationality and logic. Even though 

we have accounted for how individuals acquire, store and process knowledge, future work 

might want to zoom in on the role of concept formation for mental model generation and 

assessment (see Woiceshyn, 2014). Future research should also look further into the 

relationship between individuals’ different emotional states, ways of processing information 

and propensities to change their actions as part of routines. Another task for future research is 

to further consider the role of cognitive biases for routine change. It will in that respect be 

critical to keep in mind that some biases are not necessarily attributable to one way of 
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processing information, but may depend on task instructions, task framing and emotional 

states as well (Evans and Stanovich, 2013a). 

As is evident from research on rational heuristics (Bingham and Eisenhardt, 2011), and 

as we make sure to highlight, analytic processing is not always likely to be better in the 

context of routines. Future research needs to provide empirical insights into the roles of 

different ways of processing information for the efficiency of routines. Psychometrically 

validated measures such as the Rational Experiential Inventory (Epstein et al., 1996) could be 

used along with recently developed situation-specific measures of processing styles (Novak 

and Hoffman, 2009). Yet another future research direction consist of elaborating how the 

generation, selection, and retention of situation-specific mental models relates to the 

influential evolutionary account of organizational routines and firm behavior (Nelson and 

Winter, 1982; Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004). Simulations could be used to build aggregation 

theory from evolutionary mechanisms at the individual level to selection, retention, and 

variation at the routine and organizational levels.  

Research on organizational and managerial cognition has brought about techniques to 

extract individual mental models and cognitive maps (Fiol and Huff, 1992; Huff and Jenkins, 

2002; Kaplan, 2011). Measurements of mental models right before and during a planned 

change of routines could advance theory on the role of situated understandings for routine 

dynamics. It would in this respect be important to pay attention to the likely differences 

between cognition measured at a time and in a context different from when and where the 

routine is performed (likely to reflect an abstract understanding), and measuring mental 

models during performances of routines (likely to reflect an extract of established knowledge, 

“mixed” by the specific situation). Attention should also be paid to the impact on time, task 

characteristics, task instructions, emotional states and motivation for influencing whether 

individuals will draw from their existing understandings during measurement or, in fact, 

update their understandings on the spot. Essentially, measuring situation-specific 

understandings of routines is likely to be difficult, and researchers should be willing to try out 

different techniques and compare their outcomes. 

Our framework certainly also invites for experimental and action-oriented research, 

inside and outside of artificial lab settings. Such work could strive toward demonstrating 

links between different processing styles, change of routines and actual performance 

outcomes over time. Moreover, future work should also discuss ethical issues that may arise 

as the practice of management increasingly utilizes insights from the field of psychology. 

Insight into individual cognition can be highly useful for crafting better strategies and 
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implementations, but work is needed to understand the potential ethical dilemmas that 

researchers and managers should consider when explicitly trying to influence how people 

think and choose.  

Practical implications 

For managers wishing to shape routines toward certain strategic goals, we essentially 

suggest a stepwise process to avoid designing interventions based on false assumptions: (i) 

consider the abstract understandings employees have of how and why to perform specific 

routines, (ii) consider to which degree the routine-specific context provides cues that are 

likely to alter these understandings at specific times and places (such as the type of tasks 

within the routine and the work environment, including other actors and artifacts), and (iii) 

consider the degree to which an employee is likely to analytically consider these cues during 

specific routine performances (for instance, the degree of time pressure, his or her processing 

preferences, and the type of rationality guiding his or her behavior). Managerial awareness of 

the interplay between situated understandings and more abstract and generalizable knowledge 

structures is a first step not only in managing employee understandings of routines, but also 

for questioning one’s own assumptions when seeking to align performances with goals.  

CONCLUSION 

Undesired routine persistence can happen as a result of individuals’ failures to apply the 

appropriate abstract knowledge to specific situations or due to failures to detach from abstract 

knowledge in favor of situational knowledge. Importantly, both types of failure may involve 

significant effort. Relying on insights from cognitive psychology, we argued that the cure for 

undesired routine persistence depends on the cognitive mechanism at play and highlighted 

task framing and task design as key explanatory factors. We advanced routines theory by 

relating individual understandings to both the abstract and specific aspects of routines. By 

clarifying the importance of distinguishing between relatively stable and abstract individual 

understandings of routines and those understandings that are used as a basis for action at 

specific times and places, we have paved the way for more theoretical and empirical work on 

how routines come to be enacted and how to deliberately change them.  
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ABSTRACT: As firms with different backgrounds increasingly join forces to transfer routines 

from the context of one firm to the other, there is a need to understand how such efforts can be 

jointly coordinated over time. Attending to the lack of theory of the drivers of cross-corporate 

routine transfer, the present paper offers an empirically based account of the key dynamics at play. 

The paper finds that even though firms share a goal of engaging in joint transfer and transformation, 

they may approach transferring work differently and emphasize embedding routines in technology, 

embodying routines in knowledge or enacting routines in practice to different degrees. The paper 

demonstrates the critical role of transferring agents’ understandings and actions for resolving such 

differences over time. The paper contributes to routines theory by illuminating how routines are 

embedded in a firms’ history as well as how uses of the history of another firm can be helpful 

during routine transfer. Additionally, the paper informs current discussions concerned with the 

micro-foundations of inter-firm collaboration and competition.  

Key words: Organizational routines, routine transfer, coopetition, transferring agents, multinationals 
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INTRODUCTION 

Routines, defined as repetitive, recognizable patterns of interdependent actions carried out by 

multiple actors (Feldman and Pentland, 2003), are important for understanding organizational 

renewal and change (Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; Feldman, Pentland, D’Adderio, & Lazaric, 

2016). Moreover, as reflected by their associated artifacts and procedures, routines are seen as 

critical coordinating and control mechanisms (Cyert and March, 1963; Becker, 2004), repositories 

of knowledge (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Nelson & Sidney, 1982) and thus also central sources of 

firms’ competitive advantage (Grant, 1991; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997; Vogel & Hansen, 2011).  

To facilitate learning and change, corporations may have an interest in transferring routines 

across contexts (Argote, 2012; D’Adderio, 2014; Winter & Szulanski, 2001). However, as 

corporations increasingly join forces with their rivals to collaboratively renew their resources 

(Bouncken, Gast, Kraus, & Bogers, 2015; Dagnino, 2012; Luo, 2004), it is pressing to understand 

also how routine transfer and transformation can be jointly accomplished across firms. The current 

literature on routine transfer, however, has predominantly focused on routine integration within sole 

organizations (Bertels, Howard-Grenville, & Pek, 2016; Canato, Ravasi, & Phillips, 2013; 

Lindkvist, Bengtsson, Svensson, & Wahlstedt, 2016) or routine replication between units or 

franchises that share the same parent or owner (Argote & Darr, 2000; D’Adderio, 2014; Winter & 

Szulanski, 2001). Nonetheless, there is growing evidence that inter- and intra-organizational 

transferring processes are distinct (Easterby‐Smith, Lyles, & Tsang, 2008). For example, 

coordinating transfer might be easier within the boundaries of a single firm or conglomerate, since 

they share cultural norms and histories. Moreover, routines theory tells us that there is no routine 

separate from the multiple enactments of it (Feldman and Pentland, 2003) and that routines are 

highly embedded in context (Howard-Grenville, 2005). When two corporations share only a 

minimum of context and history, one might wonder how it is at all possible to transfer a routine. 

In this paper, I attend to the lack of theory of the drivers of cross-corporate routine transfer 

and offer an account of the key dynamics at play. I focus particularly on the role of agents at the 

operative level for collaboratively coordinating separate firms’ joint transferring work, including the 

tensions that may arise between agents employed in the different firms. Focusing on coordination is 

relevant since operative agents have a large influence on which aspects of a new routine that will be 

integrated into the receiving firm (Bertels et al., 2016; Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Moreover, most 

transferring work is bound to evolve toward some level of transformation as well (Burg, Berends, & 
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Raaij, 2014; Friesl & Larty, 2013; Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000). In cross-corporate settings, joint 

coordination may be critical for transfer and transformation, since one firm alone may struggle to 

access and make sense of the knowledge embedded in the others employees, technology and 

structures (Carlile, 2002; Darr, Argote, & Epple, 1995; Hamel, 1991; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).  

Joint involvement in coordinating transfers is associated with a number of challenges. 

Work on knowledge transfer suggests that differing motivations and incentives may lead one or 

both firms to withdraw effort and commitment to transfer (Burg et al., 2014; Gnyawali & Park, 

2011; Loebbecke & Angehrn, 2011). Moreover, work on cross-corporate technology transfer 

suggests that bridging knowledge bases will be particularly pertinent due to a distance between the 

firms’ social norms (Battistella, De Toni, & Pillon, 2015; Cummings & Teng, 2003; Kostova, 

1999). When separate firms join forces to transfer, they are competing alongside their collaborative 

activities, which makes tensions and conflicts are even more likely to arise (Dagnino, 2012; 

Loebbecke & Angehrn, 2011). To inform the topic of how cross-corporate routine transfer can be 

achieved, the present paper therefore addresses the following research question: How is work to 

ensure an inter-organizational transfer of routines coordinated and accomplished over time? 

To address this question, I draw from a process study (Langley, 1999) of a complex routine 

transfer between two large multinational corporations in the food industry. The two firms carried 

out joint work to transfer a number of quality control- and production routines from the home 

environment of one firm to the home environment of the other. During more than three years, I 

traced the work carried out by agents working in a cross-organizational unit responsible for 

facilitating the transfer. I also kept track of influencing contextual factors beyond their control, at 

the corporate and industry levels. I developed an account of how the firms, seen primarily through 

the actions and rationales of the transferring agents, coordinated their work over time. My analysis 

highlighted how the firms emphasized transferring different parts of routines. One firm focused on 

practically demonstrating actions, while the other was more concerned with translating artifacts.  

Over time, I noticed that the firms’ different interpretations of what was to be transferred, 

and how, converged. This convergence, I show, was driven by transferring agents’ increased 

awareness of the firms’ differing histories, which amplified their capacity to innovate current ways 

of working. Importantly, their growing historical awareness seemed to be spurred by emergent 

environmental changes in the transfer environment. After presenting the main findings, which were 

informed by theoretical lenses concerned with schemata (Rerup & Feldman, 2011), organizational 
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culture (Cooke & Rousseau, 1988; Schein, 2010) and firms’ analytic versus synthetic knowledge 

bases (Asheim & Coenen, 2005; Asheim, Ebersberger, & Herstad, 2012) I utilize a ‘double iceberg’ 

analogy to sketch out a model of the dynamics of cross-corporate routine transfer. I chose this 

analogy because the transferring agents strongly identified with it, apparent from the data. 

While the papers’ findings may be relevant across several research streams studying 

transfer and transformation, it mainly contributes to theory on routines (Feldman et al., 2016) and 

routines transfer and transformation (D'Adderio, Feldman, & Jarzabkowski, 2016). First, it suggests 

a key driver of routine transfer and transformation across organizations with different ownership, 

namely a mixing of history and emergence enabled by the coordinating operative agents 

representing both firms. This insight is important given the lack of previous empirical evidence 

concerning the dynamics of cross-corporate routine transfer. Second, the paper pinpoints the critical 

role of a firms’ culture and knowledge base for influencing actors’ emphasis on transferring 

different aspects of routines. Adding to current conceptualizations of history as simply being past 

performances of a particular routine (Pentland, Feldman, Becker, & Liu, 2012) this paper draws 

attention to how and why the history also of the firm where it has been or will be performed 

influences selection, variation and retention of performances. A third contribution of the paper is 

directed toward current discussions in behavioral strategy (Powell, Lovallo, & Fox, 2011), and 

more specifically through which mechanisms simultaneous collaboration and competition may help 

firms gain competitive advantage (Dagnino, 2012; Luo, 2004). The latter literature has to date 

largely ignored the day-to-day execution carried out by lower-level managers (Dorn, Schweiger, & 

Albers, 2016), lacks studies based on real-time-collected data (Bengtsson, Kock, Lundgren-

Henriksson, & Näsholm, 2016) and is in need of better explanations for the potential links to 

innovation (Barney, Dagnino, Della Corte, & Tsang, 2016). The present papers’ findings 

concerning the critical role of transferring agents at the operative level for re-inventing top 

managements’ transferring plans through action, may help advance such research.  

The paper proceeds as follows. I present the key theoretical lenses that informed the data 

analysis. Thereafter, I introduce the case setting and research methods. I then present the theoretical 

categories along three key domains illuminated by my data: the domain of action, the domain of 

understanding and the domain of history. I then summarize the key theoretical insights and visually 

illustrate the complexity in the data. I then discuss the contribution to current theory, address 

limitations and ideas for future research before I conclude the paper. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Studying transfer with a focus on routines differs from studying knowledge transfer or technology 

in two main ways. First, with some notable exceptions regarding knowledge transfer (Burg et al., 

2014; Szulanski, 2000; Szulanski, Ringov, & Jensen, 2016) work on routine transfer has more 

explicitly recognized the necessity of time for replicating and redesigning causally ambiguous 

customs (D’Adderio, 2014; Winter & Szulanski, 2001). Second, a perspective of routine transfer 

arguably secures that ‘the whole’ of what is to be transferred is taken into account to a greater 

extent than in much literature focused predominantly on transferring technology and knowledge, 

which are part of routines but cannot fully explain them (Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; Pentland & 

Feldman, 2008). In technology transfer, for instance, new practices may be expected to develop as a 

result of the transfer (Howells, 1996) but are not explicitly subject to be transferred. In routine 

transfer, knowledge, technology and practices are seen as inter-related (Winter & Szulanski, 2001). 

Routines can be seen as repositories of knowledge (Argote & Darr, 2000) that can be 

embedded in technological equipment and written procedures. Individual actors are nevertheless 

central for influencing routines through their agency (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). They embody 

knowledge, too, by storing it in their procedural and transactive memories (Cohen & Bacdayan, 

1994; Cummings & Teng, 2003; Darr et al., 1995; Miller, Choi, & Pentland, 2014). Ultimately, 

however, both knowledge and technology is embedded in practice (Carlile, 2002). Routines are 

therefore first brought to life when multiple actors translate the ostensive part of a routine – that is, 

the routine as it is abstractedly understood and articulated in light of past performances (Pentland & 

Feldman, 2005; Pentland et al., 2012) - into actual practices (Feldman et al., 2016). Transferring 

patents and data will therefore not suffice when the aim is to transfer routines, although their 

associated artifacts will influence actors’ understandings and actions at specific times and places 

(D'Adderio, 2011; D’Adderio, 2008).  

 

Routine transfer and transformation: Current foundations 

If routines as practices are to be successfully replicated across contexts, it may seem like a good 

idea to copy exactly all the elements associated with the routine in its’ original context and ensure 

that those elements are brought together in the new context as well (Terwiesch & Xu, 2004). In 

practice, however, such an approach will quickly lead to the realization that some translation, or 

even transformation, of the routine must take place in order to achieve the results it produced in its’ 
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original context (Bertels et al., 2016; Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000; Gupta, Hoopes, & Knott, 2015). 

This is because transferring work will span boundaries involving different actors, interpretations 

and physical conditions (Carlile, 2002). Even though artifacts and standard operating procedures 

may be fairly easy to reproduce, the individuals making sense of them will be different, as will the 

specific work environment in which they carry out their performances (Knott, 2003). Moreover, due 

to the emergent aspect of change (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; Weick, 2000), a routine that is copied at 

one point in time will keep evolving in the ‘old’ context, leaving the new context with an 

increasingly different template that may no longer match the present needs of the target 

organization and context. It might therefore be critical to properly coordinate the transfer to make 

sure align it stays aligned with the strategic goals of the firms involved. 

Essentially, the complexity and socio-materiality of routines (Orlikowski, 2007) may be 

what makes them hard to imitate and valuable for business in the first place. In relation to 

coordinating a purposeful routine transfer, however, it may result in a so-called replication dilemma 

(D’Adderio, 2014); a need to balance routine alignment and routine improvement to make sure that 

practices from one setting will stick and remain relevant in the new context with new people 

involved (Friesl & Larty, 2013; Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000; Winter & Szulanski, 2001). Current 

studies on transfer and transformation within the boundaries of single firms have indicated that 

coordinating agents strive to solve the replication dilemma by alternating between replication and 

recreation over time (D’Adderio, 2014), and by molding artifacts and expectations (Bertels et al., 

2016). The latter led lower level employees to create workaround practices that either supported the 

espoused routine or prepared for its’ collapse. Routines to be transferred may therefore be shaped 

by the receiving organization, but can also shape organizational culture over time. In a case where a 

new routine had a low fit with the pre-existing organizational culture, both the routine to be 

integrated as well as the cultural repertoires of the agents performing it have been shown to change 

over time (Canato et al., 2013).  

Current empirical work on routine transfer and transformation thus reflects that routines 

subject to transfer are likely to be used as guides more than a recipes by operative and coordinating 

agents. A study of the transition to an agile software development routine in the telecom company 

Ericsson reflects the latter insight, in that the integration process was likened to a journey toward a 

pre-determined end destination, where the details of how to get there had to be discovered along the 

way (Lindkvist et al., 2016).  
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Transferring work in cross-corporate settings: some likely challenges 

There is little empirical evidence of how routine transfer is collaboratively accomplished between 

firms, rather than resolved by actors in a single firm (D'Adderio et al., 2016). This is unfortunate, 

given the increased attention to inter-firm collaboration in other research concerned with knowledge 

exchange and collaboration (Battistella et al., 2015; Bouncken et al., 2015; Loebbecke & Angehrn, 

2011). A recent conceptual review on the topic of routine replication, however, suggests that cross-

corporate routine transfer may bring about specific coordination challenges due to the misalignment 

of practice that is bound to take place when two firms seek to apply what they know to realize a 

transfer (Friesl & Larty, 2013). The purposeful efforts by actors to direct routine performances 

towards their intended outcomes has been labelled “routine work” (Deken, Carlile, Berends, & 

Lauche, 2016). In the context of routine transfer, one may more explicitly speak of transferring 

work; the purposeful efforts by actors to substitute or renew current routine performances in a target 

context informed by existing routine performances in a source context. The key question remains, 

however; how one can expect routine coordination to be influenced by a cross-corporate 

transferring context?  

Current literature on technology transfer, knowledge transfer and inter-firm collaboration 

and competition provides some preliminary ideas of the mechanisms at play, but not empirical 

evidence. Coordinating agents are nevertheless assumed to play a key role as gatekeepers, brokers, 

trainers or testers during cross-corporate technology transfer (Howells, 2006). While some level of 

physical and contextual distance will be present in all cases of transfer (Szulanski, 1996), the 

distance is predicted to be greater among independent firms with regard to the type of 

organizational knowledge base. The latter refers to the degree the transferring parties possess a 

similar type of knowledge (Battistella et al., 2015; Cummings & Teng, 2003), which is seen as 

necessary for the successful transfer of routines’ meaning and value in addition to knowledge per se 

(Kostova, 1999). Firms’ distance with regard to knowledge base can thus be seen as a skills gap that 

can impede learning during transfer (Hamel, 1991; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), which will worsen 

trust, communication and the consistency of administrative controls (Battistella et al., 2015; Carlile, 

2002). Moreover, work on inter-organizational knowledge transfer suggests that transferring agents’ 

different future oriented frames of the result of the transfer as either an opportunity or a threat may 

motivate them to either effectuate or reduce transferring activities at different points in time (Burg 

et al., 2014).  
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Work on collaboration between business competitors – so called coopetition (Bengtsson et 

al., 2016; Loebecke, Van Fenema, & Powell, 1999; Nalebuff, Brandenburger, & Maulana, 1996; 

Ritala, 2012) - has only recently moved beyond highlighting enabling or constraining factors (Dahl, 

Kock, & Lundgren-Henriksson, 2016; Tidström & Rajala, 2016) and does not explicitly refer to 

routine transfer. Nevertheless, there is growing awareness in this literature that a key management 

challenge in coopetitive settings is the collaborating and competing parties different motivations 

and incentives for participation (Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Loebbecke & Angehrn, 2011). Achieving 

appropriate coordination and control mechanisms in relation to coopetitive work is thus crucial 

(Dahl et al., 2016; Lundgren-Henriksson & Kock, 2016; Luo, 2004). Thus far, however, the 

literature on coopetition has largely ignored coordination challenges at the operative level (Dorn et 

al., 2016), and the jury is still out regarding the relationship between coopetition and potential 

innovation gains (Barney et al., 2016).  

 

Motivation for empirical process research 

In summary, transferring routines between firms with different ownerships may be even more 

difficult than routine transfer and transformation orchestrated by, or within, single organizations. 

While recent work has highlighted the need to further study how one organization makes use of 

another’s routines and brings them to life (Bertels et al., 2016), studying the specific efforts of 

coordinating agents from both firms’ involved in cross-corporate routine transfer will further 

advance theory on routine transfer and transformation. No studies have thus far mapped out how 

routine transfer is jointly coordinated over time by actors in different firms, leaving an opportunity 

for theory building.  
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EMPIRICAL SETTING, METHODS & ANALYSIS 

I conducted a process study of two large multinational corporations in the food industry and their 

efforts to transfer a system of quality control routines from the one firm (referred to as FarmCo) to 

the other firm (referred to as FoodCo). A process design is ideal for building theory about cross-

corporate knowledge transfer because it provides an opportunity to grasp relevant actions and 

motives of key actors over time through qualitative procedures (Langley, 1999; Locke, 2001) 

without losing sight of contextual influencing factors. Both the corporations were featured on the 

list of the worlds’ top 20 producers within their trade, operated across borders and in partly 

overlapping markets. They had their home base in different parts of the world and had been doing 

business independently of one another for most of their history. Due to the great geographical 

distance between the firms and the different maturities of their home markets, this case can be seen 

as particularly informative for illuminating cross-corporate routine transfer under extreme 

conditions (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Yin, 1994) where each party has limited access to the others’ know-

how. At the same time, the case may have the potential to illuminate challenges relevant for intra-

organizational transferring work as well, as long as the boundary conditions are taken into account. 

 

Case background 

The following reflects the backdrop against which I started my data collection. For some years, the 

demand for foreign products had been increasing in Asian markets, while the trustworthiness 

attributed to local products had decreased due to national food scandals (Pei et al., 2011). The Asian 

market was generally considered to be attractive for foreign producers, and the Europe based 

multinational FarmCo was interested in acquiring knowledge about how to best capitalize on their 

brand value when sourcing their products. The Asia-based FoodCo, on the other hand, could benefit 

from implementing some of the quality management practices that for long had provided FarmCo 

and other European companies with a competitive advantage. While FarmCo and FoodCo had 

previously experimented with various types of collaboration, their interaction was intensified when 

a formal agreement was signed to transfer a quality control system from the home environment of 

FarmCo and implement it among FoodCo and their key suppliers. The transferring agreement 

emphasized that the system and the associated routines would be put to use at a model farm and 

then further disseminated to other selected supply sites, enforced by quality controllers who were to 

be trained for this purpose. To ensure coordination of the transfer in practice, the two firms agreed 
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to establish a center of expertise for which they would each cover the administrative costs. The 

transferring agents working together in the center, who were important sources of data in this study, 

were thus employed in their ‘home’ companies FoodCo and FarmCo, reported to different superiors 

and were thus guided partly by different corporate strategic motives. In other words, they were 

simultaneously collaborating and competing, as were their respective firms. Since FarmCo and 

FoodCo were pursuing their own separate strategies and were also competing in many ways, each 

transfer activity had to be negotiated project-by-project. The initial time-frame for the 

implementation of the control system was originally about a year from when the project agreement 

was signed. As will be addressed later, however, this time-frame changed during the course of data 

collection.  

 

Data collection methods 

Active data collection took place during a period of three years, primarily by means of ethnographic 

methods (O'Reilly, 2012) such as non-participant observation, shadowing (McDonald, 2005) semi-

structured interviews and documentary review reflecting the ongoing work. I started data collection 

around the same time as the center with the transferring agents from both corporations was being set 

up, a few months after the transfer agreement concerning the control system had been signed. I kept 

track of the data by means of field notes, photographs, short videos, sound recordings and at times 

drawings made by interviewees and informants. I also collected retrospective data to provide an 

overview of the broad history and key characteristics of each corporation, and of their previous 

coopetitive activities. I triangulated the interview and observational data with other data from other 

sources (Jick, 1979; Strauss, 1987) such as meeting minutes from the center of expertise, annual 

reports and copies of internal presentations. I was also granted access to reports prepared by hired 

consultants in connection with the transfer. I conducted independent searches for news articles and 

industry reports to gain a balanced representation of the companies’ histories and the industrial 

environment. Table 1 provides an overview of the main sources of data and how they were utilized 

in the analysis related to this paper (see also list of informants in Appendix 1). 
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Table 1: Overview of data sources 

Source of 
data 

Type of data Use in the analysis 

Observations Field notes (appr. 400 pages), recordings (appr. 20 hours), 
photos (appr. 200) and short videos (4) collected during 
seven research trips to the home environment of FoodCo 
(Asia) during the course of three years, and during seven 
meetings and other events in the home environment of 
FarmCo (Europe).  

Inform the process of 
cross-corporate routine 
transfer 

Interviews Unstructured (more than 20) and semi-structured 
interviews (14) conducted in connection with observations 
and via telecom. The main informants were three 
transferring agents from FarmCo and three transferring 
agents from FoodCo, but more than 100 individuals 
whereof around 60 worked at Asian raw milk farms 
contributed to inform the study. See list of key informants 
to get an idea of the scope. 

Inform the process of 
cross-corporate routine 
transfer, clarify ambiguous 
observations 

Public 
documents 

Web articles (19) and industry reports (5) about the 
collaboration between FarmCo and FoodCo, about their 
histories and about the industry development 

Triangulate data on the 
process of cross-corporate 
routine transfer, detail the 
history of each firm 

Internal 
documents 

Charter and agreement on transfer (2), documents about 
the quality control system (3), expert reports and 
presentations (6), slides from internal meetings and 
strategy workshops (6), internal meeting minutes (16) 

Triangulate data on the 
process of cross-corporate 
routine transfer 

Anonymous 
questionnaire 

10 item explorative questionnaire sent out to 42 FoodCo 
employees (including the transferring agents) in 
connection with a workshop on stakeholder management. 
The most important items included open questions about 
the perceived purpose of the transferring work, who could 
benefit from the work and why they could benefit. 

Triangulate data on the 
process of cross-corporate 
routine transfer, 
specifically related to the 
transferring schemata in 
use 

 

The data collection started out as a highly open inquiry, originally motivated by exploring the role 

of employee participation for enabling or constraining the desired change of routines at key 

production sites. Guided by this initial research idea, I focused on tracing the key activities carried 

out related to the transfer, along with how these activities were rationalized by the people involved. 

I also kept track of key emerging changes in the transfer environment. As the data collection 

proceeded, FarmCo and FoodCo’s original plans for how to carry out the transfer were first 

postponed and then substantially revised. Therefore, my initial idea of tracking the broad 

implementation of the quality control system became difficult to realize. I thus shifted the focus to 

more explicitly concern the work carried out by the transferring agents in the center, as I recognized 
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them as intermediates between the transfer-related plans and the realized new routines. It seemed 

that the transferring agents were actually developing and negotiating their own routines as a result 

of the transferring work as well. These routines were influenced by their perceptions of the 

emerging context, but also by coopetitive dynamics between FoodCo and FarmCo. I reasoned that a 

processual approach was suitable for the new research objective, as it would help further 

uncovering the interplay of the actions and motives of agents and the evolving structures 

surrounding them (Burg et al., 2014; Giddens, 1984). 

I carried out seven research trips (covering a total of 91 days), spread out over three years, 

to the location of the transferring center, to key sites supplying raw milk to FoodCo and to the 

headquarter of FoodCo in Asia. I spent this time doing observation based field work as well as 

unstructured interviews. I also distributed some key questions to be answered anonymously in 

connection with an internal workshop in FoodCo to capture potential issues that the informants 

were less comfortable sharing face to face. I eventually also started on-site coding of the field notes 

and interview recordings (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). I made separate notes with ideas for 

new theoretical lenses to consider and other preliminary interpretations of the data. As part of my 

efforts to gain a deep understanding of the case, I shadowed quality inspectors working in FoodCo 

as they visited key supply sites, conducted interviews with farm managers and farm employees, and 

carried out observations and interviews inside dairy production facilities. During the course of my 

study I interacted with more than 100 blue collar and white collar workers in FoodCo and FarmCo. 

I structured my data collection trips around a few scheduled meetings with the transferring agents, 

but capitalized on opportunities for additional data collection as they were offered along the way.  

In addition to the data collected in Asia, I participated in meetings and other activities with 

the transferring agents when they visited the home environment of FarmCo in Europe. For instance, 

I followed them on a visit to an exemplary farm and participated with them in a ‘culture training’ 

facilitated by an independent expert. Moreover, I kept regularly in touch with transferring agents 

from both FarmCo and FoodCo by use of social media and telecommunication applications. For the 

interviews carried out via telecom I used a semi-structured approach, where I used previous field 

notes as interview guides reminding me to follow up on key issues I had observed more directly 

during my trips. I would typically ask about the status of an issue, and then let the transferring agent 

talk freely. I would eventually ask open ended follow-up questions to get further insight into his or 

her rationale. 
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Data analysis 

Except for the preliminary coding, which started a few months into the active data collection period, 

I refrained from further analysis until around two years into the data collection process. I had then 

focused my attention primarily on the actions and interpretations of the team of transferring agents. 

Based on my data and through interviews with the lead transferring agents from both FoodCo and 

FarmCo, I started developing a timeline of the activities and events that had occurred during the 

period of transferring work (see a simplified version in Figure 1). The purpose of this analytical step 

was to develop a basic understanding of how the transferring work, as well as other key events 

influencing the work, had unfolded. I kept adding to this timeline during the last year of the data 

collection and communicated it via email in order to get verifying comments from the transferring 

agents. Most of the key informants could be communicated with in English. All recordings where a 

translator had been used were transcribed be a native speaker and then translated again to English, 

to minimize errors.  

 As I worked with the timeline, it became evident that the firms, represented by the 

transferring agents, prioritized different activities at different points in time during the transfer. 

During the second step of the data analysis I went back to my field notes and interview transcripts 

and continued to code them. This time I focused more specifically on identifying key transferring 

actions as well as rationales for those actions given by the transferring agents in the two firms. As 

potential patterns in the observations emerged, I started going back and forth between data and 

theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) in a more active search for appropriate theoretical interpretations 

than had been the case during the on-site coding of field notes. Finally, I grouped the theoretical 

observations into second-order themes (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013). I discussed these themes 

with colleagues, in order to challenge my own assumptions. I also went back to old field notes and 

recordings in search of information that challenged the current interpretation. One of the key 

realizations coming out of these efforts, was that my findings reflected two levels of analysis; the 

firm or executive level, and the level of the transferring agents. While I had initially planned to 

theorize about the firm level through using data on the actions and interpretations of the transferring 

agents, I realized that there were important interactions going on between the transferring agents 

from FoodCo and FarmCo and their respective larger organizations. In order to theoretically capture 

this interplay, I therefore made sure to conceptually distinguish between the corporate level and the 

agent/group level when writing about the theoretical categories (see an overview of the coding 

procedure with exemplary observations and the theoretical categories in Appendix 2).  
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I wrote narratives about the role of each theoretical category over time to guide further data 

analysis and pinpoint leaps of progress. Drawing on the data, I then used an iceberg analogy to 

visually represent the interplay between the different categories across the two firms. The analogy 

was selected based on observations from the case and was considered as a useful canvas for 

illustrating the categories and the relationships between them. 

 

Figure 1: A simplified timeline of the transferring work 
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FINDINGS 

While the transferring work started out based on a signed agreement between FarmCo and FoodCo, 

I observed that the actual transferring practices differed from what had been agreed on paper. 

Importantly, I observed some key tensions in how the two firms approached what was to be 

transferred. Specifically, I identified three main patterns of bringing the initial transferring 

agreement to life. The first was focused on transferring the artifacts associated with the new desired 

routines, the second was associated with transferring knowledge about how to carry out the 

routines, and the third was associated with transferring routine performances, or more specifically; 

securing that actual new performances were carried out. I observed that the transferring agents in 

FoodCo started out focusing particularly on artifacts, while the FarmCo agents focused 

predominantly on securing the enactment of new routine performances. Over time, however, the 

two firms’ approaches converged to include all the three aspects of routine transfer, but with a 

primary emphasis on transferring routines by means of embodying the knowledge in people.  

Through my analysis I identified how the synthesizing of the different approaches to 

transfer was enabled by two critical leaps of progress at separate points in time. These leaps were 

essentially enabled by the interplay between (i) the transferring agents’ actions, (ii) their 

understandings of the transfer environment and (iii) their use of history when crafting new 

transferring performances as responses to emergent environmental changes. The first leap of 

progress concerned a re-configuration of the transfer related actions. Each firms made separate re-

configurations informed by the change unfolding in the transfer environment and used their own 

histories to come up with new ideas. The second leap of progress was also concerned with re-

configuring transfer related actions, and was informed by the change unfolding in the transfer 

environment, too. However, this leap was to a larger extent enabled by each firm using the other 

firms’ history to inform their own understandings and actions.  

Five sets of theoretical categories informed these insights (See Appendix 2). I attribute 

them to three different domains of transferring work; the domain of action, the domain of 

understanding, and the domain of history. I now introduce the theoretical categories before 

summarizing the dynamics through which they produced leaps of progress. I then visually illustrate 

the findings in a ‘double iceberg model’, motivated by the data, and use the model to further 

theorize on the underlying mechanisms of transferring work. 
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The domain of action 

The domain of action is represented by the categories of ‘transferring practices / transferring 

performances’ and ‘corporate strategizing/task (re)-prioritization’. Transferring practices concern 

the patterns of transfer related actions that can be recognized over time at the level of each firm, and 

transferring performances concern specific actions carried out by specific transferring agents at 

specific times and places (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Corporate strategizing concerns strategic 

discussions and decisions responding to changes in the transfer environment, anchored with top 

management in FoodCo and FarmCo. Task (re)prioritization concerns adjustments made at the level 

of transferring agents as a result of corporate strategizing and learning during transferring work. 

 

Transferring practices / transferring performances 

The transferring practices were guided towards transferring artifacts such as written procedures and 

manuals, transferring knowledge about how and why to perform routines, and transferring the 

specific actions associated with routines. Effort was spent to identify documents describing the 

content of the quality control system and to translate and adjust those documents by means of 

involving local stakeholders. Moreover, a so-called gap analysis was conducted by sending experts 

from the context of FarmCo to selected farms in the context of FoodCo, in order to determine the 

differences between the existing and desired new routines. One of the large-scale farms supplying 

raw milk to FoodCo was singled out as a model farm, based on an idea of implementing the quality 

control system as a best practice case. Finally, the transferring firms designed and conducted 

training activities and other practical demonstrations among FoodCo employees. Such activities 

took place to a limited extent on the model farm, which was tied to FoodCo via direct ownership, 

and predominantly on other selected farms tied to FoodCo via long term contracts.  

I identified that transferring agents in the center of expertise carried out transferring 

performances concerned with (i) embedding routines (in artifacts), (ii) embodying routines (in 

people) and (iii) enacting routines (in practice). The embedding of routines consisted of specific 

efforts – for instance the calling and conduction of meetings - to coordinate the translating, 

recreating and finally the printing of standard operating procedures (SOPs) into posters and 

booklets to be used at the model farm and selected other farms supplying raw milk to FoodCo. The 

transferring agents from FoodCo took the lead regarding this work, which started during the first 
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year and progressed toward a final printing of the procedures during the third year. Managers at the 

model farm were important for progressing with the SOP translation, but the work developed to 

include around 70 local experts from universities and industry associations - in addition to other 

large-scale farms. The embodying of routines consisted of specific training activities – including 

recruiting participants and drafting of the content - to teach FoodCo employees and farm site 

practitioners about the new desired ways of working. Transferring agents from FoodCo were active 

in recruiting participants and taking care of practical arrangements in relation to the training, while 

people from FarmCo took the lead in planning and providing the content. The enactment of routines 

was concerned with directly influencing the current practices that were subject to change. In 

connection with their farm visits as part of performing the gap analysis, for instance, experts 

pointed out shortcomings in ways of working. A practitioner from the setting of FarmCo worked 

with selected farms for a longer period of time to facilitate enactment of new routines. Moreover, 

some of the training activities were carried out on the farms to ensure practical enactment of 

routines in addition to transmission of theoretical knowledge. 

Generally, the FarmCo agents pushed for a practically oriented training. The FoodCo 

agents were more oriented toward classroom based teaching. In the words of a FarmCo transferring 

agent, the “wrong participants” were recruited from the beginning, in the sense that they were not 

normally engaged with practical work and would have a little chance of implementing what they 

had learned (FarmCo transferring agent b). During the third year of transferring work, however, 

FarmCo and FoodCo had redesigned the training several times and focused their attention on a 

different group of FoodCo employees who to a larger extent would be able to influence farm 

practices through their work. This final version of the training was split between theoretical 

classroom-based teaching and practical demonstration of the desired new routines out on the farm 

production sites – in order to equip the trainees to facilitate further implementation of the desired 

new routines. Moreover, diplomas and written exams had been developed in order to provide 

participants with proof of their updated expertise as well as to document the progress of the 

transferring work. 

 

Corporate strategizing/task (re)prioritization 

The theoretical category of ‘corporate strategizing / task (re)prioritization’ helped understand the 

chain of events leading to the first leap of progress during the transferring work. Around a year after 
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the center of expertise had been set up, the report from the so-called gap analysis was delivered. 

Essentially, the consultant who had been in charge of the analysis suggested to reframe the quality 

control system into an advisory system. The reason for this recommended switch was some key 

challenges observed by the experts who visited farms in the Asian business environment. For 

instance, it was challenging to motivate managers and workers to change their current ways. An 

expert told me that they had pointed out several critical shortcomings, but that their advice had not 

led to change of the current routines (FarmCo transferring expert a). Moreover, the current market 

conditions made it challenging for FoodCo to address such issues by means of enforcing strict 

standards, since a current undersupply of raw milk left many farms with a high bargaining power. In 

the words of an anonymous transferring agent, many farm managers were occupied with 

maximizing supply in the short term and “not interested in making investments” (FoodCo 

questionnaire). FarmCo and FoodCo therefore reformulated their transfer agreement to concern a 

transfer of a version of the quality control system to the farms controlled by FoodCo via direct 

ownership, and to transfer a quality advisory system for the rest of the many farm suppliers. In 

essence, this would require a higher focus on motivating those subject to the new routines than had 

been necessary in a system governed by strict standards.  

The transferring agents in FarmCo got together in their home environment and crafted a 

strategy of alternative transferring performances to comply with the recommendations from the gap 

analysis. Their work was described as going “uphill” (FarmCo transferring agent b). The original 

implementation plan had to be changed as well, and scheduled activities were moved ahead in time, 

time and again. As a way to prove their value in the short term, FarmCo came up with the idea of 

literally transferring a practitioner from the home market of FarmCo to the home environment of 

FoodCo. This practitioner, who ran one of the large-scale farms supplying raw milk to FarmCo, 

would work directly with the management and workers at a number of selected farms that were 

contracted FoodCo suppliers. Starting in the second summer of the active transferring work, the 

practitioner ended up spending six months in Asia, supported by the two core transferring agents in 

FarmCo.  

As if the challenge of motivating farm managers to change was not enough, however, 

setting up a model farm according to the original plan proved to be difficult as well. Essentially, it 

turned out that the management of the to-be model farm was already engaged in a number of 

change projects with other independent experts. It was therefore tough to get hold of them for 

meetings, which slowed down the work with translating the standard operating procedures. FoodCo, 
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who had taken the lead with the SOP work, overcame this hurdle by re-prioritizing. Specifically, 

they involved other local experts and contracted farms in discussing whether the SOPs should be 

further adjusted to fit their home environment. These combined efforts of FoodCo and FarmCo to 

adjust their transferring performances led to the first leap of progress during the transferring work, 

in the sense that a new direction was identified after several months of difficulties. 

Only a few months later, however, changes in the competitive environment led to new 

strategic decisions in FoodCo and FarmCo, and re-prioritization at the level of the transferring 

agents. Specifically, the previous undersupply of raw milk in the marked gradually shifted toward 

an oversupply. In reaction to this change, FoodCo focused increasingly on internal innovation- and 

R&D related activities to maintain their competitive edge. The FoodCo transferring agents were 

given responsibility to support such activities by organizing a Corporate Innovation Day and setting 

up a technology scanning project, and re-prioritized their tasks accordingly. “In the beginning, our 

work was not about innovation, but because our leaders believe in us, our purpose has been 

expanded”, explained a FoodCo transferring agent (FoodCo transferring agent a). FarmCo, too, 

sharpened their strategic focus to be more about location based innovation in the Asian market, 

rather than merely exporting their foreign-made products. A transferring agent from FarmCo spent 

some intense weeks coordinating the ground work in connection with establishing a new FarmCo 

R&D lab in the home environment of FoodCo. “Anything! Yesterday we went to shop for the 

kitchen. Today I have tried to make sure that we actually have light and power in there”, replied the 

FarmCo transferring agent when I asked about what her current tasks involved (FarmCo 

transferring agent b).  

These strategic shifts and task re-prioritizations left the original transferring work dormant 

for a period of time. Nevertheless, the transferring agents kept on working together - even though 

they were now somewhat guided by separate objectives. The FarmCo transferring agents helped out 

with the program for the innovation day, while FoodCo agents assisted with translation and other 

practicalities in the lab. Later on, it would be demonstrated that the learning spurred by such 

activities were helpful for enabling the next leap of progress of the routine transfer. I will get back 

to explain this second leap as I introduce the domains of understanding and history. 
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The domain of understanding 

I relied on previous routines research on schemata – that is, knowledge structures that guide 

behavior (Rerup & Feldman, 2011; Stiles et al., 2015) - to determine the coding of observations 

related to the domain of understanding. Espoused schemata refers to the firm level 

conceptualizations of what to transfer, including how and why to do it. Transferring schemata in 

use, on the other hand, refers to the transfer related cognitive frames held by the transferring agents 

at different points in time. I identified such schemata by considering how the transferring agents 

articulated what to prioritize, and why.  

 

Espoused transferring schemata / transferring schemata in use 

In the beginning of the transferring work, top managers in FoodCo and FarmCo espoused a 

transferring schemata by signing and acknowledging the transfer agreement, which was further 

elaborated in strategy workshops in the center of expertise. Specifically, the agreement stated that 

the firms would jointly introduce, establish and adjust the FarmCo quality control system in 

FoodCo’s home environment. It emphasized multiple aspects reflecting different stages of 

implementation, such as development, management, demonstration and promotion of the system. 

This left some room for interpretation at the level of transferring agents. Notably, the transferring 

schemata in use differed between FoodCo and FarmCo transferring agents. The following quotes 

reflect the transferring agents in FarmCo and FoodCo’s initial priorities: 

One of the first things we will do is to build a model farm to showcase the best practices. We will 

also use experts to make a gap analysis, so that we can identify the differences between how things 

are being done in their system and in our system. (…) We will show people from FoodCo how to 

carry out the new routines, so that they can train and follow up the workers out on the farms 

(FarmCo transferring manager a) 

We are translating all the documents and procedures to our setting – it is a lot of work (…) The 

short-term goal is to help FoodCo’s technology improve. Our long-term goal is supposed to be 

benchmarking of the industry against international standards. (FoodCo transferring manager a) 

 In other words, FoodCo and FarmCos different transferring performances - focused on 

transferring artifacts versus practices - were present in their schemata from early on, guided by 
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assumptions that routines supporting a higher quality could be achieved through showcasing best 

practices versus assumptions that such routines could be achieved by means of translating and 

disseminating the standard operating procedures. While espoused schemata informed the schemata 

in use, I found examples in the data of how some issues were already salient in the transferring 

schemata in use, but only later were lifted to discussions at a strategic level. The following data 

extract, noted during the first year of data collection, illustrates this point. The main operative 

transferring agent in FarmCo was having a conversation with a FoodCo manager, who would later 

become central in the work of translating the SOPs. The FoodCo manager was eager to get started 

with sharing the necessary documents and making decisions, but the FarmCo representative 

emphasized the need to plan and assess risks:  

If we do not have the pre-analysis about the differences between this setting and out setting, it is a 

major problem, said the transferring agent from FarmCo, thereby endorsing an idea of making the 

gap analysis before starting implementation. The FoodCo manager, on the other hand, had already 

thought about some adjustments: We do not have a separate service center, like the farmers have 

access to in your setting. I want to talk about if we should make such a service center; an advisory 

system.(observations in meeting between FarmCo transferring manager b  

and FoodCo transferring agent c) 

 

Note that the idea of the advisory system was mentioned in this meeting. Only around eight 

months later, when the report from the gap analysis had been delivered, was the idea considered at 

the strategic level in FarmCo. Also noticeable for this short data extract, is the FarmCo agents’ 

emphasis on reducing risks and following the plan, while the FoodCo agent seemed open to adjust 

the direction of the work on a trial-and-error-basis.  

 A few months later, when it had proved to be difficult to get the attention of the model 

farm, a FarmCo transferring agent expressed that she was starting to think they could “make a 

bigger difference on many other farms” that were less advanced (FarmCo transferring agent b). Her 

transferring schemata in use had thus developed to become more action oriented, but was focused 

on actions that were in line with the orientation toward enacting routines out on the farms: 

We actually do not strictly need the SOPs to create a difference on the farms. We just need to put on 

our boots and get them dirty. (FarmCo transferring agent b). 
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As will be further detailed when considering the transferring agents’ use of history for 

changing their work, however, FarmCo’s and FoodCo’s transferring schemata converged at a later 

point in time, which was important for enabling progress.  

   

Domain of history 

The domain of history concerns the theoretical categories of ‘corporate culture / culture in use’ and 

‘knowledge base / knowledge accumulation’. Corporate culture is the norms and beliefs about 

desirable and undesirable behaviors present in each of the firms (Cooke & Rousseau, 1998; Martin 

& Siehl, 1983). Moreover, culture is linked to history as a body of accumulated shared learning 

from a shared past (Schein, 1997). The category of ‘culture in use’ is informed by the notion that 

culture is selectively interpreted and put into practice (HowardGrenville, Golden-Biddle, Irwin, & 

Mao, 2011; Canato et al). The category is linked to schemata in use, but more specifically captures 

which cultural values and beliefs that were used to inform understandings and actions. The category 

‘knowledge base’ refers to a particular part of a firms’ accumulated history, namely its’ specific mix 

of tacit and codified knowledge and its’ predominant way of learning and innovating (Asheim and 

Gertler, 2005). The category of knowledge accumulation reflects new knowledge accumulated by 

specific transferring agents, and is thus built on the insight that newly acquired knowledge held at 

the level of transferring agents was a separate source of influence on the transferring performances 

and practices. 

 

Corporate culture and culture in use 

Cultural differences were frequently mentioned by the transferring agents during informal talks. 

They made jokes about Eastern and Western cultural differences, such as the tendency of 

Westerners to challenge their managers and the Easterners preference for a top-down approach to 

making decisions. During their second year of working together, the transferring agents attended a 

joint cultural training facilitated by an external coach. From this training as well as from other cues 

in the data, it could be inferred that FoodCo had a corporate culture embracing compliance, speed 

and a preference for focusing on strengths rather than weaknesses, while FarmCo’s culture 

embraced accountability, risk prevention and a higher attention to problems. A particularly salient 

difference in the beginning seemed to be their approaches to planning, as reflected in the meeting 
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extract presented earlier. The following extract from a meeting with marketing representatives later 

the same day, further illustrates some additional key differences. Essentially, FoodCo was interested 

in capitalizing on the transfer as an idea rather than as a complete realization, while FarmCo 

emphasized the need to wait for the practical realization: 

The marketing representatives had booked the meeting based on a request to learn more about the 

quality control system. In the meeting they explained that they wanted to make a promotion video 

focused on the planned model farm. We would like to tell the story as if everything has been 

implemented (…) We want to show how excellent the system is, said the lead marketing 

representative. The FarmCo transferring agent emphasized the need to wait until the change had 

actually been implemented. She said FarmCo is not interested in having (their) name on that story 

at this time. Nevertheless, she agreed to check if FoodCo could receive a copy of a promotion video 

FarmCo had made about the European version of the system, so that FoodCo could use it as an 

inspiration. (observations in meetings between FarmCo  

transferring agent b and FoodCo marketing agents a, b and c) 

To further understand the driver of the need to capitalize on the transfer in the short term, it 

should be considered that FoodCo had a relatively short history of rapid entrepreneurial growth, 

which reflected a still prevailing pressure for swift capitalization of projects. FarmCo, on the other 

hand, had a longer history of steady growth and a longer term orientation toward their positioning in 

the Asian market. They were therefore mainly concerned with hedging risks rather than 

demonstrating a short term profit. In addition to making careful plans and analysis, the risk 

prevention efforts included the pointing out of current shortcomings in the Asian business context. 

As evident from the experts’ experience with the gap analysis, this was not well received by the 

farmers. 

Over time, the transferring agents developed a meta-cultural awareness which helped them 

to accumulate knowledge about each-others’ preferences. FarmCo, for instance, realized that 

written agreements were rather temporary according to FoodCo’s culture: 

They signed the contract, and it was stated very precisely there – from our side – how we saw it. 

But to them, a deal is a deal only until you make a new deal. It is just a frame. It does not mean that 

we cannot do other things. (FarmCo transferring agent b) 
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FoodCo, on the other hand, clearly attributed some of the tensions and different priorities 

to basic differences in working styles: 

Once they start work, they don't want to change anymore, but here, we can go to the East today, 

and tomorrow we can go West. (FoodCo transferring agent b) 

They want it to be steady and procedural, while we want speed and want to get the effect instantly. 

(FoodCo transferring agent a) 

Eventually, the FarmCo transferring agents began to put the knowledge about FoodCo’s 

culture into use. As part of the first leap of progress, they changed their way of communicating with 

people on the farms: 

At first we focused our communication more on what was wrong, but we discovered that it was hard 

to get people at the supply sites to listen. We then changed our communication; ‘if you do it 

differently, it can be valuable for you’. That helped a lot. (FarmCo transferring agent b)  

FarmCo also loosened up a bit on their planning orientation. When the practitioner was 

transferred to Asia it was done in a rather improvised manner, according to FarmCo’s normal 

standards. The final signature from FoodCo was only secured after the practitioner arrived. “Every 

time we needed a signature, it took a very long time. Maybe we have learned, over time, that it is 

not always that necessary”, the FarmCo transferring agent added. 

Both FoodCo and FarmCo emphasized patience and open mindedness as a key to 

overcoming cultural differences. “I do not want to complain, I would like to be patient and keep an 

open mind. I think we are on the right track”, said the FoodCo lead transferring agent at a strategy 

seminar. 

 

Knowledge base / knowledge accumulation 

In addition to culture, it became increasingly evident that differences in FoodCo’s and FarmCo’s 

historical knowledge bases – and new knowledge accumulated as a result of their coopetitive 

activities – influenced the transferring work. The term ‘knowledge base’ is borrowed from work on 

regional innovation systems, where it is hypothesized that an industry’s reliance on different types 

of knowledge determines its’ degree of globalization of its’ innovation network (Asheim & Coenen, 
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2005; Van Egeraat, Kogler, & Cooke, 2015). Even though both FarmCo and FoodCo operated in 

the same global industry, my data suggested they had different knowledge bases.  

Specifically, FoodCo had an analytical knowledge base that was predominantly scientific 

and oriented toward explicit knowledge, compared to FarmCo’s which was synthetic and 

engineering based; that is, more concerned with tacit knowledge and learning by doing (Asheim and 

Coenen, 2005). FoodCo had a history of innovating primarily through acquiring superior 

knowledge about market trends and had a very strong marketing department. FarmCo had a history 

on innovating through improving processes together with their suppliers. The organizational set-up 

of FoodCo further strengthened their orientation toward experts rather than practical work at the 

farms. Due to their ties to suppliers mainly through long-term contracts, FoodCo had historically 

had limited knowledge about, and a limited legitimacy to interfere with, the working practices at 

their supply sites. FarmCo, on the other hand, was a cooperative with a long history of working 

closely with farmers. In fact, incremental improvements of farm practices had been a key source of 

their competitive advantage.  

During the third year of transferring work, the transferring agents in FarmCo had 

developed an awareness of the role of knowledge base for determining FoodCo’s orientation toward 

experts rather than farm workers: 

People (in FoodCo) have a scientific kind of knowledge. They are happy with books. But farmers 

are most comfortable with practical work. It is a challenge to make people who are comfortable 

inside and with books, to be comfortable outside with practical work. (FoodCo transferring agent b) 

A key insight was that the firms’ drew primarily on their own knowledge bases when 

coming up with new transferring performances during the first leap of progress. FarmCo’s 

suggestion of transferring the farm practitioner was by all means a novel and creative one, and they 

did adjust to FoodCo’s culture by changing their way of communicating. Nevertheless, sending the 

farmer was still well in line with their own practically oriented knowledge base. Similarly, 

FoodCo’s way of turning to other experts when it was difficult to get hold of the model farm 

management was well in line with their own preference for scientific knowledge.  

In connection with the second leap of progress, however, both firms seemed to have 

accumulated new knowledge about each-others different points of view and the historical reasons 

for the differences. This resulted in a more prominent convergence of the transferring performances 
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and practices. During the third year, the transfer related training was redesigned and targeted a new 

group of FoodCo employees who would play a key role in motivating farmers to change current 

routines - by means of providing advice rather than strictly checking up on them. In addition to 

transmitting theoretical knowledge, the training was focused on helping the trainees practice ways 

of communicating with the farmers. Despite keeping on insisting that some training needed to 

happen outside of the classroom, FarmCo accommodated the trainees’ appreciation of academic 

knowledge by designing diplomas to be handed out as a proof of the their new-gained skills. The 

FarmCo trainers also created a written to show that the knowledge had actually been embedded in 

the people participating. This facilitated the need to document progress in the short term, without 

having to wait for actual routine changes out on the farms. The agents in FoodCo were happy about 

those changes and decided – with support from the top - that the exams would be mandatory for all 

participants.  

Additionally, it was notable that the new version of the training coming out of the second 

leap of progress built on the knowledge accumulated in connection with the first leap of progress. 

Specifically, the European practitioner that worked with the farms had used an expression of 

“money lying around on the farms, ready to be picked up” when communicating with the farmers. I 

noticed that this expression was repeated among the training participants during the new training. 

FarmCo agents were however not alone in adjusting their perspective as the transferring work 

progressed. In the third year of collaboration, the core team of transferring agents visited a large-

scale farm in the home environment of FoodCo. I asked one of the FoodCo managers what he 

thought was the main difference between the farms in his home environment, and the FarmCo farm. 

Well, the barn is pretty similar, he said and looked around. The machines are similar, too. He took 

frequent notes while speaking to the manager of the farm, and asked detailed questions about the 

milking and feeding routines. He said he would get back to me with his answer. I believe it is the 

people (that makes the difference), he finally said. This realization was echoed by another 

transferring agent in an interview some months later: 

We have a lot of fancy farms and equipment sitting in (the) farms. But we do not have enough 

skilled people who can work with it. (FoodCo transferring agent b) 

Through realizing the significance of each-others history, it seemed as if the FarmCo and 

FoodCo transferring agents had arrived at a repertoire of transferring work that entailed a mix of all 

their preferred activities: Embedding the routines in artifacts (SOPs, course materials, exams and 
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diplomas), embodying the routines in people (primarily in FoodCo employees) and enacting the 

routines in practice (FoodCo employees and farm workers practicing the routines at the farms). 

However, there was no signs of stopping. After a strategy seminar in the center later in the third 

year, the firms moved towards new goals. Specifically, they added the strategic aim of ‘joint value 

creation’. Pursuing this objective would entail a closer collaboration regarding R&D, in addition to 

their existing transferring work – and thus lead the firms’ histories to become increasingly shared as 

time progressed. 

 

A model of cross-corporate routine transfer  

We are dealing with a double iceberg, said one of the transferring agents (FoodCo transferring 

agent b) at a cultural training the agents in FarmCo and FoodCo attended after having worked 

together for more than two years. The expert who facilitated the training used a picture of an 

iceberg to illustrate that most parts of a culture is located deeply below the surface - beyond 

conscious awareness. As seen in Figure 1, I draw on such an iceberg analogy to theoretically 

explain the dynamics of cross-corporate transferring work.  

Edward T. Halls (Hall, 1976) iceberg analogy of culture is frequently mentioned by 

practitioners teaching inter-cultural communication, but has recently also been criticized for 

displaying culture as an entity rather than a process of coordinating meaning and action (Bennett, 

2013). However, I am not predominantly theorizing culture. Inspired by the quote from one of my 

informants, I instead use an illustration of two icebergs as a canvas for detailing the process of 

cross-corporate routine transfer. The icebergs may thus be seen as analogous to the two firms 

involved in the transfer. Moreover, the different layers of their form represents the different 

domains of categories, and the depth of the work carried out. Specifically, the layer visible above 

the surface represents the domain of action.  

The middle layer represents the domain of understanding, which informs and is informed 

by the domain of action. The layer stretching to the depths of the ocean represents the domain of 

history, which informs and is informed by the domain of understanding. In line with practice 

focused theoretical approach (Giddens, 1984; Nicolini, 2012), the iceberg analogy thus suggests a 

recursive relationship between the three domains, and a multi-directional causal relation between 

the associated theoretical categories.  
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Figure 1: A model of cross-corporate routine transfer 
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Just as history in terms of knowledge base and culture influences transferring performances 

via the transferring schemata, the transferring performances over time fed back to history as well, 

due to the accumulation of new knowledge and updating of schemata during practice.  

With the iceberg analogy I intend to highlight the importance of each firm transcending the 

surface of the other firm for progressing cross-corporate routine transfer. Such transcendence is 

necessary because the routines to be transferred are deeply embedded in the culture and history of 

the firm providing them. They may not match the culture and history of the other firm and its’ 

preferred way of transferring. Essentially, I suggest that the firms can be seen as different patterns 

of movement that are located between currents on the surface and subsurface currents deeper down 

in the ocean. I liken the surface currents to emerging changes in the transfer environment. The 

changes may be produced by forces uncontrollable by the firms involved or be shaped by ongoing 

work. The subsurface currents represent the influence of the past on the firms current ways of 

moving. Because of the firms’ differing histories, they are likely to approach routine transfer 

differently and move differently in reaction to emerging changes.  

Over time, however, the waters between the present and the past will be mixed and give 

way to new and converging understandings and actions. I label the mechanisms driving this mixing 

‘upwelling’ and ‘downwelling’. In oceanography it is well known that moving water will be 

replaced by new substance. In the case of icebergs, this can happen in two ways, depending on the 

strength of the surface currents versus the subsurface currents. If water on the surface drifts, new 

water from the deeper layers of the sea will move upwards to fill the void through upwelling. When 

parts of an iceberg melts as it reacts to the conditions of its’ environment, however, the surrounding 

water gets loaded with salt and therefore becomes heavier and wells down to blend with the deeper 

sea (NASA, 2016). In similar ways, the presented data suggests that the firms engaged in cross-

corporate routine transfer will draw on their own pasts to seek to fill the voids that appear when 

their transferring work does not unfold as anticipated, thus contributing to upwelling and the use of 

history to come up with new actions. However, as the joint transferring work takes into account 

emergent environmental changes and transferring agents gain new experiences, their accumulated 

knowledge will well down into the bottom layers of their respective organizations and potentially 

even contribute to transform their own knowledge base and culture over time.  

As detailed in the right column of Figure 1, transferring work may take place mostly on the 

surface or move towards the depth over time. The joint work carried out by transferring agents 
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representing both firms may be critical for moving transferring work into the depths, and thus spur 

leaps of progress. While emerging changes in the transfer environment may temporarily put the 

ongoing transferring work in the background, it may still enable cross-corporate learning. In turn, 

such learning can be used to reinvent the ‘old’ transferring performances at a later point in time. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The paper was motivated by the lack of empirical research on the transfer of routines in cross-

corporate settings. It argued for the importance of studying the coordination of such transferring 

work over time in order to acquire foundational knowledge about the process through which it 

unfolds and progresses. I analyzed data collected during a three year study of a collaborative cross-

corporate transfer of a number of routines from one large multinational food corporation to another. 

Essentially, the study pinpointed the important role of each firms’ history – specifically the 

characteristics of the firms knowledge base and culture – for influencing whether transferring was 

mainly approached as a task of embedding routines in artifacts, embodying routines in people or 

enacting routines in practice. Moreover, the study served to illustrate the recursive relationship 

between the firms’ histories and their ways of approaching emerging changes during transfer, and 

explained how and why the transferring agents’ efforts to understand their transfer related 

experiences as well as each-others histories were critical for progressing their joint work. The 

papers’ findings contribute primarily to routines theory and respond to recent calls for research on 

coordination of routine transfer (D'Adderio et al., 2016).  

First, routines theory tells us that there is no routine separate from the multiple enactments 

of it (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). In the case of routine transfer between firms who in principle 

cannot directly access the routines of the other, nevertheless, actors seems to coordinate transfer by 

seeking to ‘split’ routines into more manageable parts, such as artifacts or knowledge that can be 

transmitted via documents or from one person to another. As illuminated by the present study, 

transferring routines by means of directly enacting them in the target context is demanding for 

transferring agents with an operative mandate, and with limited means to control the commitment 

and motivation of actors and stakeholders in the receiving firm. Even though transferring artifacts 

or knowledge will by no means guarantee new routine performances (Pentland & Feldman, 2008), 

the findings of this paper suggest that such activities may be necessary compromises for enabling 

transferring work to progress. As with routine integration in single firms, the cross-corporate 
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routine transfer process can thus be accurately compared to a journey where the end destination has 

been pre-determined, but where the details of how to get there must be discovered along the way 

(Lindkvist et al., 2016). As the case of FoodCo and FarmCo suggests, the end destination can in 

some ways be re-defined as the work progresses. This may happen as a result of trial-and-error 

learning or be driven by more careful efforts to illuminate the gaps between the transferring 

contexts. 

Second, while previous studies on routine transfer and transformation have highlighted the 

critical role of agents in firms who integrate new routines for determining how they come to be 

enacted (Bertels et al., 2016), the present paper brings attention to the role of agents also in the unit 

or firm ‘delivering’ new routines. Especially for routine transfer between different firms, 

transferring agents at the operative level may be a critical intermediate step between transferring as 

it is planned by top management and the new practices that actually become realized in the 

receiving firm. This insight is important given the lack of previous empirical evidence concerning 

the dynamics of cross-corporate routine transfer. Transfer may progress by means of decision-

making at the strategic level of firms (Winter & Szulanski, 2001), but it should be remembered that 

the understandings and actions of transferring agents may differ from that which has been 

strategically decided. Moreover, the operative agents’ understandings may differ from those of 

higher level managers for good reasons, since transferring agents over time become better informed 

about the boundary conditions associated with routines to be transferred and received, due to 

learning from joint work with agents from the other firm. It is thus critical to consider the ongoing 

work of coordinating agents in addition to more sequential decision-making at the higher 

organizational level for understanding dynamics of transfer and transformation. 

Third, the paper pinpoints the critical role of a firms’ history – specifically its reliance on 

tacit versus explicit knowledge, its’ predominant way of innovating and its’ prevailing norms and 

beliefs about desirable ways of behaving (Asheim and Coenen, 2005; Cooke & Rousseau, 1998; 

Martin & Siehl, 1983) – for influencing actors’ emphasis on transferring different aspects of 

routines. It thereby offers a new perspective regarding how and why history influences selection, 

variation and retention of routines (Pentland et al., 2012). According to Feldman and Pentlands 

(2003) classic reconceptualization of routines, they consist of the mutually constituent ostensive and 

performative aspects, where the ostensive concerns what we normally think of as structure and the 

performative embodies the specific actions by actors who bring routines to life at specific times and 

places. The ostensive is in the same paper also likened to the routine in schematic form, to norms 
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and as an unevenly distributed stock of knowledge (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). The offered 

‘iceberg model’ of cross-corporate routine transfer distinguishes between the domain of 

understandings (schemata of transfer) and the domain of history (norms and stock of knowledge 

that influences transfer) for influencing transferring work. It thus illuminate dynamics “inside the 

ostensive” that have previously been conflated or overlooked.  

Explicitly, I shed light on how future performances of a specific routine is not only likely 

to be shaped by its’ past performances (Pentland et al., 2012), but by a wide range of other 

performances of other routines that are rooted in the history of the context where they originated. 

This illuminates how routines are embedded (Howard-Grenville, 2005) across both place and time. 

Moreover, I show how new enactments are not only informed by history as present in actors’ 

understandings, but can also produce history and inform the use of history through changing 

understandings. The latter happens naturally when actors accumulate new knowledge and 

reconsider their understandings as they go about their work. However, in the context of cross-

corporate routine transfer, joint work with others that do not share the same history is likely to 

speed up this process, and contribute to a more prominent mixing of the waters between the present 

and the past. For routines theory in general, these dynamics may be particularly informative for 

understanding routine formation, since the joint work of the cross-corporate transferring agents can 

be understood as a process of creating specific transferring routines. 

While the offered process model brings new insights about the process of coordinating 

cross-corporate routine transfer in particular, some findings may also inform work focused on the 

transfer of technology or knowledge. Work on inter-organizational knowledge transfer has 

previously illuminated the critical role of whether transferring is framed as an opportunity or threat 

for determining managerial decisions to engage or disengage in knowledge transfer (Burg et al., 

2014). First, the present study suggests that framing is important for transfer also on the operative 

level in the firms involved. Specifically, transferring agents’ framing of transfer as primarily 

concerned with artifacts, knowledge or practices is likely to determine the specific transferring 

activities and the nature and speed of the change achieved through transferring. Second, the present 

study highlights the role of competing projects for influencing transfer decisions at the strategic 

level. Both the firms in this study came up with a new strategy for staying competitive when the 

situation in the industry changed. They did not specifically decide to disengage from their ongoing 

transferring work, but the new priorities nevertheless influenced the work by pushing some of the 

original priorities to the background for some time. 
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Furthermore, work on technology transfer has discussed the role of ‘desorptive capacity’, 

which is a transferring firm's ability to identify opportunities for technology transfer and to transfer 

the technology to the recipient (Lichtenthaler & Lichtenthaler, 2010). The findings of the present 

paper suggest that desorptive capacity is only partly located within the boundaries of the 

transferring firm, and may be nurtured over time through collaboration between transferring agents 

representing both the transferring and the receiving firm. Moreover, while some opportunities for 

knowledge transfer seemed to be discovered at the managerial level, they came to be redefined by 

the transferring agents as the joint transferring work progressed. The original transfer agreement 

signed by managers was thus only a frame, and it was the team of transferring agents who took the 

lead in filling the frame as they went about discovering each-others histories. Thus, the study 

highlights the importance of continuous reflection among middle managers and iterative cycles of 

cognition and action for achieving a desired change (Berends, Smits, Reymen, & Podoynitsyna, 

2016; Dittrich, Guérard, & Seidl, 2016; Lundgren-Henriksson & Kock, 2016). Furthermore, my 

observations that emergent changes helped bring about new transferring performances strengthen 

the finding of Burg et al. (2014) that transferring actors draw on their relational context and 

knowledge base, but are not completely determined by them. 

The last contribution of the paper is directed toward current discussions in behavioral 

strategy (Powell et al., 2011), which is concerned with illuminating strategy formulation- and 

implementation from a micro-foundations perspective (Abell, Felin, & Foss, 2008). Specifically, the 

paper suggests how and why actors at the operative level may play a critical role for helping firms’ 

gain competitive advantage through simultaneous collaboration and competition (Dagnino, 2012; 

Luo, 2004). The day-to-day execution carried out by operative agents has to date been largely 

ignored by this literature (Dorn et al., 2016), and studies based on real-time-collected data, such as 

the present one, have been called for (Bengtsson et al., 2016). The offered insights can be used as 

micro level explanations for the potential link between collaboration among competitors and 

innovation, which have been called for (Barney et al., 2016). For instance, innovation between 

competitors that exchange routines may be explained partly by the joint problem solving that 

necessarily follows from the transferring work – especially when there is little overlap between the 

firms’ histories. Even though the origins of such transferring work may be traced back to strategic 

decisions ‘on the surface’, it should be kept in mind that agents at the operative level create value 

through re-inventing top managements’ transferring plans. Tensions during transferring work across 

firms are thus not necessarily negative. In essence, transferring agents’ different knowledge bases 
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and orientations to different parts of routines may lead to pressures, but also to learning and leaps of 

progress of the transfer over time. 

 

Limitations, boundary conditions and ideas for future research 

In the following I address the most important limitations of the present study and specify how 

future research can overcome those limitations and progress beyond them.  

First, the transferring work was still ongoing at the time where this study was completed. 

The case evidence thus cannot be interpreted in terms of longer term effects on the firms’ 

performance. Future studies should strive to capture routine transfer over an even longer period of 

time. This might be more comprehensible in a less complex setting, or when the routine subject to 

transfer is easier to measure over time than the one(s) studied in this paper. 

Second, a limitation of the present study may relate to its’ ambition to provide a broad 

canvas for future studies of cross-corporate routine transfer and transformation by means of 

studying a single case. It will be up to future research to determine the accuracy of the process 

model in different transfer settings. For instance, the study was of transferring between for-profit 

firms. Other dynamics may be present when routines are to be transferred between non-profit 

organizations. The study was limited to the international food industry, a relatively low-tech 

industry which at the time was characterized by high competition and a tendency toward higher 

concentration. Moreover, the case was not concerned with the transfer of one specific routine, but 

rather a bundle of routines to be implemented both in the receiving firm and among its’ suppliers. 

This meant that the transfer had to be carried out without being able to fully control the entities and 

actors that were supposed to change. The transfer was also challenged by multiple and at times 

conflicting goals pursued at the level of each firm.  

Third, the studied firms had their origins in Asia and Europe, respectively, which meant 

that they were influenced not only by cultural differences at the organizational level, but also by 

differences in national culture. Some of the sketched out relationships between theoretical 

categories may thus be different in settings where the firms involved have their home environments 

in more similar national cultures. Previous work on knowledge transfer has found differences in 

culture are more pronounced when the transfer takes place within firms rather than across firms 

(Easterby‐Smith et al., 2008). Future studies should pay closer attention to the roles of national 
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versus organizational culture for cross-corporate transferring work – and specifically for influencing 

orientations towards embedding routines in artifacts, embodying routines in people or enacting 

routines in practice. Future studies – perhaps by means of more quantitative research designs - 

should also pay attention to the role of firms’ differences in organizational forms, age and size for 

influencing transferring work. 

Fourth, it is known from studies of knowledge transfer that actors can be reluctant to 

engage in transferring work because they fear knowledge spillovers (Burg et al., 2014; Norman, 

2004). While the present study focused predominantly on the actors responsible for implementing 

the transfer, rather than those who made the executive decisions about whether to transfer or not, 

future studies could zoom in on the top managerial level to illuminate how spillover effects are 

handled during cross-corporate transfer of routines.  

Fifth, the offered process model is descriptive explanatory account rather than a 

prescriptive recommendation for firms that prepare for engaging in cross-corporate routine transfer. 

In the context of knowledge transfer, for instance, previous work has suggested that a strategy of 

“thinking along” can sometimes be efficient for tapping into knowledge that lies across 

organizations, compared to a more resource consuming approach where actors’ become deeply 

engaged in each-others ways of knowing (Berends, Garud, Debackere, & Weggeman, 2011). When 

the organizations involved in the problem solving have different interests, histories and cultures, 

however, there might be a lack of the basic trust necessary for thinking along to work. Future work 

could use the model and the associated theoretical categories and concepts as a starting point for 

articulating more prescriptive recommendations for business.  

Sixth, the papers’ conceptualization of knowledge base in terms of synthetic and analytic 

provides an idea for further research in that it contrasts studies that focused on knowledge base in 

terms of tacit or explicit knowledge (Burg et al., 2014). Since tacit and explicit knowledge are hard 

to completely disentangle, analyzing firms’ knowledge bases in terms of their predominant ways of 

learning and innovating may bring about new insights for studying transferring and transformation 

in the future – whether the focus is on routines, on technology or on knowledge. 
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CONCLUSION 

Even though firms share a goal of engaging in joint transfer and transformation, they may approach 

transferring work differently and emphasize embedding routines in technology, embodying routines 

in knowledge or enacting routines in practice to different degrees. This study demonstrates the 

critical role played by transferring agents for resolving such differences over time, and offers an 

account of the interplay between actions, understandings and history for enabling leaps of progress 

during cross-corporate transferring work.  
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Appendix 1 

 

List of key informants 

Organization Title Role in the cross-
corporate routine 
transferring work 

Time 
period 

FarmCo FarmCo Transferring agent a Head of technology in 
FarmCo (strategic role, 
link between center in 
Asia and HQ in Europe) 

Year 1-3 

FarmCo FarmCo Transferring agent b Manager (main operative 
agent in Asia) 

Year 1-3 

FarmCo FarmCo Transferring agent c Supporting technology 
manager 

Year 1-3 

FarmCo FarmCo trainer a Planning and conducting 
training, farm visits 

Year 1-3 

FarmCo FarmCo trainer b Planning and conducting 
training, farm visits 

Year 1-3 

FarmCo FarmCo consultant 1 Gap analysis Year 1-3 
FarmCo FarmCo consultant 2 Facilitated workshops in 

the center, served as 
informant to give outsider 
perspective 

Year 2 

FarmCo FarmCo consultant 3 Facilitated workshops in 
the center, served as 
informant to give outsider 
perspective 

Year 3 
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FarmCo FarmCo practitioner 6 months working with 
FoodCo farms, training 

Year 2 

FoodCo FoodCo Transferring agent a Center manager (director 
in the quality department 
of FoodCo, link between 
center and the 
department/HQ) 

Year 1-3 

FoodCo FoodCo Transferring agent b Manager, involved in 
most transferring activities 

Year 1-3 

FoodCo FoodCo Transferring agent c Manager, particularly 
involved in SOP work 

Year 1-3 

FoodCo FoodCo transferring agent d Manager, particularly 
involved in SOP work 

Year 1-3 

FoodCo FoodCo transferring agent e Employee, involved in 
most transferring activities 

Year 1-3 

FoodCo farm 
managers and 
workers 

Farm managers, farm middle 
managers and employees 
from in total nine raw milk 
farms tied to FoodCo through 
ownership or long term 
contracts (in total around 60 
individuals) 

Involved as recipients of 
new routines, served as 
informants about the 
context 

Primarily 
year 1 
and 2 

FoodCo 
employees 

Around 40 employees from 
FoodCo, primarily the quality 
control department 

Not directly involved, 
served as informants 
about the context 

Primarily 
year 1 

FoodCo Quality inspector a Not directly involved, 
served as informant about 
the role of inspectors and 
their relationships with 
farms 

Year 1  

FoodCo Quality inspector b Not directly involved, 
served as informant about 
the role of inspectors and 
their relationships with 
farms 

Year 1 
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6 
Discussion  

 

Toward a more nuanced view of  

“the who” and “the how” of strategic outcomes 
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Figure 1: Overview of contributions 

Paper 3: 
Failing to Apply Versus 

Failing to Detach: Micro-
Level Explanations for 

Undesired Routine 
Persistence 

Main 
contribution: 

Disentangled 
current 
explanations for 
why routines 
tend to persist 
and by making 
and offered a 
model which 
made it explicit 
how individuals’ 
cognitions 
impact routines’ 
ostensive as 
well as 
performative 
aspect. 
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1. CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This dissertation has been guided by an objective to explore the role of non-executive individuals’ 

understandings and actions for influencing different macro level and strategically relevant outcomes 

in firms, such as opportunity recognition, innovation and planned change. The focus on 

understanding and action was motivated by the practice tradition of routines research, which has 

established the importance of individual actions as well as their interpretations and understandings 

for binding together the actions we often recognize as collective (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). 

With non-executive individuals it was mainly referred to operative middle managers as well as 

lower level employees – in essence those that practically realize strategic objectives rather than 

those with the official power to formulate them. Informed by the so-called micro-foundations 

movement in strategy and organization research (Felin & Foss, 2005; Felin, Foss, & Ployhart, 2015; 

Foss, 2003; Lippman & Rumelt, 2003) as well as a critical realist philosophical perspective 

(Bhaskar, 1979; Bhaskar, 1978; Fleetwood, 2005), the dissertation explored micro-foundational 

causes - or explanans - of four macro-level outcomes - or explanandums: firms’ identification of 

new strategic opportunities (paper 1), firms’ identification of ideas for new or useful products or 

processes (paper 2), firms’ abilities to avoid undesired persistence of their routines (paper 3), and 

planned transfer of routines from one firm to another (paper 4).  

1.1 Overall contributions 

Each paper made separate contributions to separate streams of literature (detailed in chapter 2-5, see 

also Figure 1, previous page). The combined findings suggest that lower level managers and 

employees shape collective level outcomes in firms due to their different understandings of the 

work environment and their resulting differing actions, which may lead to collective performance 

beyond managements’ anticipation – for better or worse. The exact way in which non-executives 

shape firm level outcomes is influenced by their socio-psychological needs (see paper 2), their 

values (see paper 1) and their situation-specific modes or rationalities (such as the search for true 

epistemic knowledge, see paper 3 for details).  

Furthermore, their influence depends on the context and their perceptions thereof 

(paper 3, 4), suggesting that there are ways for managers to intervene in order to make sure non-
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executives shape the firms’ direction in constructive rather than harmful ways. However, it is 

important to note that individuals are heterogeneous when it comes to these characteristics. This 

means that it will be challenging to account for their impact on strategic outcomes from an approach 

where their characteristics are simply averaged to inform work design and incentives. As 

demonstrated in paper 2, strategic management researchers and practitioners alike may benefit from 

studying and even measuring in which ways non-executives differ with regard to their preferred 

actions and understandings of consequences when it comes to the main strategic objectives of the 

firm. The reason is that their potential negative impacts on strategic outcomes such as innovation 

will be easier to avoid, while their potential to supplement the limited cognition and reach of 

executives can be further harnessed. 

The combined findings suggest that non-executives’ may impact strategy formulation in 

open or more hidden ways. For example, the outcomes of individuals’ different actions and 

understandings – such as suggestions to do things differently – may inform strategic decision-

making as well as impact strategy implementation. Participation of non-executives in strategy re-

formulation can to some extent be controlled by top managers (through systems that facilitate idea 

identification and idea sharing) or happen in a more self-directed manner under the radar of top 

management. The latter refers to when operative managers or employees make sense of how to 

adjust strategic objectives to emerging changes in the environment as they carry out their daily 

work (such as in paper 4), or circulate ideas informally among trusted peers (paper 2).  

1.2 Implications and future directions 

The specific contributions to the specific literatures are clarified in each paper. Across papers, 

however, some key messages are relevant for current and future micro-foundational research and 

practice. The top part of Figure 1 condenses the main overall contribution, which is further detailed 

below and discussed focusing on three aspects: (i) the importance of accounting for heterogeneity 

and potentially expanding bounded rationality, (ii) advancement of the micro-foundations of 

routines, and (iii) a potential future research direction that reconsiders who strategists are as well as 

how strategy is formulated and enacted. 
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The importance of accounting for heterogeneity and (different types of) bounded rationality 

In one of their many articles focused on the need for better micro-foundations, Felin and Foss 

(2009) called for “explicit microfoundations based on boundedly rational behaviors of individuals” 

(p 159) for understanding how collective outcomes in firms come about. Moreover, they argued 

against the practice of simply aggregating observations at the individual level to describe collective 

level outcomes. With regard to the latter point, the four papers in this dissertation all demonstrate 

how and why the heterogeneity of non-executive individuals’ understandings – rather than their 

understandings on average or as predicted by some basic profit maximizing function – should be 

considered by researchers that want to understand the micro-foundational drivers and barriers of 

different corporate level outcomes. For instance, paper 1 illuminated how the success of the 

technology foresight system in part could be attributed to its’ correspondence with a diverse set of 

perceived values, rather than one shared collective understanding of why to participate in foresight. 

Moreover, paper 2 illuminated two main ways in which employees were likely to share their ideas 

with others and thus help facilitate firm level opportunity recognition, despite conditions of low 

autonomy and high power distance. If individual understandings had simply been averaged across 

individuals and discussed in relation to firm level outcomes in these papers, important insights 

about the effect of specific conditions and incentives for participating in collective level value 

creation would have been missed.  

With regard to Felin and Foss (2009) former point about the need for considering the 

bounded rationality of individuals, the dissertation adds some nuance. Specifically, its’ findings 

suggest that predictions based on bounded rationality may only tell part of the story. True, the 

insights offered across the four papers indeed indicate that non-executives are constrained by their 

information about specific actions and their consequences, and that their abilities to require such 

information is limited by their own capacities, cognitive biases and time. However, considering 

individuals from a perspective of bounded rationality might have to be extended with other 

perspectives as well, in order to fully account for the reasons of heterogeneity. Paper 3, for instance, 

proposed some additional key reasons why individuals may react differently to the same basic 

information and work design, such as differences in situated mental models (perceptual bounds), 

differences in rationalities (that is, motivational bounds in addition to processual bounds) and 

information processing preferences (again; not simply bounds of processing capacity).  
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As others have argued before, many management researchers may have interpreted the 

bounded rationality definition of Herbert Simon too narrowly, and it should perhaps be expanded to 

include all potential cognitive deficits that limit rational behavior (Weber & Mayer, 2010). As 

illuminated in paper 2, however, individuals may carry out actions differently and react differently 

to incentives due to differences in their socio-psychological needs as well. The latter may be more 

difficult to include in the conceptualization of bounded rationality, but may nevertheless matter for 

firm level outcomes (Huy, 2011; Lindenberg & Foss, 2011). For those interested in using such 

micro-foundational insights to generate theory that predicts macro level performance, the insight 

that individuals can be guided by evolutionary, instrumental and epistemic rationalities (see paper 

3) may be utilized to classify different socio-psychological needs. Future research could thus 

investigate further – perhaps by means of experimental research designs – how different 

rationalities and different designs of task environments and task framing inter-relate and shape 

collective level outcomes. 

Lastly, with regard to heterogeneity and rationality, and as the metaphor of “Simon’s 

scissors” (Simon, 1990) quite accurately describes; consideration of structural elements matters for 

arriving at accurate explanations of the effects at play. Paper 4, for example, demonstrated how the 

history and culture of the firms in which operative agents were embedded influenced their 

understandings of what, when and how to transfer, and thus also their specific ways of enacting the 

strategic goal of routine transfer. While the basic mechanism of drawing on history and culture 

when coming up with solutions to emerging problems is likely to be evoked in many contexts, the 

specific structures within the context (such as firms cultural norms) are likely to strongly influence 

the history in use by individuals at specific times and places, and thus also how and when strategic 

goals are enacted. 

 

 

Advancing the micro-foundations of routines 

As discussed in part 1 of the dissertation, the early calls for better micro-foundations in strategic 

management research were particularly concerned with the concept of organizational routines. The 

critique received resistance from scholars who had taken a practice oriented approach to routines 

research. Such researchers had accounted for the interplay between routines mutually constituent 
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aspects, which enabled them to change endogenously over time without managerial intervention 

(Pentland, Feldman, Becker, & Liu, 2012). Despite such important insights, however, micro-

foundational explanations were still missing regarding the question of how routines could be 

deliberately influenced by managers. The latter question was deemed particularly relevant for the 

so-called capabilities school of routines research, which however had partly neglected the insights 

arrived at by the practice oriented scholars (Parmigiani & Howard-Grenville, 2011; Winter, 2013). 

Throughout this dissertation, therefore, efforts were made to cross-fertilize views from the two 

research streams focused on routines, in order to (i) properly take stock of the already existing 

insights and (ii) to the extent needed, add micro-foundational explanation.  

As a result, all the four papers have arguably contributed to advance micro-foundational 

insights with regard to how non-executive individuals come to shape the collective performance of 

routines. Paper 1 did not explicitly draw on the routines literature, but nevertheless considered a 

corporate meta-routine in the form of a technology foresight system. The system can rightfully be 

considered from a routines perspective since it consisted of repetitive, recognizable patterns of 

interdependent actions carried out by multiple actors (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). In essence, this 

first paper took important steps toward considering the role of individuals’ decision-making 

preferences and information processing styles for deliberately searching for performance 

alternatives that involved questioning existing routines. In paper 3, these insights were further 

conceptualized and the important distinction between situated and more stable and generalizable 

individual understandings of routines was established. For future micro-foundational research, the 

potential fallacy of using individuals’ understandings measured at one point in time to understand 

their actions performed at a later time (and potentially different place), should be noted. Moreover, 

paper 3 provides some guidance to research and practice concerned with how to deliberately 

influence routines in ways that exceed the “lever pulling” suggested by previous research (Pentland 

et al., 2012). Specifically, task framing and task design were suggested as important ways of 

“micro-managing” routines – adding to frameworks considering micro-foundations from a more 

ideal based and holistic organization design perspective (Foss and Lindenberg, 2013). 

Furthermore, Paper 2 and 4 shed additional light on how understandings and actions of 

non-executives shape routines in specific contexts. As seen in paper 2, routines may emerge and be 

practiced under the radar of top management, but nevertheless significantly influence firm level 

outcomes. As seen in paper 4, routines to be transferred are – for better and worse – influenced by 
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the historical and cultural context in which they have originally been embedded. Depending on the 

research question, the domain of history may sometimes benefit from being conceptualized 

independently of the better-known and mutually constituent domains of action (performative) and 

understanding (ostensive) in relation to routines. Importantly, operative middle managers and 

employees may play a key role in determining exactly how history is put to use when enacting 

“old” routines in new contexts. Not least, their understandings and performances of transferring 

work is likely to evolve significantly over time, which underscores the benefits of taking a 

processual view for uncovering the micro-foundations of firm level performances. 

 

Future research directions: Reconsidering “the who” and “the how” of strategy 

The perspective that strategy is something that firms do, rather than simply have, is arguably 

gaining momentum (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 2005; Vaara & Whittington, 

2012). The work undertaken as part of this dissertation strengthens such a view, in underlining how 

non-executives – both middle managers and lower level employees – may be important for shaping 

how strategy is both formulated and enacted. In essence, the initial strategic decisions taken by 

executives may be considered as frames for “small” strategy work rather than strict strategic plans 

ready to be implemented. In fact, non-executives may be considered to be strategists as well, despite 

their lack of formal decision-making power about strategy. They nevertheless matter through their 

efforts to realize strategic goals through their day-to-day activities, guided by their different 

understandings of the goals and emerging changes in their work environments. From a micro-

perspective, it is thus hard to completely distinguish between strategy formulation and strategy 

implementation. Strategy is simply (re)formulated as it is enacted – not necessarily by those with 

formal decision making power, but by lower level individuals with the power to act. 

These combined insights points to an emerging trend in strategic management research and 

practice (Chia, 2013; Powell, 2016), which may informally be labelled “small strategy”. Small 

strategy opens up for a deep dive into the complexity connecting the micro and the macro, by means 

of paying more attention to how strategic outcomes are influenced by individuals’ understandings 

and actions at specific times and places. In the words of Chia (2013), managers and researchers 

alike should recognize that “seemingly inconsequential and understated everyday actions, gestures 

or responses emerge as primary causal agents in their own right.” (p 3). In consequence, managers 
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should not be expected to be able to intervene by means of “direct, frontal and heroic 

confrontation” (p 12), but may be better off if they wisely observe the change unfolding in their 

organizations to secure that interventions are (i) really needed and (ii) carried out at the right time.  

Suggestions to let things happen rather than actively attempt to control them is, of course, a 

stark prescription to the discipline of strategic management. Nevertheless, according to Powell 

(2016), managers in real organizations have already embarked on a narrower strategic path than the 

one of grand-scale implementations based on careful analysis and choice: “Executives no longer 

believe in sustainable competitive advantage as a concept. They have little patience for impressive 

platitudes or drawn-out strategy talk. They attend relentlessly to what they can control, while 

rejecting the notion that strategy and operational excellence, or strategy formation and execution, 

are separable things.” (p 2). As an alternative, the author suggests an approach of diligence based 

strategy, which essentially shifts the metaphor of succeeding with strategy implementation from one 

of playing chess to one of climbing mountains – from deciding on a few clever moves to one of 

dedicating relentless attention to activities (Powell, 2016). By allocating resources to specific 

activities and monitoring them over time, it is suggested, managers can learn which collective level 

actions drives performance by means of trial-and-error, and thus make small steps toward 

improvement over time. 

The work undertaken as part of this dissertation, however, paves the way for yet 

another move that top managers can make to better align the strategy as it is practiced with the goals 

it is supposed to achieve. To start with, the prescription is to more explicitly recognize the power of 

non-executives for shaping strategy enactment as well as strategy (re)formulation – and thus 

ultimately also the degree of realization of strategic goals. Secondly, managerial interventions and 

organizational designs should be tailored accordingly, and preferably account for different types of 

understandings and preferences rather than simply average them. However, much work is left in 

terms of specifying exactly how organizations and interventions can be designed to better account 

for the heterogeneity of actors’ understandings and socio-psychological needs. If carried out under 

the micro-foundations umbrella, such work could benefit from focusing on providing explanations 

rather than accurate predictions across firms and industries. As other research streams have also 

clearly established (Feldman, Pentland, D’Adderio, & Lazaric, 2016), individual understandings 

and actions are influenced by the specific time and place in which they are carried out. There still 

seems to be much room for empirical practice and process oriented qualitative research to 
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contribute to the micro-foundational research agenda. Such work could offer thick micro-to-macro 

explanations that account also for the influence of structure and context over time. 

1.3 Conclusion 

Adding to an emerging orientation to “small strategy” within the micro-foundational research 

agenda, this dissertation specifically suggests how and why differences in non-executives 

understandings, needs and rationalities may illuminate explanations of firm level outcomes. It finds 

that strategic outcomes such as innovation and planned change can be better explained by 

considering the heterogeneous actions and understandings of non-executive individuals. Operative 

middle managers and employees contribute to determine both whether and how firm level strategic 

outcomes are realized and may impact strategy (re)formulation over time. Future research should 

direct greater attention to the difference between organizations as they are measured by researchers 

and top management, and work environments as they are perceived by heterogeneous lower level 

individuals during their day-to-day actions. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of individual 

understandings should be considered as the primary focus of interventions, rather than simply their 

average type of actions. 
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